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ABSTRACT
Non Ego Laudari Curo: Honor, Shame, and Aristocratic Competition in Tibullus’ Elegy

Advisor: David Petrain

My dissertation explores the ethics of shame and honor at the end of the Republic to offer new
perspectives on Tibullus’ work and Roman elegy. By situating Tibullus’ corpus within his
contemporaries’ aristocratic discourse on honor, my research argues that the elegiac narrator is not
alien from the heroic self-assertion and pursuit of vengeance, typical of the honor-seeking elites
of Roman antiquity. In my reading, Tibullus, while clad in elegiac non-conformity, is deeply
committed to his contemporaries’ honor-driven ethos and, therefore, wary of the policing gaze of
his fellow Romans. Albius Tibullus was an elegist and a citizen of equestrian rank, who lived in
the second half of the first century BCE and wrote erotic narratives in the first person. As such, he
engaged with questions of reputation, and the proper shaping of a free, male persona, at a time
when societal values and structures were undergoing conflicting redefinitions. Thus far no
exhaustive scholarly work has been written on the relevance of shame and honor in Tibullus’ elegy.
This hermeneutic perspective can provide constructive avenues of inquiry both for the literary and
the social historian, as “the Mediterranean honor model has proved useful for understanding the
emotions Romans express in their literature, and so helps us interpret that literature, as well as
Roman manner, customs, and law.”1

1

Lendon 2011: 378-9.
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Introduction

My dissertation explores the ethics of shame and honor at the end of the Republic to offer new
perspectives on Tibullus’ work and Roman elegy. By situating Tibullus’ corpus within his contemporaries’
aristocratic discourse on honor, my research argues that the elegiac narrator is not alien from the heroic
self-assertion and pursuit of vengeance, typical of the honor-seeking elites of Roman antiquity. In my
reading, Tibullus, while clad in elegiac non-conformity, is deeply committed to his contemporaries’ honordriven ethos and, therefore, wary of the policing gaze of his fellow Romans. Albius Tibullus was an elegist
and a citizen of equestrian rank, who lived in the second half of the first century BCE and wrote erotic
narratives in the first person. As such, he engaged with questions of reputation, and the proper shaping of
a free, male persona, at a time when societal values and structures were undergoing conflicting
redefinitions. Thus far no exhaustive scholarly work has been written on the relevance of shame and honor
in Tibullus’ elegy. This hermeneutic perspective can provide constructive avenues of inquiry both for the
literary and the social historian, as “the Mediterranean honor model has proved useful for understanding
the emotions Romans express in their literature, and so helps us interpret that literature, as well as Roman
manner, customs, and law.”2

I. WHY SHAME AND HONOR
The concept of shame and honor has been widely influential among scholars of the ancient world.
From the sociological treatises of the 1940’s, whose Euro-centric distinction between cultures of shame and
cultures of guilt has been put into question, academic research developed a discourse on ancient shame
from ever-evolving perspectives of philosophy, sociology, psychology, and literary studies.3 My research
draws from this wealth of intellectual enquiry to offer new perspectives on Tibullus’ work and Roman
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Cf. footnote 1.
Examples of such controversial books are Benedict 1946 and Dodds 1951; see below for more details.

elegy. The notion of shame societies vs. guilt societies was popularized in the 1940’s by Ruth Benedict’s
groundbreaking book, The Chrysanthemum and The Sword. According to her theory, one can differentiate
the ethical foundation of societies between those who are driven by public praise and reproach (shamesocieties) and cultures whose ethos relies on a private, inner sense of guilt. Some critics have found such a
distinction problematic, challenging the use of such labels (e.g. “the Arab behavior based on revenge”4) as
simplistic and, in many instances, prone to eurocentrism.5 Her volume, however, represents the
foundational approach to be taken into account by any scholar of shame.
The most prominent early application of Benedict’s theory to the field of classical scholarship was
E.R. Dodd’s The Greeks and the Irrational, who carried out an analysis of Homeric culture through the
lens of the social theorist’s distinction between shame and guilt cultures.6 The fundamental consensus on
the issue was shaken in the 1990’s, when Douglas Cairns and Bernard Williams published their pivotal
works, adding new perspectives on the analysis of shame in antiquity and confuting the, by now, storied
distinction between (white, protestant) guilt-cultures and the “less civilized” Other.7 This renewed interest
in the issue fostered the rise of studies devoted to individuals’ emotions in the ethical and social register.
Shame, together with a wider range of emotions, occupies a central role in the studies of, most notably,
David Konstan, Christopher Raymond, and Alessandra Fussi.8
As these works focus primarily on the Greek perspective on shame, especially with regards to aidos
and semantically related terms, their intellectual enquiry is mirrored by numerous scholars of Roman
thought and literature who address the analysis of shame either from the perspective of literature and social
history9 or ethical philosophy.10 These scholars situate the discourse on honos within, among others,
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Glidden 1972: 985.
More on the criticism of shame versus guilt as racist in Ginzburg 2019: 2; Cairns 1992: introduction.
6
Cf. Dodds 1951: 17 “we may guess that the notion of ate served a similar purpose for Homeric man by enabling him
in all good faith to project on to an external power his unbearable feelings of shame. I say "shame" and not "guilt," for
certain American anthropologists have lately taught us to distinguish "shame-cultures" from "guilt-cultures […] A
simple explanation of these terms will be found in Ruth Benedict, Tile Chrysanthemum and the Sword, 222 ff."
7
Cf. Cairns 1993; Williams 1993.
8
Respectively, Konstan 2006; Raymond 2017; Fussi 2018.
9
Lendon 1997, Barton 2001, but most importantly Kaster 2005.
10
Graver 2002, 2010.
5
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Cicero’s writings, in particular the De Officiis and the Pro Sestio, considered by Margaret Graver among
the loci where Rome’s honor “ideology is laid out.”11 Understandably, these analyses focus on Roman
prose authors, especially Cicero and Seneca, as the latter offered numerous ethical digressions on the social
value of shame terms (verecundia, pudor,) though Kaster’s book presents a survey encompassing all Roman
writers.
Thus far, there has been no full-length study attempting to treat these issues more exhaustively over
the corpus of the love elegists, and Tibullus in particular.12 My dissertation draws from the scholarship on
Roman ethics to expand our understanding of Tibullus and his cultural context. The vantage point of
Rome’s honor ideology, I argue, helps to contextualize the elegiac narrator within his contemporaries’
discourse on social recognition. Furthermore, this perspective engages with the academic research on Latin
elegy as it addresses, from the perspective of aristocratic competition for social credit, issues of gender,
sexuality, and politics of the elegiac genre. This already extensive body of research will inform my study’s
focus on elegiac honor, as this hermeneutic lens sheds light onto Tibullus’ elegiac narrator’s self-fashioning
as a Roman aristocrat, a male, and a desiring subject.13
The past few decades of Tibullan scholarly debates can be summarized by listing four main trends
that have dominated the North-American and European academic discussion.14 The first trend originated
with the foundational monograph by Francis Cairns published in 1979. This scholar, like Bulloch, Luck,
and Wimmel, analyze the elegist’s corpus (over?)emphasizing its intertextual nature and drawing parallels
with the Alexandrian models. Considering the Tibullan text as a collage of Hellenistic subtexts can lead to

11

Graver 2015: 120.
Works on shame in the love elegists tend to be limited in scope and focused on individual passages: Wimmel’s 1989
essay titled “Schamgefühl und seine dichterische Begründung. Überlegungen zu pudet bei Tibull (1, 5, 42) und
anderen”; Woytek 1995; Brouwers 1970; Kaster 2005 does record in footnote instances of shame scenarios in Roman
elegy. No work thus far has equaled the exhaustive survey conducted by Douglas Cairns on the ethics of shame and
honor in Greek poetry. Cf Cairns 1992: 48-176.
13
With Nikoloutsos 2011 (among others,) I will use the term “elegiac narrator” to define Roman elegy’s first person
speaker.
14
Unmentioned in the following survey is Bright's monograph of 1978 Haec Mihi Fingebam: Tibullus and his World.
Though difficult to place in the four trends I identify, the book is valuable for its insightful readings of individual
passages and I refer to it often.
12
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somewhat trenchant statements such as Murgatroyd’s “none of the main themes of 1.1 is original.”15 For
the purposes of the present research, Cairns’s volume has also been helpful since it stressed that many
Tibullan themes are topoi with ample precedents in the literary tradition. This problematizes any attempt to
take these themes as unmediated expressions of Tibullus' worldview, a pitfall that, as I argue below, other
scholars have fallen into when they assess Tibullus' subjectivity. The celebration of paupertas in 1.1, for
instance, rather than a countercultural stance appears to be a perfect continuation of the topos of ψόγος
πλούτου.16
Another trend within the scholarly discourse on Tibullus is epitomized by Stroh’s 1971 monograph
titled Die Roemische Liebeselegie als werbende Dichtung and Sharon James’s 2003 Learned Girls and
Male Persuasion. These scholars emphasize elegy’s role as a handbook for seduction. I challenge, however,
this reductive understanding of the genre as a pragmatic, do-ut-des transaction between two parties.
Furthermore, this approach overlooks non-amatory motifs and instances of idealizations of the puella.17
Nonetheless, the present research draws from some of the insights of these scholars, provided that I refer
to “persuasion” in Tibullus having in mind what Wyke calls the elegist’s “textual fantasy of courtship”—
not the wooing of any actually existing beloveds.18
A third approach is epitomized by Paul Veyne’s 1988 Roman Erotic Elegy: Love, Poetry, and the
West. Though the scholar’s volume ignores the work of Tibullus, its legacy has taken root in the subsequent
Tibullan scholarship. Veyne’s work considers the elegiac persona to be a self-undermining character
partaking in a literary genre that “does not depict anything.”19 Similar emphasis on the irony and selfundermining nature of Tibullus’ narrator can be detected in Maltby and Murgatroyd.20 Though I find the
work of these scholars helpful, in the present research I take issues with their reduction of love elegy’s
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Murgatroyd 1980: 26.
Cf. Cairns 1979: 17, 21.
17
For T’s idealization of Delia cf. my reading of 1.3 and 1.5 below. For arguments concerning the idealization of the
puella in Propertius cf. Lieberg 1969; Torzi 1995.
18
Wyke 2002: 162.
19
Veyne 1988: 85.
20
Cf. these scholars’ treatments of 2.3 in Maltby 2002: 394; Murgatroyd 1994: 84.
16
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many features to an exercise of playful mannerism. In the subsequent readings, I challenge the interpretation
of passages dismissed as ironic and playful, as they often happen to offer meaningful insights into the
narrator’s cultural stances.
One last and very prolific trend in the scholarship on Tibullus and Roman elegy is the Lacanian
criticism. Foundational in this respect is the 1999 article by Paul Allen Miller titled “The Tibullan Dream
Text,” later merged into his 2003 volume, Subjecting Verses. His work features a sophisticated and attentive
analysis of previous scholarship, thus constituting an erudite synthesis with an impressive breadth of
knowledge. Miller’s text draws from the Lacanian concepts of Real, Imaginary, and Symbolic to study the
conflictual aspects of Latin elegy and its narrator’s potentially inconsistent poses. However, I think that
Lacanian scholars tend to deconstruct attempts to establish a stable meaning as they overemphasize alleged
contradictions within the speaker’s narrative. Similar emphasis on the narrator’s subjectivity can be found
in Fineberg essay21 (a precursor of Miller) and the most recent monograph on Tibullus, published in 1998
by Parshia Lee-Stecum. More recent works by Drinkwater and Nikoloutsos also draw inspiration from a
Lacanian methodological framework though they shift their focus to the Marathus poems.22
In the following sections, I will discuss the identity of the elegiac narrator and other main characters
featured in Tibullus’ work. Then, the poems will be contextualized within their historical framework;
finally, issues of gender, moral conformity, and homosocial invective will be addressed taking into account
the implications of this research’s hermeneutic toolset.

Elegiac Speaker and characters:
In this research, with “Tibullus” or “the poet” I refer to the elegiac narrator of the author’s poems,
not to the historical Albius Tibullus. Consequently, the events narrated in the subsequent elegies, e.g. the
reference to Nemesis’ deceased sister in 2.6, will not be considered as historical facts, and historicizing
determinism will be avoided. The present research takes into account, among others, the persuasive

21
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Fineberg 1993 essay.
Drinkwater 2012; Nikoloutsos 2007, 2011.
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argument that Kennedy made in his seminal 1993 book The Arts of Love. Drawing from the scholar’s
insights, this dissertation avoids inferring “that the text represents the sequence of the “speaker’s” thought,
and that we read it as eavesdroppers on a stream of consciousness, thus involving us in the piquant
circularity of extrapolating “reality” from the text and then using it to assess the viewpoint from which that
“reality” has been presented.”23 However, interpreting (with Judith Hallett and Mary-Kay Gamel) the
elegiac production as something cognate to scripts for dramatic performance allows the interpreter not to
go “to the other extreme of divorcing them completely from the author.”24 Within this scholarly framework,
the following research aims at contributing to the interpretation of Tibullus’ work as an artifact produced
at the end of the first century BCE.
Tibullus is the only Augustan elegist to include three different beloveds in his work: Delia and
Marathus in his first collection, and Nemesis in his second. The identity of Delia, Tibullus’ most prominent
puella, has been the object of extensive scholarly interest. Within this tradition, some speculate on Delia’s
existence in real life, drawing from Apuleius’ identification of the woman with a certain Plania (Apol. 10;)
others take the puella’s name as a reference to the island of Delos, the god Apollo’s birthplace. By
extension, the woman’s name would allude to poetry, thus allowing for a metapoetic interpretation of
Tibullus’ passage concerning his mistress.25
In the elegist’s work, Delia is referred to, respectively, as: a married woman accompanied by a
“coniunx” (1.6.15, 33; 1.2.43;) a prostitute whose transactions are supervised by a procuress (1.5.48;) a
pious matrona who runs with Tibullus a rural estate and graciously welcomes his patron Messalla (1.5.1934;) and a freedwoman who is not allowed to wear vitta and stola, the traditional garments of Rome’s
female citizens (1.6.67-8.) Curiously, even the puella’s ancillary characters appear to undergo similar
reversals. For instance, Delia’s procuress is vehemently cursed in 1.5.47-56, as Tibullus blames her for the
girl’s volte-face. This intermediary character is replaced in the following elegy by Delia’s affectionate
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Kennedy 1993: 15.
Gamel 1998: 85.
25
Cf., among others, Kennedy 2017, Keith 2012, Fineberg 1993. For a helpful summary of the evidence cf. Maltby
2002: 44-5.
24
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mother, whom Tibullus professes to love dearly (dulcis anus…te semper natamque tuam te propter amabo
1.6.63-5.)
As this brief survey suggests, efforts to extrapolate a “real” woman or set of women from the elegiac
text seem destined to fail. Delia’s social station is unknown to the readers and Tibullus makes no effort to
provide a consistent depiction of his puella. The present research rejects historicizing determinism in its
interpretation of Delia, as a real person who existed at the time of the elegist. Accordingly, she is considered
as one of the characters of Tibullus’ fictional narratives. From this perspective, the fluctuating social status
of the character poses no problem to the interpretation of Tibullus’ poetry. In our reading, the character
‘Delia’ appears instrumental to the purposes of Tibullus’ contextual narratives: in passages when the
narrator wants to assert his masculinity against other lovers, Delia is a prostitute, whose lena is cursed;
when the speaker avows his righteous life choices in adherence to the ancestors’ morality she is a pious
matrona running a farm; if Tibullus wants to narrate his prowess as a seducer, Delia readily becomes a
freedwoman whom the narrator tries to captivate, presumably having in mind his audience of fellow
aristocrats.
Similar dynamics apply to the other characters of the poet’s work.26 Accordingly, the present
research will refer to Delia’s male partner interchangeably as “vir” or “coniunx.” Correspondingly,
Marathus and the mistress of Book 2 will not be regarded as existing people, though some have taken the
details of Nemesis’ dead sister in 2.6 to be evidence of her real existence. From this perspective, it is an
eloquent fact that, unlike Ovid’s and Propertius’ mistresses, neither Delia nor Nemesis are given a chance
to speak in first person throughout Tibullus’ work. These characters appear to be playing whatever role is
instrumental to the contingent narrative of the elegiac speaker.

The Emperor and Contemporary Rome

26

Historical characters constitute a special case that will be addressed in the next section.
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The relationship between Tibullus and Augustus’ regime has been the object of an ongoing
scholarly debate.27 The dispute is all the more relevant, as the elegist’s production coincides with a time of
highly consequential events in Roman history. 1.7’s reference to Messalla’s triumph over the Aquitanians
celebrated on 25 September, 27 B.C. and the repairs made in the Via Latina after his triumph compelled
most scholars to date the publication of his first liber to the year 26 BCE.28 His second collections mentions
Messallinus’ admission into the quindecimviri sacris faciundis, supposedly in 19 BCE, shortly before
Tibullus’ death.
Having in mind this unique historical context, proponents of the poet’s adherence to the princeps’s
political agenda have pointed to elegies that seem to echo cultural narratives and iconographies dear to the
emperor’s propaganda. The description of Apollo in 1.10, for instance, might recall the recently set statue
of the god on the Palatine by Augustus; Some have located, in poems 2.2 and 2.5, hints at the princeps’s
marriage legislation and the celebration of the pax romana brought about by Augustus’s defeat of Mark
Anthony. Conversely, scholars have argued for Tibullus’ anti-Augustan beliefs due to the lack of any
references to the emperor in his work. This argumentum ex silentio is said to be corroborated by problematic
passages of the poet’s corpus; elegies 1.3 and 1.7, for instance, celebrate Egyptian cults, despite the
emperor’s ban, in 28 BCE, of Egypt’s gods within the Pomerium. In his commentary, Robert Maltby
proposes the noncommittal thesis that Tibullus “was a man of deep loyalty to his patron, who shared with
him a quietly independent outlook on life, which nevertheless in many ways coincided with the post-war
spirit of the new Augustan age.”29
Similarly indecisive arguments can be made about Tibullus’ patron Messalla Corvinus, who,
indeed, held the consulate with Augustus in 31 BC; on the other hand, the aristocrat had sided with Mark
Anthony at the beginning of the Civil War and, later in his career, stepped back from his office of praefectus
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Cf., among others, Solmsen 1962; more recently Newman 2013: 251–281.
For Tibullus dating: Murgatroyd 1980, 11-15; Fisher 1983, 1938-41; Lyne 1998c, 521-2; Peter Knox argues for an
alternative timeline in his interesting article: Knox 2005.
29
Maltby 2002: 55.
28
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urbi, dramatically declaring that his post was unsuitable for a “civis inter cives.”30 In short, the present
research concurs with Galinsky’s criticism of what he defines as the “inane dichotomy of pro and antiAugustan.”31 Furthermore, from the perspective of Roman shame and honor, I consider it reductive to limit
the scope of Tibullus’ political stances to a tout-court embrace, or refusal, of Augustus’ regime. As I hope
the subsequent readings will show, the poetry of Albius Tibullus conveys the participation of a full-fledged
aristocrat in the ethical and religious discourse of his contemporaries. This reading rejects the reduction of
Tibullus’ political engagement to a binary opposition between support for, or hostility towards, the
princeps. Instead, this analysis will focus on Tibullus’ poetic accounts concerning the elegist’s statement
as follower of Messalla (1.3) religious leader presiding over rural rituals (2.1, 2.2,) poeta laureatus
celebrating the religious appointments of fellow aristocrats to prestigious civic posts (2.5.)

Gender, morality, and conformity
Though numerous poems of Tibullus do not feature amorous elements, Amor constitutes a
fundamental theme of his poetic work. The role played by erotic motifs in Tibullus and in his literary genre
has profound implications for the speaker’s discourse regarding masculinity, sexual morality, and the
character of his (mostly female) beloveds. Consequently, a great deal of scholarship over the past 40 years
has been produced addressing the fundamental question of gender in elegy and Tibullus, which the present
research engages with in several ways. The performative assertion of one’s gender, and its relative
prerogatives, is a critical component of Tibullus’ Rome, as it is the case of most “contest cultures.”32 For
instance, Tibullus’ narrator shames his opponents for their failures to adhere to their gender prerogatives as
Roman males, such as the failure to police their spouses’ erotic morality. Understanding the profound
significance of one’s performance of gender is a pivotal aspect of our analysis of Tibullus’ shame and
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On T and Messalla cf. Moßbrucker 1983; Leppin 1998; Maltby 2002: 41-2.
Galinsky 1996: 5.
32
For this concept cf., among others, Barton 2001: 29-ff.
31
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honor. Accordingly, before presenting the views argued in my dissertation, I will summarize the main
scholarly trends concerning the issue of gender in the elegist’s work.33
The following four examples will briefly introduce the complexity of the debate on amor, power
dynamics, and traditional morality in Tibullus’ genre. In her interesting 2012 article that analyzes the poet’s
“Marathus elegies,” Megan Drinkwater writes:
“The gender dynamics of Latin love elegy are quite easy to define: a reversal of traditional Roman gender
roles in which the male speaker, amator, claims to submit himself to the whims of his puella. As Miller puts it, ‘the
elegists refer to their beloveds as dominae, and hence as the mistresses of slaves, allowing elegy itself to become a
tale of male subjection in which the elegiac ego assumes the position of servus amoris (slave of love.)’”34

While Drinkwater suggests that the dynamics are straightforward, and straightforwardly nonnormative from a Roman perspective, it’s easy to find scholars who argue the precise opposite. For instance,
Myers’s treatment of poem 1.5 posits the following:
“Under the pose of passivity and servility, the elegiac poet-lover preaches no counter-cultural revolution
for the status of women, despite optimistic readings of the recent past, but seeks to affirm his maleness and potency
by asserting his power over his discourse, especially over the terms of his erotic game and the puella.”35

A radically different interpretation of the same poem can be found in Vasileios Pappas’s recent
article:
“Augustus’s persistent (and unsuccessful) efforts to force Roman society to return to traditional morality
(mos maiorum) were undercut by (among other things) the progressive force of erotic elegy, which advocated
free love and disparaged traditional marriage. Love elegy did not shrink from challenging Augustan ideology,
which was based on traditional moral principles such as the birth of many children.” 36

Yet another approach to the question of gender dynamics and moral conformity, is characteristic
of scholars who apply Lacanian criticism to their analysis of Tibullus. The proponents of this approach
tend to deconstruct attempts to establish a stable meaning as Miller’s excerpt below exemplifies:

33

For a helpful overview cf. Williams 1999: 154-5 and Greene 2012: 358.
Drinkwater 2012: 425, these quotes’ emphasis is mine.
35
Myers 1996: 11.
36
Pappas 2016 79-80.
34
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“for, depending on whom one reads, elegy is either in league with the Augustan political regime (Kennedy
1993: 35–36; Newman 1997: 6) or implacably hostile to it and the traditional values it sought to promote: See Lyne
(1980: 68–69;) Fisher (1983: 1950–51;) Gaisser (1983: 65–66;) Grimal (1986: 142;) Van Nortwick (1990: 121;) either
political allegory (Edwards 1996: 24) or an apolitical, ludic discourse that gently mocks social custom (Veyne 1988:
31–32 104–8; Kennedy 1993: 95–96; Fantham 1996: 108;) either exploitative of women (Kennedy 1993: 38, 56, 73)
or bent on satirizing Roman misogyny (Greene 1994). In fact, almost everyone agrees that elegy was opposed to
something, but nobody can agree on what that was (Santirocco 1995: 226–28) [...] Elegy is another such stumble. It
can never reflect the Real; it can only detect its seismic shifts through disruptions in the structures of signification.
Latin love elegy is, on this view, made possible by certain subterranean movements of the Real […] The symptoms
of that movement, however, are clearly visible in the sudden emergence of this schizoid discourse”37

As these contradictory excerpts suggest, the question of gender norms and morality in Tibullus and
his genre is a complex and fascinating one. Some consider Roman erotic elegy to be a subversive kind of
literary work that challenges normative morality; others maintain that the elegists do not adopt
countercultural stances; the debate surrounding this issue is based upon the basic observation that, at first
glance, elegy seems to portray a male lover enslaved by his beloveds and, therefore, granting his mistresses
and boy-beloved power and authority. From this perspective, scholars of gender in elegy have argued for
the subversive nature of the genre, starting with Judith Hallett’s 1973 fundamental essay, “The Role of
Women in Roman Elegy: Counter-Cultural Feminism.” Similar arguments can be found in the works of
Jasper Griffin on Propertius, Eva Cantarella on the elegiac genre, and Barbara Gold 1993.38 More recently
scholars such as Megan Drinkwater and Konstantinos Nikoloutsos have contended that Tibullus blends
masculine and feminine attitudes into an androgynous voice.39 Their works have analyzed in various ways
how the feminine stances of the elegist’s persona do not correspond to an utter rejection of traditional power
dynamics. As the subsequent readings will show, the present research engages in particular with Ellen
Greene’s argument that in elegy “the use of military and political language to describe amatory relations
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suggests, instead, a redefinition of the erotic life in terms of the traditionally male ethic of domination and
competition.”40
The last point of Greene’s claim bears particular relevance for my dissertation. As the scholar
suggests, many elements of Tibullus’ narrative are consistent with a traditional pattern of male dominance.
Among such elements, the competitive nature of Roman honor and shame plays in the subsequent readings
a critical role. By situating Tibullus’ corpus within his contemporaries’ aristocratic discourse on honor, my
research argues that the elegiac narrator is not alien from the heroic self-assertion and pursuit of vengeance,
typical of the honor-seeking elites of Roman antiquity. In my reading, Tibullus, while clad in elegiac nonconformity, is deeply committed to his contemporaries’ honor-driven ethos and, therefore, wary of the
policing gaze of his fellow Romans.
This is not to say, however, that the verses of Tibullus constitute no break with tradition: my take
on his conformity is in line with Leach’s argument, according to which the poet’s work does not present “a
rejection of Roman values but a reinterpretation. His hypothetical role is fully in keeping with Tibullus’
social position as the descendent of an equestrian land-holding family and well-suited to establish his
literary allegiances as well.”41 Tibullus is transferring and reinterpreting the normative values of an
equestrian to a novel context, that of love and poetry. The subsequent readings show that, while
differentiating himself from those pursuits of honor as high-rank milites, Tibullus partakes in his society’s
competitive discourse and he seeks to integrate his poetic and amorous achievements within the quest for
excellence of his milieu.
I will include one last example to further explain Tibullus’ reinterpretation of traditional values and
their integration to the realm of elegiac poetry. As we will see below, in poem 1.1 the poet claims not to be
interested in obtaining laudes (traditionally military praise,) as he states, “non ego laudari curo.” After a
few lines, however, the poet declares himself to be a valiant general and soldier of love, (hic ego dux
milesque bonus;) Furthermore, in 1.4 Tibullus describes how poetry can achieve immortality and that each
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person has a claim on glory (Quem referent Musae, vivet…gloria cuique sua est.) Are we to consider these
statements, as some have suggested, as a simple contradiction? On the contrary, I consider this part of
Tibullus’ redefinition of traditional values: the poet, while not engaging in the pursuit of glory “laudes” on
the battlefield, is still driven to achieve honor as a man of literary genius, “Gloria cuique sua est.” From
this perspective, the elegist is not a countercultural figure “implacably hostile […] to traditional value,” but
a Roman aristocrat who seeks new avenues for his assertion of excellence, presumably because the usual
paths to social recognition were changing during the turbulent political shifts of Tibullus’ era.42
Interestingly, Ellen Greene carries out a very similar analysis of Propertius 1.6 and 1.7, although
her hermeneutic lens does not include considerations of Roman shame and honor:
“In the previous elegy, 1.6, the speaker clearly rejects the ethos of the public life: non ego sum laudi […] But
in 1.7 we see that it is not only glory the speaker is after (and believes he will receive) but that he wants to assert his
superior talent in a hierarchy of men of genius: tum me non humilem mirabere saepe poetam / tunc ego Romanis
praeferar ingeniis […] the speaker triumphant announcement of his supremacy in the world of Roman literary talents
suggests that the elegiac stance of servitude toward the mistress is nothing more than a ruse to create an alternative
heroic ethos for the male protagonist.”43

Though I slightly disagree with Greene’s view that the elegist “creates an alternative” ethos, rather
than just integrating his elegiac work within the normative moral discourse, her scholarship has provided
critical guidance in my analysis of Tibullus’ work. As the subsequent readings will show, the hermeneutic
lens of Roman shame and honor can further illuminate the elegiac poet’s renegotiation of gender dynamics
and societal values of his class.

Other implication of shame and honor: Invective, Masculinity, and Memoria

Cf. chapter 1 for the discussion of these poems (1.1, 1.4.) For the elegist’s changed worldview as a response to the
political context cf. among others, Miller’s claim that Tibullus’ contradictions are symptomatic of a “desperate attempt
to break away from an ideological crisis in the period between the collapse of the republic and the rise of the
principate” Miller 2004 95-129. Other discussions concerning the response to the authoritarianism of Augustus and
loss of political power for the aristocratic male in Fear 2000, 234–38; Janan 2001, 7–9; Wyke 2002, 176–77.
43
Greene 1998: 62-3.
42
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In the preceding section I have argued that Tibullus’ speaker is not presenting a countercultural
subversion of traditional gender role, as he maintains control over his poetic discourse even while posing
as subservient towards his mistress. Similarly, Tibullus does not appear to reject the morality of his
contemporaries but, rather, he appears to integrate elegiac elements into the normative stances of his milieu.
I will now turn to the discussion of further components of my reading of Tibullus, namely, the homosocial
nature of his love poems and the importance that poetic invective and performance of masculinity play in
his work.
The performance of manhood, a key component of the Roman competition for honor, occupies a
prominent position in a brilliant article titled after a Pompeian graffito (CIL IV 2178) that reads “Facilis
hic futuit.”44 The coarse statement belongs to a corpus astutely analyzed by Sarah Levin-Richardson, who
maintains that in these and many other Pompeian graffiti, the role of the objects of the sexual boasts is
minimal; rather, attention is placed on the subjects and their penetrative masculinity. In other words,
boasting of one’s sexual prowess has little to do with the (generally) female beloveds but it in fact
constitutes a critical element within Roman male competition. Literary scholars have argued that similar
dynamics occur in love poetry as well. According to Wray, in Catullus “the woman serves as a coin of
exchange passed between the sender and receiver of the poem, both adult males.”45 My research takes into
account the implication of masculine competition for social credit in Tibullus’ corpus. Drawing from
Wray’s insight, I propose a reading of Tibullus’ work that emphasizes the homosocial nature of his elegy,
exploring the male poetic persona’s discourse concerning his mistresses.
Taking into account the homosocial and competitive aspects of Tibullus’ love elegies helps to
contextualize the poet’s stances toward his mistresses. Highly competitive elegies such as 1.6, for instance,
feature the speaker’s complaints about his beloved’s unfaithfulness, only to boast about the many ways he
has been able to seduce Delia. Emphasizing the importance of the speaker’s assertion of manhood can help
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“Facilis fucked here,” cf. Levi-Richardson 2011.
Wray 2001: 72-73.
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to situate Tibullus’ literary non-conformity and, by acknowledging his adherence to his class’s prerogatives,
to reassess the ethical stances of his poetry.
Thus far, I have discussed the importance of Tibullus’ performance of manhood in his love poems,
and the role such an assertion plays within the discourse on gender dynamics and normative morality. One
surprising context in which Tibullus stages his competition for honor is in the descriptions of funerary ritual
and burial that constitute a leitmotif in the corpus. Sometimes taken as a sign of his melancholy or
“anaemic” nature46, the scenes in fact provide the framework for Tibullus’ avowal of traditional ethical
stances. Funerary rituals, with their emphasis on afterlife memoria and the glory of the deceased, are a
traditional place for the assertion of honor in Roman society.47 Interestingly, funerary rituals are frequently
featured in the elegist’s work, always occurring in ethically marked places.
As we will see in the subsequent readings, Tibullus talks about burials in 1.1 to talk about his postmortem renown, in 1.3 where he imagines a lofty epitaph pledging his loyalty to Messalla and to his milieu;
in 2.4 and 2.6, on the other hand, burials are mentioned either to sanction non-virtuous characters, who will
not be honored after death, or to praise moral deceased, whose memory is not destined to fade away.
In such funerary scenes, Tibullus summons the public gaze of his audience to convey the judgement on the
deceased’s moral conduct. Furthermore, the elegist chooses to include his name twice in an imagined
inscription: a tombstone in 1.3, a dedicatory religious “ex voto” in 1.9. Habinek and Williams have
emphasized the importance of such instances of self-dedications as loci for the literary memoria of the
poet.48 By choosing to link his name to very traditional public documents, Tibullus appears to adhere to the
struggle of perpetuating his posthumous nomen consistently with the morals of Rome’s upper classes.

On “anaemic Tibullus” cf. Syme 1939: 460.
Cf. Anderson 2012: 16; on the socio-political impact of prestigious funerary rituals cf. Bodel 1999 and Wesch-Klein
1993.
48
Habinek 1998: 109–14. Williams 2002.
46
47
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II. METHODOLOGY
My analysis of the value-system of honor and shame in Tibullus consists in a sequential reading of
Book 1 and 2; this poem-by-poem discussion mostly follows the sequence of the lines and it is articulated
in two main modes of interpretation. The first consists in the vocabulary-based analysis of the rich lexicon
of honor and shame in the poet’s corpus;49 The second is a context-based interpretation of the shame-related
passages, including the physical manifestations of pudor and its psychological and social repercussion.50
For the purposes of explaining what is to come, in this introduction I heuristically separate out lexicallybased and contextually-based modes of analysis, both of which will be used in the dissertation, as needed.
The opportuneness of a sequential reading of Tibullus’ corpus, as highlighted in Lee-Stecum’s
monograph and in Nikoloutsos’s more recent article, takes into account the ancient book-form as a papyrus
scroll, which has to be read column by column as it is unrolled and does not allow flipping pages back and
forth. Having the material support in mind allows us to generate “a multileveled interplay between the
various poems that comprise a collection. This linear reading expands the number of ideas conveyed in an
individual poem and elucidates its function as a mediating link between the previous and the following
poem(s,) as well as within the smaller poetic unit to which it belongs.”51As shown in the example above,
for instance, our interpretation of the line 1.1.56 “non ego laudari curo” relies both on the reading of a
passage in the same poem “hic ego dux milesque” (v.75) and of the statement featured in a subsequent elegy
“gloria cuique sua est” (1.4.77.)
This research takes as its starting point the examination of the usage of vocabulary centered on
honos, pudor and semantically related terms. It relies on the extensive work of scholarship on this subject,
such as Lendon 1997’s appendix titled The Latin and Greek lexicon of Honour.52 With Lendon, I consider
the following terms centered on honor: gloria, decus, laus, fama, honos, honor, existimatio (nouns,)
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Lendon 1997, Graver 2015.
Kaster 2005.
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Cf. Nikoloutsos 2007: 56; see also Lee-Stecum 1998: 1-18.
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Lendon 1997: 272-9.
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[prae]clarus, splendidus, gloriosus, inclutus, nobilis (adjectives,) honestas, dignitas, nobilitas, maiestas
(abstract concepts.) Furthermore, my reading pays attention to considerations of individual merit—
dignitas, nobilitas, etc.—and recognition for merit: laus, gloria, decus, honor, following Graver 2015’s
analysis. For the pudor vocabulary I follow Thomas 2006’s selection of 9 key shame terms (dedecus,
turpitudo, indignitas, flagitium, probrum – opprobrium, infamia, ignominia, pudor, uerecundia.)53 It is also
important to note that the organization of this research is in no way suggesting a stark dichotomy between
pudor and honos. Nor can one argue that the terms’ semantic ranges simply overlap with the English words
“honor” and “shame”—or the corresponding French, German, Italian, for that matter. For the Roman, to
feel a sense of honor is to have a sense of shame, as the term pudor conveys emotions translatable with
these two nouns.54 Similarly, the Greek aideomai conveys both “I feel shame before” and showing respect
towards someone “I honor” (Cairns 1993: 2.)55 My analysis of Tibullus considers relevant instances of such
terms in the poet’s elegies.
Another methodological approach of this research, following the mapping of pudor and honos
terms56, consists in the interpretation and contextualization of the shame and honor scenes, regardless of
the actual usage of the related Latin vocabulary. In my analysis of the Nemesis triumph scene in Tib. 2.3,
for instance, I argue that the narrator imagines parading his beloved through the streets of Rome to assert
his superiority in the male arena. Although the passage does not feature any shame and honor terms, it is a
critical place for understanding the honor-driven competition underlying the narrator’s attitude.
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Thomas, Jean-François. Déshonneur et honte en latin: étude sémantique. Bibliothèque d'études classiques; 50.
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In this analysis I distinguish, with Cairns and Raymond, among others, between dispositional and
occurrent shame.57 The occurrent type of pudor refers to the momentary feeling of shame (or
embarrassment) that follows an action or a situation (“I am ashamed of x,”) while dispositional shame
denotes an individual’s disposition to feel ashamed when appropriate (“I have a sense of shame,”)
regardless of the particular moment. Though the Anglophone will find no clear distinction in the English
vocabulary, as the signifier “shame” defines both the emotion’s occurrent and dispositional sense, the reader
of ancient Greek and Latin may observe that pudor (and aidos) is mostly used in the latter meaning, whereas
verecundia (and aischyne) mostly defines the occurrent emotion of “feeling shame.”58 Nonetheless, Latin
authors can be found using the two terms interchangeably.59
In Tibullus 1.2, for instance, the author describes disgraced old men caught, by the public eye, in
unseemly engagements “Stare nec ante fores puduit caraeve puellae/Ancillam medio detinuisse foro” (He
was not ashamed to stand before his girl’s door, or stop his dear one’s maid in the middle of the forum vv.
93-94.)60 This pudor, lacking in the old lover, represents the occurrent shame of a person caught in an
embarrassing situation. In 1.4, however, Tibullus portrays an example of dispositional sense of shame,
conveyed by the demure attitude of a boy’s face ““Hic, quia fortis adest audacia, cepit; at illi Virgineus
teneras stat pudor ante genas” (this one caught you for his audacious bravery, that one for the virginal
modesty that rests on his tender cheeks. vv. 13-14.)
As shown in the examples above, the author used the same word (pudor/pudere) to refer both to
the old man’s shame, occurring in the moment he was caught61, and the dispositional pudicitia of the chaste
youth. This distinction can be made more manifest by comparing the usage of modern European languages
that maintained—unlike English—two distinct words for occurrent and dispositional shame, such as
Schande/Scham (German,) vergogna/pudore (Italian,) honte/pudeur (French.) In my translation of the
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passages above, I circumvented the impasse rendering the occurrent puduit as the momentary emotion of
being ashamed, while I translated the dispositional pudor of the second example as modesty, an actual
character trait.
Shame has a temporal component that offers another way of understanding the two types of this
emotion. Therefore, in the following I will also use the terms retrospective and prospective pudor. The
former, occurrent and bound to a precise moment in time, looks back at the shame-inducing situation
(retrospective;) the latter, consists in a moral character, resulting in the disposition to feel shame possessed
by the pudicus individual (prospective.) Prospective shame, therefore, prevents a person from doing
something shameful and does not depend on already having done anything reprehensible. Returning to the
previous examples, the old man of Tibullus 1.2 (does not) feel retrospective shame for having been caught
doing something unbecoming, whereas the youth of poem 1.4 possesses the prospective “sense of shame”
anticipating something discreditable that could happen in the future.
I have summarized these methodological distinctions in the following chart:62
I feel shame/I am ashamed
Occurrent
Retrospective
Aischyne
Verecundia
Vergogna
Honte
Schande

I have a sense of shame
Dispositional
Prospective
Aidos
Pudor
Pudore
Pudeur
Scham63

Another main component of my methodology takes into account Kaster’s persuasive taxonomy of
shame as a further element of the analysis of Tibullus’ text. This classification, often considered by scholars
of ancient shame, lists six recurring scenarios in which shame can occur.64 These, called by Kaster pudor-
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scripts, account for “virtually all the evidence that offers a context sufficient to form a judgment” on the
occurrence of shame in Roman authors.65
Though this classification is by necessity partial and “its ramifications could be pursued downward
in finer-grain analysis,” I find its implementation constructive for my reading of Tibullus as it reiterates
how the elegist, by closely adhering to the taxonomy’s culturally marked scripts, partakes in the aristocratic
ethos of his contemporaries.66 It is appropriate to explain this point a little further: Kaster scripts encompass
shame-inducing phenomena that are culture-specific rather than universally applicable. Script 1, for
instance, concerns the relationship between shame and pudor-inducing circumstances not caused by the
individual’s agency; the point is exemplified by Livy’s account of Consul Titus Quinctius Capitolinus
Barbatus, who expressed his shame for being associated with the year marred by the Volsci and Aequi’s
attacks. Though utterly lacking responsibility for the sorry state of affairs, the consul declared he would
have “avoided this honorable office by exile or death” had he known what his consulship was bound to
undergo. Even though a similar response is foreign to a modern reader, tracking Tibullus’ adherence to this
pudor-taxonomy helps us situate his writing within the honor-ideology of his time.
For the purpose of this research, only scripts four, five and six will be taken into consideration,
namely Pudor and Discreditable “Extension”(4,) “Retraction”(5,) and “Lowering”(6) of the self.67
Kaster’s enunciation of script four, the scenario featuring an individual’s unbecoming over-exertion of their
will, features in the following passage of Tib. 1.1, “Nunc levis est tractanda Venus, dum frangere
postes/Non pudet et rixas inseruisse iuvat./Hic ego dux milesque bonus” (Now’s the time for sweet love,
while there’s no shame in breaking doors down, while it’s joy to pick a fight. Here I’m a general and brave
soldier vv. 73-75.)68 According to the scholar, the scene above portrays a poet who is too solicitous in
picking an amorous fight, therefore excessively exerting himself and challenging the normative idea of
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manly self-control. Tellingly, however, the vignette recalls a braggart soldier’s bravado, only transposed to
the realm of love.
The unbecoming retraction of the self, labeled as the fifth pudor-script, constitutes a
complementary failure to assert one’s own will, as opposed to the previous scenario, and results in a
disreputable situation. This type of pudor-inducing experience has a particularly normative connotation, as
it often sanctions failure to meet the performative expectations from the Roman vir.69 This failure to live
up to an ethical model is exemplified in Tibullus 1. 9, where the elegiac narrator bitterly regrets having
entrusted loving words and deeds to his unfaithful boy-beloved, Marathus “Haec ego dicebam: nunc me
flevisse loquentem,/Nunc pudet ad teneros procubuisse pedes” (these things I said to you: now I’m ashamed
that I wept as I spoke, and stretched myself out at your tender feet vv. 29-30.) This passage, mentioned
among Kaster’s examples, is critical to this research’s understanding of Tibullus’ pudor. Once the speaker
finds out that his beloved has been unfaithful to him, I argue that he is not feeling occurrent shame at his
failure to perform his masculinity qua lover (as opposed to being a brave soldier, or eloquent senator, etc.)
Tibullus’ narrator here sees himself falling short of his model because he was cheated on by Marathus,
therefore he regrets having underperformed as a praeceptor amoris. What is shameful here is not Tibullus’
role as a teacher of love, thus neither a dux nor a miles, but the failure to succeed in his teaching. Finally,
an example of pudor script 6: The Unbecoming Lowering of the Self, is offered in Tibullus 1.1 where the
urbane narrator describes his discreditable rustic engagements on his farm70: “Nec tamen interdum pudeat
tenuisse bidentem/aut stimulo tardos increpuisse boves” (be it not shameful to take up the mattock71 at
times/ or rebuke the lazy oxen with a goad vv. 29-32.)

Cf. Kaster 2005: 47 “More commonly still, I [i.e. the person experiencing this pudor-script]will be said to be
“womanish,” lacking the self-mastery and vigor of spirit that makes a man; at my worst, I will see myself being seen
as “servile” and “feminine” at one and the same time.”
70
The ambiguity of the farmer’s social standing will be addressed more in depth in the dissertation. For now, I will
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Why, again, does this close application of the shame taxonomy matter for the purposes of this
research? I maintain that it would guide our understanding of how Tibullus’ sensitivity corresponds to that
of his contemporary aristocrats. The same author whose elegiac narrator programmatically declares, in 1.1,
that he does not care to be praised (“non ego laudari curo,”) and therefore appears to challenge the Roman
quest for social credit, is indeed of one mind with his contemporaries’ liability to shame. As his elegiac
voice declares otherwise, Albius Tibullus depicts a poetic world that is the perfect product of Rome’s pudorbased belief system.
The interpretation of shame-related passages, constituting the second component of my
methodology, is not limited to vocabulary-based observations. My analysis addresses those scenes featuring
the common physical manifestations of shame, amply commented on by the respective scholarship.72 The
critical role played by the body in shame-related emotions manifests itself in a number of typical
expressions, such as blushing, eloquent use of posture or movement that signals a breaking off of contact
with others: silence, downcast eyes, an averted glance, a turning away, or an actual withdrawal. Thus,
Tibullus 2.3: “o quotiens illo uitulum gestante per agros/dicitur occurrens erubuisse soror!” (Oh how often
his sister blushed, as they say, at meeting him/carrying a young calf through the fields! vv. 17-18.) will be
counted as a (minor) instance of occurrent shame, even though the passage does not feature any pudorrelated vocabulary. The vignette, however, indeed portrays an example of the retrospective shame as
Apollo’s sister feels the humiliation of her divine brother engaged in rustic and unbecoming activities.
My dissertation will comprise two chapters. Chapter 1, “Hic Ego Dux Milesque, Tibullus and
Elegiac Glory,” consists of the sequential reading of the first ten elegies of Tibullus’ first collection. Chapter
2, titled “Vati Parce, Puella, Sacro: Hallowed Vates and Greedy Girl,” comprises the analysis of the six
poems of the elegist’s second book. A conclusion addresses the main arguments drawn from my close
readings and points to further developments of this hermeneutic lens within Roman elegy beyond Tibullus.
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Chapter 1: Hic Ego Dux Milesque, Tibullus and Elegiac Glory
1.1 Self-fashioning

(Courtemanche 1963; Cairns 1979; Leach 1980a; Gaisser 1983; Boyd 1984; LeeStecum 1998; Miller 1999; Kennedy 2017.)
Elegy 1.1 introduces Tibullus’73 poetic program and the identity of its elegiac narrator. The poet
claims to reject his contemporaries’ pursuit of military glory, fashioning himself in opposition to both the
greedy soldier and Tibullus’ patron, the general Messalla. This recusatio of Rome’s honor ideology,
however, is twisted in the concluding lines of the poem where Tibullus describes his audience, the loving
Roman youth, honoring him. The last two couplets complete this juxtaposition as the narrator declares
himself to be a soldier and a dux (just like Messalla) on the battlefield of Venus and colors his selffashioning with aristocratic pride. The first poem’s conclusion configures two characters: 1) Messalla as a
war general, saluted by the Roman crowds and laden with military trophies, and 2) Tibullus, the elegiac
eros-commander, honored by young lovers and secure of his social standing.
The programmatic elegy of Tibullus’ collection, with its emphasis on the poet’s ethical landscape,
has prompted uninterrupted scholarly attention. Francis Cairns’s 1979 monograph stressed the conventional
motifs of Tibullus’ moral proposition, that were drawn from rhetorical progymnasmata concerning the
critique of wealth (ψόγος πλούτου) and the comparison of ways of life (σύγκρισις βίων.)74 From this ethical
standpoint, the elegist’s program received various interpretations: according to Leach, Tibullus does not
reject normative Roman values, but he “seems to accomplish a reinterpretation.” Similarly, Gaisser
interprets 1.1’s attack on the soldier’s greed as a way to “present an alternative to the military ideal that is

From now on, with ‘Tibullus’ or ‘the poet’ I refer to the elegiac narrator of the author’s poems, not to the historical
Albius Tibullus.
74
Cairns 1979: 172-3.
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acceptable in terms of traditional Roman standards.”75 More recently, scholars such as Paul Allen Miller
reject the possibility of a definitive interpretation of Tibullus’ elegy, considering the text rife with
contradictions that “are best treated as symptoms that point to the traumatic eruption of what Lacan labels
the ‘Real’ and Jameson calls ‘History’ into the ordered realm of language and the Symbolic.”76 Drawing
from Miller’s Lacanian analysis, Nikoloutsos’s recent treatment of 1.1 considers the narrator of the first
elegy to defy the norms of Roman morality in order to forge a “new ideological space where masculine and
feminine attitudes blend into an androgynous, “queer,” poetic voice.”77 The present analysis, on the other
hand, argues that 1.1’s narrator redefines the arena for the pursuit of social recognition, while maintaining
a fundamentally normative approach to Roman honor and shame. The poet, as shown in the close readings
below, rejects the accumulation of wealth while claiming, as a poet, some of the prerogatives of Rome’s
landowning aristocracy. The incipit of 1.1 shows how the poem introduces this juxtaposition between
himself and the miles:

Divitias alius fulvo sibi congerat auro 1
Et teneat culti iugera multa soli,
Quem labor adsiduus vicino terreat hoste,
Martia cui somnos classica pulsa fugent:
Me mea paupertas vita traducat inerti, 5
Dum meus adsiduo luceat igne focus.
Let another accumulate riches of shiny gold to himself, and hold many acres of ploughed soil, let him be
frightened by constant fear, with the enemy nearby and the peals of the war-signals drive away his sleep. May my
modest means lead me along a quiet life, as long as my hearth may shine with a constant flame.

The very first act of Tibullus’ poetry consists of a contrarian statement: another (alius) may abide
by Roman militaristic values⸺me, the poetic self, is bound to lead a different life. Rife with personal
pronouns, the first poem emphatically differentiates between the life of the plunder-seeking soldier and the
humble demeanor of the poet-lover. Tibullus’ first line highlights the sophisticated arrangement of the two
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77
Nikoloutsos 2011: 52.
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figures through a chiasmus “Divitias alius… me mea paupertas:” the other (alius) is presented,
accompanied with his wealth (fulvo auro) military toils (labor adsiduus) and belligerent constant fear
(vicino terreat hoste.) The poet, on the other hand, is introduced via his idle life (vita inerti,) moderate
means (paupertas) and ethical security (adsiduo igne.) A series of parallels further underlines this
juxtaposition: the poet’s hearth, symbol of domestic stability, is adsiduus (constant) just like the wandering
soldier’s fear of the enemy in line 3. Its brightness (luceat) seems to hint at the shiny gold (fulvo…auro) of
line 1. Further correspondences contrast the soldier and poet as the former’s many acres (multa iugera) are
in later lines paralleled with Tibullus modest estate (vv. 19, 22) whereas the miles’s heaps of gold are
mirrored by rustic stacks of produce (vv. 9, 77.)
As seen, the miles’s riches, byproduct of a life of continuous sufferings (labor adsiduus v.6,)
contrast with the narrator’s moderate means and idle life. The picture these lines are rendering, however, is
not one of dire want, as Latin paupertas has little to do with the pauper’s scarcity.78 Rather, Tibullus’
statement evokes the image of a leisured landowner, who is content with the constant flame (adsiduo igne
v.6) of his estate’s hearth and is wary of the acquisitive ethos of the Roman military. The idea of the poet’s
rural prosperity is more manifest in lines 7-14, where Tibullus describes his rustic idyll characterizing his
harvest through images of bright opulence (grandia poma…frugum semper acervos praebeat…pleno
lacu…pinguia musta…florida serta)79 and a similar prosperity recurs in the other country scenes in his
oeuvre.80 Though later in the poem Tibullus hints at the literary cliché of his estate’s reduced size (felicis
quondam nunc pauperis v.19,) the narrator reaffirms his material security in the concluding line, as he
declares that he will “look down on riches and look down on hunger too” (despiciam dites despiciamque
famem.) In sum, at a closer reading, 1.1’s opening verses self-portrayal emphasizes the poet’s opposition
to the rapacity of the military, rather than highlighting Tibullus’ alleged poverty.

For poverty in the ancient world cf. Finley 1973, especially its chapter titled “order and status.”
I am adding here the whole passage: “Ipse seram teneras maturo tempore vites/Rusticus et facili grandia poma
manu;/Nec spes destituat, sed frugum semper acervos/Praebeat et pleno pinguia musta lacu/Nam veneror, seu
stipes habet desertus in agris/Seu vetus in trivio florida serta lapis” Tib. 1.1.7-12.
80
Cf., among others, 1.5.19-35; 2.1.47-66; 2.5.83-100; with relative discussion infra.
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Thus far, Tibullus has stated his non-conformity by declaring to be indifferent to militaristic wealth
accumulation (as a leisured landowner.) This self-characterization, however, continues on an ethical plane.
The adjective iners (v. 5) has distinct military undertones as it renders terms such as cowardice, fickleness,
“with connotation of lack of spirit of manliness.”

81

The theme of inertia recurs in martial contexts

describing the disgraceful want of courage of either the enemy (Cic. Cat. 2.10; Virg. Aen. 9.55‐7) or
mutinous fellow Romans (Luc. B.C. 5.364‐5.) Tibullus, therefore, is claiming his diversity not just on a
financial plane, but also as a Roman male: “may my moderate means lead me along (traducat) a quiet life.”
From the perspective of Roman shame and honor, the verb traducere, that passively describes how the
poet’s idle life is led, can be rendered with “paraded in a procession or exposed to disgrace,” similar to the
antiquated verb “to traduce.”82 Therefore, Tibullus introduces his poetic persona both through a series of
indirect contrasts with the soldier’s life, and contextualizing it within a moral discourse of Roman shame.

Indeed, from a military perspective, the poet is sluggish, unmanly and not interested in
accumulating wealth: a soldier could regard Tibullus as “traduced” in disgrace, due to his idleness.
Nonetheless, the first lines do not introduce to the readership an outcast poet living in poverty: Tibullus is
content with his moderate means, though he does not partake in the military acquisitive endeavors. His
appreciation of land ownership, moreover, places him within a distinctive tradition of Romanitas. As shown
in line 6, a major component of his vita iners is the constant flame of his hearth. This image does not only
convey a peaceful domestic setting, but it also hints at the poet’s engagement with the rural piety and his
worship of rustic deities.83 These religious overtones are evident throughout Tib. 1.1, as the poet refers to
primal images of rustic devotion (focus v.6, torus v.44, mensa v.37,) his language evokes religious practices
(spes v.9, veneror v.11, agricolae…deo v.14,) and he finally names the very deities he appeals to (Ceres
v.15, Priapus v.18, Lares v.20.) This adherence to the ways of the country-life aligns the poet yet again
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Cf. Kennedy 2017: 194.
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with Rome’s traditional mores and problematizes the interpretation of Tibullus as a reckless nonconformist.84
As seen, the poem’s opening lines successfully accomplish three main tasks: they differentiate, also
through sophisticated wordplay, between the greedy miles and the poet, first with regard to Tibullus’ disdain
for greed and, second, concerning his want of military prowess. Finally, the introductory passage sets up
Tibullus’ status as moderate landowner, characterized by rural spirituality. After this self-presentation, the
following sketches in further details the poet’s rejection of military renown, while introducing his difficult
love-affair:

Te bellare decet terra, Messalla, marique,
Ut domus hostiles praeferat exuvias;
Me retinent vinctum formosae vincla puellae, 55
Et sedeo duras ianitor ante fores.
Non ego laudari curo, mea Delia; tecum
Dum modo sim, quaeso segnis inersque vocer.
Te spectem, suprema mihi cum venerit hora,
Te teneam moriens deficiente manu
For you, Messalla, it is honorable to wage war on land and sea, so that your palace might post the enemy’s
trophies. The ties of a beautiful girl hold me captive, and I sit like a door-slave before her harsh door. I do not care to
obtain laudes, my Delia. Provided that I am with you, pray let me be called quiet and sluggish. Let me gaze on you,
when my last hour has come, hold you, as I die, with my failing hand.

These lines introduce the model citizen Messalla, juxtaposed to the poet’s inglorious serfdom to
his mistress. The opposition is hinted at by the alliterative rhythm of Tibullus’ couplets “te bellare
decet…Me mea paupertas…non ego curo…” Tibullus’ patron and military hero Messalla appropriately
(decet) pursues glory on perilous campaigns overseas, while in Rome his villa salutes the crowd displaying
the spoils (exuvias) of the conquered enemies. Here the Roman audience would not have missed the ethical
implication of the use of decet, as decus constituted a core notion within Rome’s honor ideology.85
Conversely, Tibullus is chained outside the beloved’s door—himself a disgraceful trophy, while he
imagines watching her during his last hour (te spectem.) This image of emasculated slavery is reinforced
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Cf. Courtemanche 1963: 59 for the close link between Tibullus’ piety and the mos maiorum.
Cf. Cicero Pro Caelio 37-47.
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by the lines’ wordplay: the poet is held (me retinent,) bound by his beloved ties (vinctum…vincla.) His
door-slave post, moreover, resonated among the Roman readership as particularly disgraceful, since the
task was rather menial and ianitores were often literally chained to their masters’ doors. Incidentally, a hint
of ambiguity permeates the poet’s language as the verb sedeo (sedeo ante fores) often refers to a besieged
city: while Tibullus is chained to his mistress’s door, he suggests that he is, in fact, laying siege to Delia.86

This introduction of Messalla within the two polar opposites of militia and amor (represented,
respectively, by the acquisitive soldier of line 1 and Tibullus himself) have prompted varying scholarly
interpretations. Paul Allen Miller’s well-known treatment of this passage finds here a contradiction, arguing
that Tibullus inconsistently rejects military pursuits in vv.1-6 while praising them in these lines: this nonsequitur, according to the scholar, must be solved through his proposed Lacanian analysis.87 Other scholars
too have found the positive reference to Messalla to be at odds with the elegist’s critique of military life: in
her monograph on Tibullus book 1, Lee-Stecum, for instance, talks about a “sudden (and rather brusque)
address to Messalla […] it almost seems as if the poet hurries to add this quick qualification, suddenly
realizing that his rejection of the conventional socio-moral type which his patron represents may have
offended Messalla.”88

To the contrary, the present reading argues that role of Messalla, who is also the addressee of 1.5,
1.7, 2.5 and the poet’s patron, does not overlap with the greedy soldier’s mentioned above. Similarly,
commentators such as Maltby and Murgatroyd find Messalla to differ from the miles, as maintained in Julia
Gaisser’s treatment of this poem: “First, the miles and the qualities he represents are not the same in the
two sections. In the first he is an impersonal and general alius (1,) characterized by desire for wealth; in the
second he is Tibullus’ friend and patron Messalla (53,) whose goal is the respectable one of glory.”89 The
hermeneutic lens of Roman honor corroborates Gaisser’s argument: for, the section’s language in ethically

For the ambiguity of the elegist and the mistress’s power relation cf. introduction.
Miller 1999: 208.
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Lee-Stecum 1998: 47.
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Gaisser 1983: 61; cf. also Maltby and Murgatroyd’s commentaries ad locc.
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marked as Messalla’s course of action is described as morally right (decet v. 53;) Further, the commander’s
honos is reinforced by the reference to his public display of spolia outside his house, a distinctive feature
of Rome’s honor ideology.90

Against the standard of his patron Messalla, Tibullus, by contrast, crowns his shameful selfportrayal asserting not to be interested in being honored “Non ego laudari curo, mea Delia.” Taken at facevalue, these statements of the first poem suggest Tibullus’ refusal of traditional values and Rome’s pursuit
of honor. In his argument, the poet will not go to war, will not display showy military spoils, and is not
interested in being admired by the army. Significantly, however, the vocabulary hints at a specific kind of
renown that the elegist rejects. The term “laudes” refers to the official praise bestowed on courageous
soldiers,91 and it is used in similar contexts in Prop. 1.6.29 and Ov. 1.2.22, among others. Instead

of

seeking glory in the Roman army, Tibullus’ inertia anchors him at the door of his unloving domina. Is the
poet really abjuring the honor-seeking mentality of his fellow aristocrats? The conclusion of 1.1 seem to
challenge this interpretation. In the scene, a reversal took place: the elegist imagines his funeral as the seat
of his renown among young men and women while also granting him Delia’s posthumous affection.

Illo non iuvenis poterit de funere quisquam 65
Lumina, non virgo, sicca referre domum
Tu Manes ne laede meos, sed parce solutis
Crinibus et teneris, Delia, parce genis.
Interea, dum fata sinunt, iungamus amores:
iam veniet tenebris Mors adoperta caput,
iam subrepet iners aetas, nec amare decebit,
dicere nec cano blanditias capute.
Nunc levis est tractanda Venus, dum frangere postes
Non pudet et rixas inseruisse iuvat.
Hic ego dux milesque bonus: vos, signa tubaeque, 75
Ite procul, cupidis volnera ferte viris,
Ferte et opes: ego conposito securus acervo
Despiciam dites despiciamque famem.92
From that funeral of mine, no young man or girl will be able to return home with dry eyes. Do not wound my
Manes, Delia, but spare your loosened hair and spare your tender cheeks. Meanwhile, while Fate allows it, let us join
On the ‘exuvias’ and Roman honor cf. Wallace-Hadrill 1988.
On laus/laudes as militarily connotated cf. Boucher 1966: 62; and Brouwers 1970: 51.
92
Aristocratic pose of spite: cf Finley 1973 on how the farmer is an aristocratic figure (as opposed to money-grabbing
parvenus.)
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our loves. Soon will Death come with its head covered in darkness, soon will the inept age crawl on, and it will be
honorable neither to love nor to speak flatteries with a white head. Now one ought to engage in sweet love, while it is
no shame to break a door down and it is a joy to pick fights. Here, I am a general and a valiant soldier: begone, you
standards and trumpets, bear wounds to greedy men, and bring them profits: I, safe with my gathered harvest, will
look down on riches and look down on hunger too.

As Tibullus pictures youthful crowds (virgo…iuvenis) mourning at his own imaginary funeral, two
statements are made. First, there exists an audience bound to honor him, namely, the people in love.
Therefore, the poet indeed seeks and projects excellence onto himself as a successful teacher of love
(praeceptor amoris.) Significantly, Tibullus situates the public gaze of his youthful audience in a marked
sociological context, the funerary rituals, traditional seat of laudatory practices.93 The reference contributes
to the role reversal carried out in this passage, as Rome’s mourning rites featured ancestor masks, or
imagines, that were displayed in the atria of the houses of senatorial rank.94 Just as Messalla’s war spoils
were to be posted on his domus’s façade (v. 54,) similar aristocratic pride is evoked by Tibullus’
imaginary—and publicly mourned—funeral.95

Moreover, the word order of line 65, with its emphasis on illo funere (on that very ritual) could be
interpreted by the Roman audience in a marked way. The pronoun’s prominence may suggest that the
honored poet’s funeral is indeed mourned with bitterness, whereas any pompous aristocrats’ departures
entail less sorrowful and more performative laments. A generic feature of this image corroborates this
interpretation: in 1.7.23-25, Propertius too utilizes the funeral scene to assert his glory among Rome’s
youth, that is, his audience as praeceptor amoris. The honor nature of both iterations of the image is clear
from Propertius’ description of himself as non-humble (non humilem poetam) and the first among Roman
intellects (ego Romanis praeferar ingeniis.)96 Finally, this scene marks a reversal from the humiliation of

Importance of funerals as laudatory moments: Tibullus’ lectus (v. 61) also evokes the laudatory language of Roman
funerary monuments set up by and dedicated to legally wedded spouses. In a number of these inscriptions dated to the
early imperial period, the wife’s fidelity is celebrated through an allusion to the marital couch (Treggiari 1991: 232);
funeral, memoria, honor cf. Anderson 2002: 16.
94
Cf. Flower 1996 titled Ancestor Masks and Aristocratic Power in Roman Culture. On burial rites and honor cf.
introduction.
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More on Messalla’s fundamental consistency with Tibullus’ aristocratic worldview cf. Moore 1989.
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Courtemanche 1963: 191 claims here that only Propertius weaponizes his funeral to assert glory. I contend that
Tibullus too, by associating himself as a honorable dux like Messalla, is claiming his glory.
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Tibullus’ slavery as he declares, in line 64, Delia to be non…vincta, unbound to her hardness at the sight of
his funeral. Is this a release from the fetters that bound Tibullus to his servitium amoris?
Second, Tibullus programmatically declares his “social” role within the Roman elite: he is, in the
warfare of Amor, a good soldier. Even more, he is a soldier and a general “dux milesque bonus,” thus selffashioning as the erotic counterpart of his patron, the general Messalla. These parallels continue in the
poet’s description of his erotic pursuits. The slackness (inertia) of line two is turned upside down as the
author juxtaposes the slack loveless life of the elderly (iners aetas v. 71) with his fierce struggles on Venus’s
battlefield through marked militaristic vocabulary: fights are picked up (rixas inseruisse,) while doors are
broken into (frangere postes.)97 The latter image constitutes the first instance of the popular topos of
paraclausithyron in Tibullus’ corpus, fully addressed in the following elegy.98 Here, however, the reference
to serenading outside the beloved’s door has a strong connotation of domestic assault. As noted by James,
breaking into a brothel was commonly represented in literary sources.99 As line 73 suggests, the idea of an
exclusus amator trying to access the mistress’s bedroom speaks more to the vulnerability of the female
beloved to the whims of her suitor(s) rather than the helplessness of a slave-like male lover. Again, Tibullus’
imagery seems to problematize the professed honor-less and passive stance of his poetic persona. In sum,
Tibullus might be called fickle (inersque vocer v.58) with respect to military greed while he may choose
not to imitate Messalla’s (te bellare decet…me retinent vinctum) honorable campaign. In the realm of
elegiac Amor, however, Tibullus reverses both charges: he is free from elderly fickleness (iners aetas)
while excelling as an amorous general and brave soldier (dux milesque bonus.)
Furthermore, the poem’s concluding couplets declare more explicitly what character the elegist
wants to undermine: namely, the greedy soldier who seeks to acquire wealth on military operations (cupidis
viris v. 76) Constant objects of the aristocracy’s rhetorical attacks, this parvenu class is addressed by the
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narrator’s contempt.100 Secure of his share of (moderate) wealth as a landowner, the narrator claims to look
down with spite at the soldier’s spoils while, at the same time, despising want (famem) thanks to the
inherited privilege of his class. This pose as an impoverished lover competing with wealthy rivals strikes a
balance in which the speaker makes a show of being rich enough to count as a traditional landowner, but
not so rich as to seem decadent or nouveau riche. Moreover, the reference to wealth in the concluding line
circles back to “divitias” of line 1 further clarifying the juxtaposition. From this perspective, I contend that
this line does not represent a contradiction,101 while it further problematizes the (somewhat modernizing)
interpretation of the elegist as an impecunious artist.
In sum, 1.1 sketches the poetic program of Tibullus’ corpus. The initial rejection of military
renown, paired with the poetic pose of submission towards his mistress, are matched with the narrator’s
secure awareness of his role as a love poet (hic ego dux) and aristocratic contempt towards the greedy class
of nouveaux riches. These stances are reinforced first by the occurrence of imagery of the poet’s posterity
bestowing literary glory, a common topos shared by other elegists.102 Moreover, the homosocial dimension
of such statements is emphasized by the reference to Messalla, whose namedropping betrays the author
intended addressees: that is, his fellow Roman aristocratic males. As Alison Keith eloquently argued, “by
addressing members of the Roman social and political elite as patrons, friends and literary rivals, the elegists
appeal to and consolidate the homosocial bonds of elite male friendship and implicitly document the social
and political entitlements of their own class and gender.”103 As Tibullus endeavors to fashion his poetic
persona as non-conformist and different from the normative Roman male, the poet’s adherence to his
aristocratic audience and customs is reinforced. In my reading, Tibullus’ unconventionality, conveyed by
his fickleness (inertia,) self-abasement (non ego laudari curo,) and slavery to his mistress (sedeo ianitor)
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ought to be challenged by other aspects of his first elegy. In his programmatic poem, the elegist claims his
adherence to the mores of Rome’s aristocracy in numerous ways: he states his piety for traditional gods; he
despises the acquisitive nouveaux riches while showing pride for his status as land-owner; finally, he asserts
poetic glory appealing to his fellow aristocratic male Messalla.

1.2 Shaming Love’s Enemies

(Putnam 1973; Brouwers 1978; Rosivach 1986; Lee-Stecum 1998)

1.2 consists of a dream-like sequence of desires and regrets, bursting from a wine-seeking elegiac
voice. In this paraklausithyron, the shut-out poet’s monologue engages in three main tasks: it restates the
motif of milita amoris, describing the lover’s pursuits as honorable through ad verba references to 1.1; it
problematizes the soldier’s life choices with mock-heroic vocabulary; finally, in the last couplets, the poem
stages a shaming scene, in which a youthful crowd—consisting of Tibullus’ audience—ridicules an old
man who did not abide by the poet’s amorous teaching.

Continuing the love-warfare narrative, introduced in the previous elegy by the hic ego dux
milesque line, the following passage heroizes the elegist’s toils involved in his courtship of Delia:

Nec docet hoc omnes, sed quos nec inertia tardat
Nec vetat obscura surgere nocte timor
En ego cum tenebris tota vagor anxius urbe,
Nec sinit occurrat quisquam, qui corpora ferro
Volneret aut rapta praemia veste petat
Quisquis amore tenetur, eat tutusque sacerque
Qualibet: insidias non timuisse decet
Non mihi pigra nocent hibernae frigora noctis,
Non mihi, cum multa decidit imber aqua
Non labor hic laedit, reseret modo Delia postes
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[Venus] does not teach this to all, but to those whom neither idleness encumbers nor fear forbids to rise in a
dark night. I wonder, anxious at night through the city, and [the Goddess] does not allow that anyone come who would
wound my body with his steel or seek his prize from my torn garments. Whoever is held by Love may go both safe
and holy where he wishes. It is dishonorable (non decet) that he fear any ambushes. I am not bothered by the numbing
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cold of a wintry night and this fatigue does not harm me—when the rain pours heavily—as long as Delia opens her
doors.

These lines belong to a monologue uttered by the poet and aimed at persuading Delia to accept the
challenges necessary for the consummation of their love. In his attempt, Tibullus, while being shut out of
the mistress’s door, describes the hardships the lover undertakes as part of his militia. He poses here as a
valiant soldier of Amor, enduring toils and overcoming his fears. The address’s style is formulaic: in a sort
of prayer, the poet lists the brave things lovers do under the aegis of Venus. Three anaphors in the first
dactylic foot (Nec docet…Nec vetat…Nec sinit) are mirrored in the last three lines of the section (Non
mihi…Non mihi…Non labor) as they emphasize the frantic nature of this plea to Delia.
Critically, the addressees of Venus’s teachings ought to be among the honorable, as they cannot be
hindered by inertia. The fourth and last occurrence of this term in Tibullus’ corpus draws attention to its
semantic shift. The ad verbum reference to the programmatic poem 1 recalls first the vita iners of the poet’s
self-introduction, then his plea to be called segnis and iners (by the soldier) as long as he is with Delia. In
both instances, the term’s negative connotation responds to the imagined observer, whose military ethos
may compel him to regard Tibullus’ devotion to Delia as fickle and unmanly. Towards the end of the poem,
however, a shift occurs: the poet states that he is a love-commander while his following of Roman youth
honors him. At that point, iners stands to designate (line 71) the fickle old age, unsuitable for amorous
exertions. The same idea permeates the lines above, as those who are iners cannot take up Venus’s
teachings, regardless of their age.
The shift undergone by this label, I argue, corresponds to the ethical program of Tibullus. The poet
redefines aristocratic honor, as he demands acknowledgement of his erotic exertions, paralleling them with
the soldier’s traditional one.104 To the contrary, Lee-Stecum’s monograph argues that here inertia underlines

These are my points concerning the semantic shift undergone by the signifier ‘inertia/iners’: 1) 1.1.5: vita…inerti
(idle life of the poet); 2) 1.1.58: segnis inersque vocer (poet does not mind to be called iners by the soldier); 3) 1.1.71:
iners aetas nec amare decebit (old age is iners because people can no longer pursue eros); 4) 1.2.23: quos nec inertia
tardat (only those unhindered by inertia can successfully pursue love).
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Tibullus’ powerlessness as a locked-out lover.105 Contra Lee-Stecum, I maintain that the rest of the passage
corroborates this interpretation presented above: the challenges of Tibullus’ courtship have manifest
military overtones. Dispelling his fear (timor) the poet wanders in the middle of the night (obscura
nocte…cum tenebris vagor) as if partaking in an ambush. In so doing, he is distressed (anxius) and envisions
bloody scenes of wounds and seized booty, which would abruptly end his amorous quest (corpora ferro
volneret…rapta praemia veste.) Despite the actual risks one could encounter in the urbs’s dark alleys, this
is hardly a descriptive account of a nightly walk to a puella’s residence.
Further echoes complete the redefinition of elegy 1.1’s ethical landscape: the tristes pluvias
endured by the soldier (1.1.50) here vex the honorable lover who braves the wintry night in pursuit of Delia
(Non mihi pigra nocent hibernae frigora.) The elegist’s acceptance of these challenges has ethical overtones
and it implies a self-assertion of honorable standing: it is shameful (i.e. contrary to decus) for the lover to
submit to fear (non timuisse decet,) an ad verbum reference to Messalla’s fitting (decet) military endeavors
aimed at aggrandizing his honor – and not at making him rich.106 This ethical dimension is emphasized by
the anaphora non mihi, non mihi, as the poet demands his personal exertions to be publicly acknowledged.
His share of aristocratic honor will be won through this toil, that does not fatigue him (Non labor hic.) This
literal reference distinguishes between the labor adsiduus of the acquisitive soldier (1.1.2,) despised by the
poet, and the amorous pursuits he will honorably undertake to gain entrance to his mistress’s door (reseret
modo Delia postes.)
Building on the ethical program of the opening elegy, Tibullus 1.2 continues to associate the lover’s
honor-bound toils with the traditional repertoire of military heroism. As the locked-out poet continues his
monologue, he turns to a direct invective against the soldier. Tibullus’ color of militia amoris discredits the

Cf. Lee-Stecum 1998: 82 ‘but the word inertia recalls the poet’s professed desire to be iners, and his actual position
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soldier’s acquisitive ways and does not refrain, as shown below, from parodic descriptions of the greedy
miles:
Ferreus ille fuit, qui, te cum posset habere,
Maluerit praedas stultus et arma sequi
Ille licet Cilicum victas agat ante catervas,
Pongat et in capto Martia castra solo,
70
Totus et argento contextus, totus et auro
Insideat celeri conspiciendus equo,
Ipse boves mea si tecum modo Delia possim
Iungere et in solito pascere monte pecus,
Et te, dum liceat, teneris retinere lacertis, 75
Mollis et inculta sit mihi somnus humo
That man was iron who, when he could have had you, as a fool preferred to pursue plunder and warfare. Let
him drive Cilicia’s defeated troops before him, let him pitch his martial camp upon captured ground, let him sit his
swift horse, to be gazed upon, completely covered in silver and gold. If only with you, Delia, I could yoke the oxen,
and feed the flocks on the familiar hill, and, as long as I may hold you in my loving arms, let soft sleep come to me
on the rugged earth.

The couplets blame the iron-hearted one who prefers martial repute over love conquests, the latter
representing the poet’s realm.107 Tibullus draws sharp distinctions between himself and his war-like rival
who shuns the struggle of amor, as the lines’ elegant cadence conveys (non ego…non ego… at tu v.85-ff.)
Male competition for social credit resurfaces as, in this iteration of the topic, the poet thrusts direct attacks
at his counterpart (ferreus…stultus.108) Critically, the poet chooses not to be admired (conspiciendus v.72)
as a wealthy and successful warrior but as a gallant lover. The juxtaposition is emphasized by a touch of
irony as Tibullus presents, on the one hand, a soldier laden with gaudy gold and silver, riding a choice
horse. This militaristic extravaganza is paired, on the other hand, with the portrayal of the poet himself (ipse
v.73) who is content with his beloved’s admiration and who wishes to tend radically different animals: oxen
and sheep—a landowning class’s dream of rural frugality (Totus et argento contextus, totus et auro/Insideat
celeri conspiciendus equo,/Ipse boves mea si tecum modo Delia possim/Iungere et in solito pascere monte
pecus vv.71-74.) The mock-heroic image of a soldier dressed up like a statue—Tibullus’ contemporaries
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Cf. Brouwers 1978.
As noted, Stultus is used in Tibullus to label the duped husband and has philosophic overtones: among Stoics, it
defines the one who, unlike the sapiens, is influenced by feelings. Caston argues that the elegists redefine it as the
label of those who feel nothing [Caston 2012:72]. This seems fitting here, as stultus follows the semantically close
ferreus. I would argue that here it stresses the tacit rivalry between Tibullus and the miles.
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knew of no Roman soldier “contextus” in gold and silver109—gives way to the refined tones of bucolic
poetry: Eastern garishness à la Mark Anthony is juxtaposed to a Catonian vignette of patrician decus.
The passage’s concluding line circles back to the zero-sum game of Roman competition. Tibullus,
arguing that he may hold (retinere) Delia seems to suggest a dimension of conquest to his amorous success,
while the image is reinforced by the wordplay: retinere…teneris lacertis. The poet is, after all, sleeping on
the ground (humo)110 as if lying in a military camp – while both he and his counterpart can (licet v.69; liceat
v.75) claim their conquest: either over the victas catervas Cilicium or over the puella. Significantly, this
vocabulary of power-relation is first employed in 1.1.50, where Delia’s shackles hold (retinent) him. It
seems, that the conquest has been reversed, and while the gaudy Eastern booty of the poet’s belligerent
nemesis are described, Tibullus poses as conqueror of his beloved.
The previous elegy introduced the narrator’s audience of young lovers attending their revered
poet’s imaginary funeral. In poem 1.2, Tibullus enriches this ethical landscape of elegiac honor by
portraying the same crowd bestowing shame on an unloving, avaricious character. By establishing the
onlooking youth as a kind of moral tribunal, the role reversal of the first poem continues: in Tibullus’
literary world, people in love publicly shame the greedy soldier and other figures who defy the elegiac
supremacy of amor, while they praise the poet as a teacher of love (praeceptor amoris.) Tibullus’ honorbound erotic endeavors are emphasized by the use of heroic vocabulary belonging to the topos of militia
amoris111 and this imagery helps to associate the successful lover with Messalla’s glory as a war
commander. Finally, the poet’s animosity against those who antagonize amor recalls the themes of
rhetorical invective, another critical element of Roman competition for honor.112 Characteristic of such

Cf. Putnam 1973: 70 ‘The man and his trappings are one, suggesting an equestrian statue rather than a human
being’.
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Note further how the humo is ‘inculta’, a reference to Catonian simplicity contrasting with the soldier’s extravagant
golden armor. For a different interpretation of this image cf. Lee-Stecum 1998: 94.
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Drinkwater 2013.
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On the relationship between invective, elegy, and Roman honor cf. Wray 2001: 64-ff and the present research’s
introduction.
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invective scenes, of which Tib. 1.2 constitutes an illustrative example, is the imagery of ridicule and threat
that emphasizes both the narrator’s antagonistic assertion and the competitive dimension of Roman shame.

At tu, qui laetus rides mala nostra, caveto
Mox tibi: non uni saeviet usque deus. 90
Vidi ego, qui iuvenum miseros lusisset amores,
Post Veneris vinclis subdere colla senem
Et sibi blanditias tremula conponere voce
Et manibus canas fingere velle comas,
Stare nec ante fores puduit caraeve puellae 95
Ancillam medio detinuisse foro.
Hunc puer, hunc iuvenis turba circumterit arta,
Despuit in molles et sibi quisque sinus.
But you, who joyful laugh at my sorrows, beware of what soon will happen to you. The god will not always
persecute one alone. I have seen the man, who had ridiculed the sorry loves of the young, offer in later time, as an old
man, his neck to the fetters of Venus. I’ve seen him compose mawkish speeches to himself in a quavering voice and
seek—with his own hands—to groom his white hair. He was not ashamed to stand before her shut gates nor to hold—
on the public square!—the beloved girl’s maid. Him the boy, him the young one surrounds in a dense crowd while
each spits into his own tender breast.

The poem’s closing lines describe the fates of those who refuse to serve Venus. These scenes’
language of aggression and retribution is akin to that of rhetorical invective conveying the competitive
nature of Roman homosocial honor’s zero-sum game. First, the narrator threatens the passerby who lightly
laughs at his misfortunes (caveto …laetus rides v.89.) The menaces materialize through a pathetic vignette
of an elderly man who feels no occurrent shame at craving the attention of a young girl (Stare nec ante
fores puduit) in the particularly unbecoming and public space of the Roman forum. This constitutes an
instance of Discreditable “Extension” of the Self, according to Robert Kaster’s taxonomy: once again the
narrator signals his sensitivity towards normative Roman honor, as the elderly man’s failure to conform to
such code is highlighted.113

Tibullus’ language does not spare his counterpart from public humiliation, describing a crowd of
boys and young men (puer … iuvenis turba) openly ridiculing the elderly man’s unsuccessful erotic
pursuits. It is critical that both parties involved in a pederastic affair (the puer eromenos and the young man
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erastes) are involved in shaming the old lover. Further, as the latter is reproached for standing before the
girl’s door “stare nec ante fores puduit” the poet himself is uttering his paraclausithyron under the very
same circumstances. This paradox suggests that the youthful elegiac lover/beloved (puer…iuvenis) can
righteously (decet) pursue their erotic endeavors, whereas if an old man does so, the result is shameful.
Tibullus here is showing awareness of the parameters of Roman shame, showing how certain things are
appropriate at a given moment. This approach impugns the argument according to which Tibullus’ narrator
embodies a non-conformist who ignores the normative values of his class.114

By the end of Tibullus 1.2, the role reversal is complete: the elegiac poet will not pursue honor on
military campaigns while he gets to threaten and laugh at the (now) pathetic old man begging for love.
Tibullus’ young followers, moreover, do not hesitate to bestow shame on those who too late⸺and
unsuccessfully⸺decide to join the army of Venus. Transgressions of Tibullus’ elegiac ethics, such as
greedy wealth acquisition through military campaign or opportunistic seduction, are the object of the poet’s
vehement criticisms. This moral stance, familiar to Rome’s leisured aristocracy, is enacted by Tibullus’
audience, a crowd of young lovers who partake in the shaming of the greedy soldier (Tib. 1.2) and the ruin
of an avaricious woman (the avarae of Tib 2.4) and other antagonistic characters (1.6.82-ff.) These
statements not only convey a reversal of the honorable soldier’s narrative, but they also feature language of
aggression and ridicule typical of Roman invective—that is, the medium of shaming par excellence. This
reading’s following sections address other objects of the poet’s blame, shedding further light onto Tibullus’
adherence to the competitive culture of his class.
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ad loc. Rosivach 1986: 180).
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1.3 The Elegist’s Memoria
(Bright 1971; Mills 1974; Ball 1983; Brazouski 1990; Morelli 1991; Huskey 2005; Houghton
2007; Gaisser 2012)
The third elegy of Tibullus’ book occupies a prominent position both for its ingenious use of
Homeric themes and for its engagement with the discourse on Roman honor.115 Its 94 lines portray the poet
as a Roman Odysseus, stranded in Phaeacia. This Homeric Tibullus carries out a katabasis of sorts and he
is awaited by a version of Delia/Penelope who epitomizes traditional ideals of muliebris pudicitia. At the
same time, Tibullus reinforces the poem’s epic undertones by projecting his post-mortem memory as a fullfledged Roman aristocrat: He wishes to be remembered among the followers of Messalla “on land and sea,”
after the parting address to his patron that opens the elegy. Finally, the poet delineates his notion of elegiac
ethics by portraying his own after-life reception by Venus in Helisium, while warning about the dire
punishments awaiting the enemies of Love. Within book one’s discourse on Roman honor and shame, this
elegy follows the poet’s self-fashioning as an honor-bound commander in the army of Venus (1.1) and the
introduction of his audience of elegiac followers (1.2.) The corpus’s third poem completes Tibullus’
establishment of an elegiac ethics by giving a literary dimension—as a sort of elegiac Odysseus—to the
erotic honor the poet asserts for himself. 1.3, at the same time, highlights Tibullus’ loyalty to his milieu,
pledged on the poet’s imaginary epitaph.
The opening couplets, after a brief propemptikon to Messalla, introduces the poet’s epic pose as a
stranded Mediterranean wanderer. A sudden illness has interrupted his participation in his patron’s military
campaign in the east, and Tibullus dreads the idea of dying alone away from his Lares and his beloved.
Significantly, the themes of memoria, death, and familial piety are joined together in setting the stage for
the elegy’s narrative.
Ibitis Aegaeas sine me, Messalla, per undas,
O utinam memores ipse cohorsque mei
115

As noted by Bright, it is the first time a poet does not use myth to refer to his individual experience, but rather
narrates his story as if he were a mythical character “he tells of himself as Odysseus.” Bright 1971: 211.
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Me tenet ignotis aegrum Phaeacia terris,
Abstineas avidas, Mors, modo, nigra, manus
Abstineas, Mors atra, precor: non hic mihi mater 5
Quae legat in maestos ossa perusta sinus,
Non soror, Assyrios cineri quae dedat odores
Et fleat effusis ante sepulcra comis,
Delia non usquam; quae me cum mitteret urbe, 10
Dicitur ante omnes consuluisse deos.
You will go, Messalla, without me across the Aegean waves. Oh Heaven, may you and the cohort remember
me. Phaeacia holds me, sick in unknown lands. But now, dark death, may you hold back your devouring hands. I pray
you hold them back, black death. Neither mother is here, who would gather my burned bones to her sorrowing bosom,
nor sister, who would pour Assyrian perfumes on my ashes and weep with hair disheveled before the ancestral tombs.
Nor anywhere is Delia, who, as she dispatched me from Rome, they say first consulted by all the gods [about my
safety].

Tibullus, ill and aground on the island of Corfu, addresses his commander Messalla, who would
carry on his mission without him. An atmosphere of longing permeates these lines, turning the potentially
unbecoming situation—a soldier’s retreat due to a sudden sickness—into the realm of epic poetry. The
journey is evoked by the synecdoche of Aegean waves. Homeric Phaeacia is suffused with pathos, with its
unknown regions (ignotis terris) surrounding the dying poet. In this highly poetic context, Tibullus appeals
to a foundational value of Rome’s honor: the realm of memoria. Stranded among unknown things, he wants
to be honored and remembered, not just by his patron and fellow aristocrat, but also by his regiment (ipse
cohorque,) with an emphatic utinam that highlights the address’s pathos.
Significantly, the anaphoric address to Death (Abstineas avidas Mors…Abstineas Mors atra)
announces the poet’s actual funeral, not the procession that follows it, as in elegy 1.1. In Tibullus’ fantasy,
this funerary ritual features all traditional attributes: central stage is given to the deceased’s main mourners,
namely his closest female relatives, who show a great deal of familial piety. The mater pathetically holds
the poet’s ashes to her bosom116 while Tibullus’ soror lavishes oriental perfumes on her brother’s remains.
This scene of familial devotion is crowned by the image of the poet’s sister weeping before the sepulcra117

Contra Murgatroyd I take, with Cairns 1979: 104, maestos sinus to be the mother’s bosom (therefore, a
quintessentially maternal attribute) rather than her dark veils.
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Indeed, the plural sepulchra might be motivated by mere metri necessitas. Interestingly, however, the second
occurrence of someone’s burial feature the singular ‘sepulchro’ as it refers to the puella Nemesis’ late sister: a character
who would likely belong to the lower classes. Note also how her death itself (a fall from a high window) suggests the
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of their ancestors. I take the plural to be a reference to the family’s (actual or imagined) ancestral burial, as
this image would confer a loftier connotation to the ritual while aligning it with the scene’s epic overtones.
In a sort of emotional climax, the series of mourners ends with Delia herself. She is absent, while
the stranded poet imagines his burial, but her piety is beyond reproach. Prescient, perhaps, of this ending,
the puella had wandered through Rome’s shrines to consult all the gods, prior to the poet’s journey (ante
omnes consuluisse deos.) The public dimension of this idealized Delia is critical: her conduct is
irreproachable as her devout gestures are spoken about (dicitur) across the very Urbs the previous line has
just mentioned (me cum mitteret urbe.)118 The Homeric allusions implied by the narrator’s Phaeacian
captivity and his beloved’s piety will continue throughout the poem, bestowing an aura of literary glory to
the narrative of 1.3. Aside this game of arte allusiva, it is significant that in the first three poems of book
one, basically more than half of the references to Delia119, Tibullus portrays his mistress as a chaste and
devout beloved. The elements of conflict in the previous poem (1.2) are the dura ianua and saeva custodia,
not the girl herself. In other words, the introductory elegies of Tibullus render the image of a traditional
puella pudica, not an acquisitive mistress. Furthermore, the epic undertones suffusing these lines elevate
the tone of 1.3’s setting: as a sort of wandering Odysseus and modest Penelope, a new dimension of honor
is bestowed on the characters of the elegy’s narrative. This seems all the more relevant since Tibullus,
unlike other elegists, makes a rather sparing use of mythology.120
While providing the setting for the rest of the poem, the opening couplets establish Tibullus’
honorable loyalty to his patron and comrades, his dread for an unknown burial that would spoil the poet’s
memoria, and the traditional devotion of his female relatives and Delia. The scene is followed by a
retrospective account of the elegist’s reluctance to embark on his mission without the approval of Love, as

humble conditions of her life, as multiple stories building (insulae) hosted the residences of the poor whereas the
Domus constituted the abodes of the propertied classes.
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For another occurrence of dicitur in a marked shame and honor context cf. 2.3.18 ‘dicitur occurrens erubuisse
soror’ where the goddess Diana feels shame at her brother Apollo’s unbecoming servitium amoris to Admetus; for a
different interpretation of this dicitur cf. Lee-Stecum 1998:161.
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Delia’s poems are: 1.1; 1.2; 1.3; 1.5; 1.6.
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For the importance of myth in Propertius cf., among others, Butrica 1994 and Rulli 1995.
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shown by numerous ill omens (vv. 17-23.) These laments lead to a longing description of the golden age,
characterized by peace and rustic prosperity (vv. 35-48.) The Arcadian reveries are interrupted by the grim,
and culturally marked, picture of the poet’s epitaph:
Quodsi fatales iam nunc explevimus annos,
Fac lapis inscriptis stet super ossa notis:
'Hic iacet inmiti consumptus morte Tibullus, 55
Messallam terra dum sequiturque mari '
Sed me, quod facilis tenero sum semper Amori,
Ipsa Venus campos ducet in Elysios
Hic choreae cantusque vigent, passimque vagantes
Dulce sonant tenui gutture carmen aves, 60
Fert casiam non culta seges, totosque per agros
Floret odoratis terra benigna rosis;
Ac iuvenum series teneris inmixta puellis
Ludit, et adsidue proelia miscet Amor
Illic est121, cuicumque rapax mors venit amanti,
Et gerit insigni myrtea serta coma
But if even now I have fulfilled the allotted years, let a stone be set above my bones with this inscribed note:
“Here lies Tibullus, devoured by harsh Death, while following Messalla on land and sea.” But me, since I am always
compliant to tender Love, Venus herself will escort me to the Elysian Fields. Here dances and songs hold sway.
Wandering here and there, birds sing a mellow tune from their slender throats. Though uncultivated the crops bear
cassia, and through all fields bountiful earth blooms with scented roses. And a young men’s party, mingled with tender
maidens, plays, and Love constantly rouses battles.

Tibullus’ present ruin occurred after he left his hearth and home without Love’s permission.
Nonetheless, the poet endures his fates with Roman manliness, as his epitaph testifies. The grave pledge of
loyalty “Here lies Tibullus devoured by harsh death while following Messalla” belongs to the traditional
repertoire of honor-bound funerary commemoration.122 Much to the disappointment of commentators,123
Tibullus, unlike the other love-poets Ovid and Propertius, wishes to be remembered as a loyal follower of
Messalla. I take this stance to be consistent with previous and following statements of Tibullus’ allegiance
to the aristocratic values of his milieu: as the whole poem engages with the critical idea of memoria, the
poet describes his grave’s inscription as [inscriptis] notis (here referring to the epigraph itself) which is a
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Illic means that they have been recently separated by death, as opposed to those who are in Elysium happily with
their lovers cf Brazouski 1990.
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On the epitaph cf. Morelli 1991: 182.
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Cf. Ball 1983.57: "I cannot believe that he does not feel some regret for having followed the general on a military
expedition that has taken him away from his mistress and brought him to the brink of destruction”; whereas Kennedy
1992: 16-7 sees here yet another contradiction that obscures the “real” identity of Tibullus. On the differences between
Tibullus’ epitaph and the other elegists’ cf. Huskey 2005.
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word with profound resonance in Roman shame and honor mentality (the nota censoria was a “note” from
the Roman censors that stated publicly a citizen's discreditable conduct.124) Moreover, the use of notis – in
this context of honor and collective memory – follows a significant repetition of ignotis terris in lines 3 and
39; both pairs fall before medial caesura and at line end. It's very common for emphatic elements to adjoin
key metrical boundaries, especially when adjective and noun are separated by hyperbaton, as here: Me tenet
ignotis aegrum Phaeacia terris… Nec vagus ignotis repetens conpendia terris. As noted by Mills, Phaeacia
here stands for a place of separation, both from Messalla and his loved ones at home, and helplessness. 125
Tibullus exorcizes the oblivion announced by his Phaeacian captivity through a final statement of allegiance
to his aristocratic values, to be acknowledged (inscriptis…notis) by the public gaze. Interestingly, the
repetition of ignotis terris occurs when the poets laments the ruinous quest for riches that signaled the end
of the Golden Age.

In sum, before Phaeacia’s oblivion, the poet restates his moral program.126

Furthermore, Tibullus’ imaginary tomb inscription constitutes the first (out of two) occurrence of his name
throughout his corpus. This passage, as commentators have not failed to notice127, must be significant, if
this is the line the elegist chose to immortalize his (cog)nomen.128 In the Amores, Ovid mentions his name
three times while Propertius does the same in nine different passages. In none of these occurrences do the
elegists wish to be remembered as loyal soldiers, but rather, as epitomized by Ovid’s “tenerorum lusur
amorum.”129
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On the nota and Roman litigation cf. Kelly 1976: 93-111; On the semantic range and ambiguity of nota cf. Caston
2012: 99-100.
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Mills 1974: 226 “Tibullus, however, goes further than Homer, adding a characteristic touch: not only does Phaeacia
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pleasant and enchanting qualities, a place of death and oblivion.”
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separation, and oblivion. Because it is the theme of death that binds Phaeacia and the reign of Jupiter together, it is
significant that the word for death in line 50 is letum and not mors. Etymologically related (at least by the ancients) to
the Greek words λήθη and λανθάνω letum carries the additional connotations of 'hidden', 'forgotten', 'given to oblivion',
and thus recalls the suggestion of oblivion in the phrase terris ignotis. In this way, Tibullus' vision of death in the reign
of Jupiter is a reflection of and is conditioned by his new conception of Phaeacia's meaning.” Mill 1974: 231.
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Cf. footnote 43.
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Intriguingly, Tibullus the writer counters sea-faring induced oblivion (ignotis…terris x2) through the memoria of
the written word (inscriptis notis.)
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Cf. Huskey 2005: 380 “In contrast, the first line of Ovid's epitaph commemorates his official role as "the player in
the game of tender loves.” With this phrase, Ovid has transformed Tibullus's “unofficial” language (“facilis tenero
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Tibullus’ austere—and traditional—epitaph is juxtaposed to a scene portraying the very reversal of
the burial’s atmosphere, namely the poet’s glorious reception in the Elysian Fields. This shift, signaled by
v.57 “sed me” constitutes the end of the poem’s first section, beginning and ending with Messalla’s name.130
As noted by Mueller, this contrast could not be starker: “Im zweiten Teil der Elegie kehrt sich das
Verhaeltnis um.”131 From the grave to the Elysian afterlife, the elegist envisions a divine reception by Venus
and this otherworldly glory is said to await all followers of Love. The reader encounters, in v. 63 “iuvenum
series” the poet’s following of young people in love: the very audience who would bestow honor on the
poet and shame at his failings or his rivals’ (cf. iuvenum…amores 1.2.91; iuvenum…turba 1.4.80;
iuvenumque catervae 1.6.81.) Elysium’s suave landscape is highlighted by Tibullus’ distichs: the joyful
images

accompany

internal

rhymes

and

alliterations:

vagantes…aves…seges,

totosque

per

agros…odoratis…rosis…teneris…puellis…Amor…amanti…[myrtea serta]coma. Lovers here are gloried
“insigni” and the whole passage features stylistic echoes of Tibullus’ golden age description (vv 35-48.)132
The scene seems to suggest that the eternal bliss of the Golden Age, where lovers are extolled and wealth
acquisition is banned, awaits in the afterlife the followers of Tibullus’ ethical program. This ideological
twist is critical: though Brazouski133 maintains that Tibullus’ inclusion of lovers in Elysium is a stylistic
feature common to most classical occurrences of the theme, I argue that Tibullus’ representation is
marked—also metrically through the opening spondee illic est—and not an acritical form of mannerism.134
The underworld representations, from Homer to Virgil to Dante, are an eloquent seat for their poet’s
ideological and moral landscape. Whereas the Aeneid’s blessed partake in cherishing the past and future
glory of Augustus’s regime, Tibullus here manages to assert his aristocratic spite for avarice (ψόγος

sum semper Amori") into a title—in the truest sense of the world titulus—for himself. Instead of being merely
"receptive to tender love,” [like Tibullus] Ovid literally surrounds himself (" tenerorum lusor amorum") with it and
makes it part of his official identity. Put another way, he has set in stone his identity as a love poet.”
130
Müller 1995: 132.
131
Ibidem 133.
132
Cf. “Elysium as an environment better suited to his poetic and personal temperament” Mills 1974: 232.
133
Brazouski 1990: 35.
134
On the “eroticization” of Elysium cf. Houghton 2007: 156.
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πλούτου,) for the nouveau riche, while stating his pro-rural landowning beliefs. If Elysium serves the
ideology of its narrator, Tibullus here does not shun speaking his mind.
A concluding remark ought to be made about the contrast between this heavenly scenery and the
gravitas of Tibullus’ tomb. According to Morelli, the modest epitaph is a way for Tibullus to signal the
futility of militaristic pursuits, as the unhappy death of Tibullus should discourage others from exploits on
the battlefield. Similarly, Kennedy mentions it as a blunt proof of the poet’s narrative inconsistency,
whereas others simply cannot explain it.135 To the contrary, I take this epitaph to be a consistent statement
of the poet’s moral and civic stances. Tibullus is a Roman aristocrat loyal to Messalla and a glorious lovepoet. This synthesis is exactly what his elegiac discourse is establishing, from the “hic ego dux milesque”
to the “gloria cuique sua” lines that constitute elements of his “operazione di ricostruzione, su un registro
elegiaco, di tratti e di valori quiritari che costituiscono parte essenziale del suo stato ideale.”136 In Tibullus’
ideal of prisca Romanitas there is room for celebrated commanders—such as Messalla who rightfully (te
bellare decet 1.1.53) pursues military glory—and honorable elegiac poets. The passage ongoing Homeric
Odyssey corroborates this claim of literary renown, as commentators have linked this afterlife digression
to Odysseus’ epic Katabasis.137 Yet again, the notis inscriptis of Tibullus, veiled by Homeric undertones,
assuage the anxiety for his endangered memoria.
This underworld digression precedes a concluding paraenesis addressed to Delia, who is asked to
remain faithful. The poet’s entreaty introduces a sort of wishful reverie about Delia’s chaste domestic
behavior. By associating his beloved with Penelope, Tibullus imagines his glorious homecoming in a scene
rife with Homeric overtones:
At tu casta precor maneas, sanctique pudoris
Adsideat custos sedula semper anus
Haec tibi fabellas referat positaque lucerna 85
Deducat plena stamina longa colu,
At circa gravibus pensis adfixa puella
135
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Paulatim somno fessa remittat opus
Tum veniam subito, nec quisquam nuntiet ante,
Sed videar caelo missus adesse tibi.
90
Tunc mihi, qualis eris, longos turbata capillos,
Obvia nudato, Delia, curre pede
Hoc precor, hunc illum nobis Aurora nitentem
Luciferum roseis candida portet equis.
But you, I pray, remain chaste, and let the old lady sit ever by your side as the watcher of your holy honor.
May this woman tell you stories when the lamp in its place, and let her draw the long yard from the loaded staff, and
let the maid by your side, bend over heavy work, drop her work won over little by little by her sleep. Then may I
suddenly come, and let no one bring the news, but may I seem to have come, sent from heaven, to you. Then, as you
will be, with your long hair all disordered, run towards me barefoot, oh Delia. For this I pray. May bright Dawn on
her rosy chariot bring me this very shining day that I dream of.

In her astute reading, James argued that this passage constitutes the core of Tibullus 1.3: the poet’s
distress and his elegiac system of reward and punishment in the afterlife are sophisticated persuasive
strategies aimed at deterring Delia from cheating on him.138 Though I agree that the unfaithful Danaids’
damnation in the underworld can function as a threat to Delia,139 I maintain that Delia (here) plays an
ancillary role: by portraying his beloved as an epitome of Roman feminine virtue, who poses as a woolspinning and lover-awaiting Penelope, Tibullus establishes for himself the persona of a Roman Odysseus.
His beloved Delia’s irreproachable morality, his own glorious return from (near)death and a perilous
journey allow Tibullus to assert for himself an epic status, while maintaining the elegist appeal to amorous
pursuits, as the concluding passage shows.
First, the honorable nature of wool-spinning for a woman, in Tibullus’ fiercely male-dominated
civilization, was proverbial, not just in Livy’s famous account of Lucretia’s adamant virtue, but also in the
broader civic discourse.140 Gaisser notes that this domestic task was characteristic of “honorable Roman
matrons (“she made wool” is a frequent phrase in epitaphs) […] But the scene also evokes Penelope’s
famous weaving and her joyous recognition of the returned Odysseus.”141 The language, moreover, could
not be more evocative: the poet’s entreaty recalls a prayer (precor) while the imagery of vv. 83-88 is
reminiscent of traditional honor and shame morality, with castitas and sanctus pudor, aptly rendered in
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English by most editors as “honor,” in so far a Roman woman’s prospective shame constitutes the honor of
herself and her watchful male relatives; the passage also evokes scenes of domestic bliss and piety:
custos…sedula anus…fabellas…lucerna.
Finally, this domestic bliss is crowned by Tibullus’ homecoming, welcomed by barefoot,
ungroomed Delia in glee. This scene is quite unique: Tibullus appears “as if come from the sky” (videar
caelo missus) and his arrival is met by a dreamy imagery of brightness. A candida aurora accompanies
him, bringing a nitentem Luciferum (literally light-bringer) riding dawn-rosy horses roseis equis.142 This
passage further associates Tibullus with Odysseus, in a sort of nostos-cum-apotheosis moment. Meanwhile
the gloomy atmosphere of oblivion and death, characteristic of the Phaeacian landscape in the opening
verses, is turned upside down.143 The epic divinization of dawn bringer Tibullus, at last reconciled with his
hearth and Delia, helps him to overcome the distress brought about by death, illness, and most importantly
oblivion away from home. Curiously, the siege-laying door slave of 1.2 is here transformed into a sort of
deity descending from heaven.
In conclusion, one can attempt to address the reasons beyond the Homeric allusions (pace
Morelli144) of this elegy, or, as D. Bright put it “the more difficult question of what is achieved by this use
of an heroic model in a markedly unheroic context.”145 I contend that, far from reversing the values of
traditional heroism, to “turn the entire world […] inside out”146 Tibullus is appropriating and redefining the
values of his aristocratic milieu. The elegist claims the loyalty to his patron, while bestowing epic honor on
his amorous pursuits. His ethical redefinition, condensed in his rendering of the Golden Age and Elysian
bliss, entails the rejection of riches and the indulgence in love within a pious and traditional ancestral rus.
All in all, a consistent intellectual and poetic endeavor, as corroborated by the rest of his corpus.
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1.4 The Poet’s Fragile Honor
(Bright 1971; Gibson 1995; Williams 1999; Fineberg 1999; Fabre-Serris 2004; Nikoloutsos
2007; Filippetti 2010)

1.4 belongs to the so-called Marathus cycle, in which Tibullus describes his affair with a goodlooking and unsympathetic male beloved. It opens with a prayer addressing the fertility god Priapus, as the
poet seeks his divine advice to seduce handsome young men (formosos v.3.) These, in turn, will join the
elegist’s following of enthusiastic young lovers who praise Tibullus and whose agency is recalled in
numerous passages within Tibullus’ corpus.147 Towards the end, as the narrator paves the way for his pursuit
of social credit on Venus’s battlefield, he appears to be aware of the implications of his ethical program,
since failures to meet his audience’s expectations can incur collective shaming, as the following reading
shows.
I take, with Fabre-Serris and Filippetti, 1.4 to be an example of didactic poetry within Tibullus’
elegiac book. The influence of the didactic genre makes all the more sense in the elegy that establishes the
poet’s role as teacher of love (vos me celebrate magistrum v.75.) The poet’s invocation introduces Priapus
as having didactic authority within the poem, an authority that is transferred to Tibullus himself in the
elegy’s final couplets. As astutely noted by Filippetti, Priapus’ role becomes manifest through a subtle
allusion to Virgil’s model in line three “quae tua formosos cepit sollertia?” (what artfulness of yours
captivates beautiful boys?). The deity is artful “solers” (sollus + ars,) therefore capable of transmitting his
amorous knowledge to his followers, just as Virgil’s Aristeus was skillful in his georgic activity.148
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The inclusion of erotodidaxis within the realm of georgic techniques is part of Tibullus’ ethical and
poetic program, aimed at establishing elegy’s amorous pursuits as a worthy component of Rome’s honordriven ethics. Accordingly, sollertia recurs in Tibullus corpus (1.7.29) in another rustic context and bearing
the same meaning. Just as the semantic range of iners (in-ars versus sollus-ars) from 1.1 to 1.2 shifts, from
the military to the amorous realm,149 the poet’s attempt at cultural redefinition is at work here. First, Priapus’
expertise in the erotodidactic techne is signaled by his sollertia (v.3.) Then, a few lines down, another key
concept (labor) undergoes an elegiac remodeling (v.47) nec te paeniteat duros subiisse labores “let it not
displease you to endure heavy toils.” The labores to be bravely endured are here those of the servitium
amoris and rustic life (cf. 1.2.33; 1.4.47; 1.7.39; 2.1.63) and not—as in 1.1.3—the toils endured by the
greedy soldier on his acquisitive campaigns. Tibullus’ elegant wordplay, from the poem’s onset, continues
in Priapus’ description of the alluring traits of the pueri:
Sic ego; tum Bacchi respondit rustica proles
Armatus curva sic mihi falce deus:
'O fuge te tenerae puerorum credere turbae,
Nam causam iusti semper amoris habent 10
Hic placet, angustis quod equom conpescit habenis,
Hic placidam niveo pectore pellit aqua
Hic, quia fortis adest audacia, cepit; at illi
Virgineus teneras stat pudor ante genas
Sed ne te capiant, primo si forte negabit, 15
Taedia: paulatim sub iuga colla dabit
Thus I spoke; Then Bacchus’ rustic offspring answered me so, a god armed with his curving sickle: oh beware of
trusting yourself to the gentle crowd of boys, for they always offer some valid ground for love. This one pleases
because he keeps his horse with tight reins; this one strikes the water with his snowy breast; this one takes you with
his brave glory; while maiden shame lays on this one’s tender cheeks. But do not let boredom seize you, if at first he
will deny you: gradually his neck will yield to the yoke.

Asked about the ways to succeed in seducing boys, Priapus provides a lengthy account (vv. 9-72)
of his amorous techne that spans most of the elegy. Tibullus introduces the deity as Bacchus’ rustic son,
bearing his traditional attributes (curva falce.) The tenuous military overtones of line 8 “a god armed with
his curving sickle” and Priapus’ rustic looks have been read as a parodic response to epic, whereas his
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divine status “legitimizes the Tibullan speaker’s vacillation between the masculine and the feminine.”150
On the contrary, I maintain that Priapus, who plays the role of praeceptor amoris already in Theocritus, is
consistently represented as a rustic deity providing guidance for the elegist’s militia amoris.151 Furthermore,
this reading has not detected any (power)structural differences between the poems dedicated to female
beloveds (Delia, Nemesis) and the so-called Marathus cycle (1.4, 1.8, 1.9,) and there is therefore no need
to hypothesize a parodic undertext. Just as in the case of the old man from Tarentum, the divine authority
is here a pastoral “vieil homme” who theorizes and knows about the arts of love, and is not a buffoonish
ugly character.152
Tibullus’ attempt to ascribe traditional Roman honor to his genre’s amorous pursuits is manifest in
Priapus’ description of the beautiful pueri. The moral overtones of the god’s advice are signaled from the
beginning, as the boys are said to always cause righteous love v. 10 “causam iusti semper amoris.”
Moreover, the male beloved exhibit aristocratic traits, not overlooked by commentators, as a group
consisting of “kalos kagathos ephebos, a classicized puer who is not only beautiful but also acts in
accordance with Roman principles of masculinity and social conduct”153. They can capture the lover’s fancy
through equestrian skills (angustis quod equom conpescit habenis,) strength and valor (fortis…audacia)
and, most significantly, virginal honor. The mention, in line 14, of a maiden’s prospective154 shame
(virgineus pudor) recalls Tibullus’ idealized Delia in the very preceding elegy (1.3.83 “sanctique pudoris.”)

Cf. Nikoloutsos 2007: 65. On Priapus inelegant looks cf. ibidem “Tibullus offers a parodic response to epic
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Here, too, the poet establishes an elegiac arena for Roman honor, where he can compete in conquering and
subduing the virtuous beloved.155
Though the civic virtue of the boys has been interpreted as a manifestation of erotic poetry’s
inconsistency (“perennial oscillation,”156) I see here, on the contrary, an attempt at enhancing the status of
elegy within the culture of the poet’s aristocratic milieu. This interpretation is corroborated by the power
dynamic Priapus’ advice sketches: the toils (labores v. 47) the elegiac lover will endure aim at eventual
submission of the ephebe (paulatim sub iuga colla dabit.) The crude (and militaristic) image of erotic
conquest, is echoed in line 56, where the defeated youth is said to yearn to “hang upon” the poet’s neck
(collo se inplicuisse velit.)157 The image of Tibullus pursuing glory through his amorous conquest has been
emphasized by commentators, “Priapus”’s call for adventure in the erotic field can therefore be interpreted
as a figure for the arduous road a Roman elegist must follow to gain poetic glory or kleos.”158
From its onset, Priapus’ erotodidactic lecture ascribes to the elegiac pursuit of boys an honor-driven
dimension, both through the aristocratic virtue of the pueri and the competitive nature of their eventual
submission (sub iuga colla dabit.) The deity’s advice continues (vv. 21-56) as a list of the various labores
and services to be endured as part of the poet’s amorous siege. These entail perjury, patience, and
obsequiousness as goal-oriented strategies to obtain the boy’s surrender (V. 40 “…obsequio plurima vincet
amor” love conquers many battles through complaisance.) The endurance of similar tasks, in order to
subjugate a beloved, has a divine precedent in Apollo’s herdsmanship which he undertook with the aim of
seducing the young king of Pherae.159 This mythological and generic perspective helps to interpret Tibullus’
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labores not as an instance of disavowal of his aristocratic and dominant status. Rather, they constitute a
step toward the submission of the poet’s honorable prize (i.e. the puer) that “illustrates his commitment to
his art—a commitment analogous to that of a soldier to the state.”160 This do-ut-des dimension of the
elegist’s servitium amoris is further illustrated in the concluding lines of Priapus’ advice:
At tu, qui venerem docuisti vendere primus,
Quisquis es, infelix urgeat ossa lapis
60
Pieridas, pueri, doctos et amate poetas,
Aurea nec superent munera Pieridas
Carmine purpurea est Nisi coma: carmina ni sint,
Ex umero Pelopis non nituisset ebur
Quem referent Musae, vivet, dum robora tellus, 65
Dum caelum stellas, dum vehet amnis aquas.
At qui non audit Musas, qui vendit amorem,
Idaeae currus ille sequatur Opis.
But you who, whoever you are, who first taught the sale of love, may an infertile stone press down on your
bones. Boys, love the Muses and the learned poets, let no golden gifts outweigh the Muses. Through poetry Nisus
has his purple locks; were there no poetry, no ivory would gleam from Pelops’ shoulder. He the Muses name, shall
live, as long as earth will bear oaks, heaven stars, and rivers will carry water. But he who cannot hear the Muses, he
who sells love, let him follow the chariot of Idaean Ops.

Priapus concludes his erotodidaxis on an ethical note by both reproaching the beloved’s “venal”
habit of demanding gifts and praising poets and the immortalizing power of poetry. A virtuous puer should
grant his favors to the elegist not on account of cash payment but in return for his verses. The imagery of
infertility vis-à-vis poetic immortality permeates these lines, that follow the deity’s plea about time’s
inexorable passing (vv. 28-30.) The first commodifier of eros is cursed, so that an infelix (literally
“infertile”) stone may weigh his bones.161 The same idea resonates in the threat for qui vendit amorem,
namely that they might follow Ops’s chariot (and therefore experience castration.)
The infertility and threatened castration of the greedy beloved is juxtaposed with the poets (literally
poietes = maker) and the Muses. Mythical exempla corroborate the immortality that poetry can bestow.162
The lines’ pathos and sense of urgency is conveyed by the triple repetition of dum within two line (65-

Callimachus describes how Apollo served Admetus as a herdsman while burning with love for the young king of
Pherae, a story referred to for erotodidactic purposes by Tibullus (2.3.11-29) and Ovid (Ars am. 2.239-242).
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66.)163 Poetry (and by implication Tibullus) is able to grant honor and immortality to his beloved, whereas
wealth acquisition provokes Priapus’ reproach. Contra Nikoloutsos, I consider these lines’ moral tension
and criticism of wealth (ψόγος πλούτου) as components of traditional, honor-driven aristocratic culture, as
argued in this reading of 1.1.164 In the present elegy, the poet is shaming not only avaricious boys who
exchange their favors for wealth but also the very “originator” of this practice through the threat of infertility
and castration.
Not exempt from contradiction, the poet’s expectation of something in return for celebrating the
beloved in his art has been astutely associated with the Roman code “enshrined in the ideology of amicitia,”
namely, the interested and uneven exchange of favors.165 I concur with Gibson that this manipulative tactic
belongs to an alleged form of reciprocity that favors the poet: “the elegist, in these passages, while
apparently offering a position to the beloved that implies power and superiority, uses the ideology to attempt
to exploit the beloved in a way that was not open to other amici with regard to their patrons.”166 Yet again,
under the veneer of humble servitium, the poet is invoking the privilege his status as a male citizen and
intellectual grants him in order to be able to win over his beloved. Servitium amoris is no voluntary slavery
of a Roman male toward a partner of lower status. Rather, as eloquently put by Propertius at the end of his
work, it constitutes a power fictively bestowed on the puella as part of a game played by the dominant
elegist. From this perspective, the beloved is “facta superba imperio dato” (made proud) through the power
granted to her (Prop. 4.8.82.) Thus, the power apparently held by the beloved, in the sophisticated play of
elegiac love, is always granted (“dato”) by the actual dominant player—the male elegist.
In line 72, Priapus has concluded his didactic speech, entrusting to the elegist his amorous wisdom.
From this authoritative perspective, the poem’s conclusion enunciates the elegist’s role as teacher of love

Fineberg 1999: 427 “The triple repetition of the temporal dum both lulls and intensifies as it resonates with the
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(praeceptor amoris) and the subsequent honor deriving from it.167 This social credit, once again, is bestowed
by a crowd of young men, described above as beautiful and abiding by the aristocratic principles of social
conduct. This system, however, can present challenges to the praeceptor, whose amorous teachings are
assessed by his audience and, if found wanting, can make him the object of shame and ridicule. In one
narrative gesture, the finale establishes Tibullus’ honorable social standing, the normative moral worth of
his audience, and the risks that the poet’s erotic spotlight entails:

Haec mihi, quae canerem Titio, deus edidit ore,
Sed Titium coniunx haec meminisse vetat
Pareat ille suae; vos me celebrate magistrum, 75
Quos male habet multa callidus arte puer.
Gloria cuique sua est: me, qui spernentur, amantes
Consultent: cunctis ianua nostra patet.
Tempus erit, cum me Veneris praecepta ferentem
Deducat iuvenum sedula turba senem.
80
Heu heu quam Marathus lento168 me torquet amore!
Deficiunt artes, deficiuntque doli.
Parce, puer, quaeso, ne turpis fabula fiam,
Cum mea ridebunt vana magisteria.
These things, that I could tell Titius, the god’s voice uttered for me. But Titius’ wife forbids him to remember,
so let him obey his wife. You praise me as master, whom a shrewd boy treats ill, by his great craft. To each his glory:
let the lovers who are despised consult me: my door is open to everyone. A time will come when an attentive crowd
of young men will escort me, as an old man, while I teach the laws of Venus. Alas! How Marathus tortures me with
his slow love. My skills desert me and so does my cunning. Spare me, boy, I beg you, lest I become a shameful
laughingstock, when folk will ridicule my useless teaching.

The concluding couplets of 1.4 unequivocally convey the competitive, honor-driven dimension of
Tibullus’ elegiac program. The twelve verses feature three different addressees: an unknown Roman called
Titius, a group of despised lovers acknowledging Tibullus’ expertise and, finally, a crowd of young men
iuvenes who bestow honor on the poet by escorting him. The first allusion, to a fellow Roman male named
Titius, highlights the homosocial sphere of Tibullus’ eros paidikos.169 This character, whose identity has
yet to be clarified, appears to be an unreceptive audience for Tibullus’s teachings, and he is depicted, with
invective undertones, as subjected to his wife’s will. Obliquely, Titius’ inabilitity to remember (haec
On T’s glory as praeceptor amoris cf Nikoloutsos 2007: 63.
For lentus as a wordplay linking by assonance Marathus’ name with μαραίνομαι (‘to die gradually away’) cf.
Maltby’s commentary ad loc.
169
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meminisse vetat) due to his submission to his wife’s will makes him the object of reproach among his fellow
male citizens. Once again, in the public game of elegiac amor, everyone is a potential target for social
shaming.170
The second set of addresses is signaled by the collective you “vos” in line 75. It follows the
contemptuously brief “let him obey his wife,” the pronoun referring to Titius’ meekness “Pareat ille suae;
vos me celebrate magistrum.” The juxtaposition seems to highlight the contrast between the submissive
husband who shuns elegiac love and the (yet unsuccessful) pursuers of amor—qui spernetur amantes—
who constitute Tibullus’ eager following. This is the audience bestowing elegiac honor on him, as line 77’s
sententia unequivocally states “gloria cuique sua est.”171 The amantes are to celebrate Tibullus as a master
and to consult (“consultent”) him—a magniloquent verb mostly used of asking advice of seers, oracles, and
gods.)
The last group mentioned in the poem’s conclusion circles back to the crowds of young men and
tender boys praised by Priapus in the first lines, namely the two parties involved in any pederastic affair:
the lover (iuvenis) and the beloved (puer.)172 This zealous turba (Deducat iuvenum sedula turba senem
v.80; O fuge te tenerae puerorum credere turbae v.7) will, in the future (tempus erit) escort the poet “like
a great philosopher, or senator, by cohorts of young men trying to acquire a portion of his wisdom.”173 This
quintessentially Roman display of public honor, which Tibullus must have witnessed in his lifetime,
establishes an elegiac spectrum of shame and honor, in which the elegist plays the lead role among a genrespecific audience. By virtue of being a successful magister, these lines suggest, Tibullus will not only be
praised by fellow Romans seeking elegiac love, but he will also be gloriously saluted by cohorts of amorous
pueri and puellae. The civic dimension of this honor-laden fantasy is signaled by the very practice of
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according escorts to citizens worthy of outstanding respect.174 The whole passage, moreover, contains
allusions to civic forms of ascribing honor.175 The poet’s door opened to all (ianua nostra v.79) can certainly
recall “the door of the haughty mistress, rarely opened (as 1.2.9, 1.5.68, etc.)”176 but it may also recall the
honorable Roman’s open atria, where his clients crowd every morning to make the tribute of their daily
salutatio.
These aspirations for elegiac honor, however, are an ongoing process. Indeed, the last two couplets
reveal the ongoing struggles Tibullus faces to win over Marathus’ favors. The elegist is tortured by
Marathus’ reluctant affection (Marathus lento me torquet amore! v.81) and dreads the prospect of
becoming, on account of his failures, Rome’s laughingstock: “fabula”—a marked term of Roman shame.
His fiasco, moreover, is emphasized by the ridicule his followers may bestow on their teacher’s useless
teachings (vana magisteria v.84.) The vignette’s humorous language hints at the speaker’s awareness of
the competitive dimension of Roman honor. The social implications outlined by the teacher of love is still
part of the zero-sum game of Rome’s aristocratic competition and his quest for glory, if found wanting, can
lead to the stigma of being publicly shamed. This conclusion, however, does not undermine Tibullus’
authority or the principle of his erotodidaxis.177 In the present, he is competing in the elegiac arena for
honor. This struggle, known to all Roman and indeed all competitive society, will be crowned by the
projected future success and glory (tempus erit.) Tibullus will, in the end, be escorted by a crowd of young
men only when he himself is old (Deducat iuvenum sedula turba senem;) at which point his authority will
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be comparable to the old god Priapus (who laments the eternal youth granted only to Apollo and Bacchus)178
or the old man from Tarantum in this poem’s Hesiodic model.
Halfway through Book 1, Tibullus completes his self-presentation as an honorable erotic
commander (1.1) and a teacher of love (1.4.) In this role, the poet competes within an arena defined by his
claque of virtuous young lovers—who can occasionally reproach their magister when he seems to deserve
criticisms. In turn, the poet can unleash his elegiac followers to verbally harass and sneer at antagonistic
figures like the old man’s belated erotic pursuits (1.2) and other characters defying the primacy of eros, as
shown in this reading’s subsequent sections (1.6; 2.4, etc..) By redefining the ethical landscape of elegiac
love, Tibullus turns amorous pursuits into worthy avenues for aristocratic honor (“gloria cuique sua est” v.
77.) This process of cultural negotiation continues in the following elegy, where the poet likens his liaison
with Delia to the bond between an honorable pater familias and a landowning mulier.

1.5 Delia honors Messalla
(Musurillo 1970; Soubiran 1971; Gaisser 1983; Myers 1996; Filippetti 2010; Pappas 2016)
As in the case of 1.2, elegy 1.5 deals with Delia’s rejection of Tibullus, in a paraclausithyron
setting. The poet’s response to the current unease and the effrontery of facing a rival is twofold: On the one
hand, Tibullus finds refuge in a dream of rural bliss where he envisions an honorable household with Delia
transformed for the occasion into a matrona. This fantasy is particularly significant because the narrator
models Delia—an elegiac puella—on Cato’s traditional “vilica” or female landowner.179 On the other hand,
Tibullus responds to his threatened status by attacking those who are allegedly responsible for Delia’s
dalliances, a bawd and a rich lover, as immoral and shameful. Finally, the poem’s conclusion restores the
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homosocial stance of the poet who threatens his rival with his amorous furta, asserts his own prowess, and
is only momentarily shattered by Delia’s rejection.
After an opening that details the abandoned Tibullus’ tortured state, the narrator launches into a
fervid dream of rural felicity, suffused by the honor-driven ways of the mos maiorum. This section, nestled
between the repetition of “fingebam” (vv. 20; 35) is reported below in full:
Rura colam, frugumque aderit mea Delia custos,
Area dum messes sole calente teret,
Aut mihi servabit plenis in lintribus uvas
Pressaque veloci candida musta pede;
Consuescet numerare pecus, consuescet amantis 25
Garrulus in dominae ludere verna sinu.
Illa deo sciet agricolae pro vitibus uvam,
Pro segete spicas, pro grege ferre dapem
Illa regat cunctos, illi sint omnia curae,
At iuvet in tota me nihil esse domo
30
Huc veniet Messalla meus, cui dulcia poma
Delia selectis detrahat arboribus;
Et tantum venerata virum hunc sedula curet,
Huic paret atque epulas ipsa ministra gerat.
I will live in the country and my Delia will be there as keeper of the grain, while the threshing floor winnows
the harvest in the glowing sun. Or for me she will watch over the grapes in their full vats as the gleaming must is
trodden by a swift foot. She will get used to counting our flock, and the chattering child slave will get used to play on
the loving mistress’s lap. She will know what to offer to the rural god: grapes for the vines, spiked ears for the
cornfield, an offering of food for the flock. Let her run everything, let all things be under her care. Let it be delightful
for me to do nothing in the whole house. Here our Messalla will come, for whom Delia will pluck sweet fruit from
choice trees and, honoring the illustrious man, she will tend him and the mistress herself will prepare and carry him
the repast, herself the meal’s attendant.

In this scene, the poet portrays Delia as an honorable matrona hosting his aristocratic patron
Messalla. Tibullus’ dream of rural bliss, enclosed by two fingebam and abruptly ended by the present misery
(nunc v.35,) recalls the imagery of the two analogous rural scenes of the previous poems: 1.1.5-48 and
1.2.73-6. In the motif’s previous instances, Tibullus’ depiction of a country idyll with Delia aligns his
amatory pursuits with the honor-driven morality of Rome’s aristocracy, in so far as it recalls the values of
Rome’s land-owning elite, extolled in Cato’s De Agri Cultura. The conventionality of these Catonian rustic
scenes is stressed by numerous elements of continuity, such as the rural pietas (1.1.11-20,) the relative
prosperity of the poet’s estate (1.1.7-10,) and Delia’s timeless devotion (1.3.85-92.) Rather than a deviation
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from elegiac convention, Tibullus seems to be conceiving a poetic program where traditional morality
coexists with the amorous concerns of erotic verse.
In 1.5, “his” (mea v.21) Delia plays the lead-role while “his” (meus) Messalla’s visit crowns the
couple’s domestic happiness through the reception of an illustrious guest. The woman’s role is spelled out
in line 21, where custos conveys the almost technical figure of the landowning chatelaine.180 The reader can
appreciate the picture’s full traditionality by considering its topical elements: As custos, Delia watches, for
(her master) Tibullus, the laborers’ work at their plentiful vats (mihi servabit plenis in lintribus uvas Pressa
v.23) and in her function as overseer “Delia need only stand guard”181; she takes care of the playful slavechildren, another traditional task of the perfect rural mistress182; and in a sort of ethical climax, Delia attends
to the duties of rustic piety (Illa deo sciet agricolae pro vitibus uvam […] ferre.) Finally, Tibullus takes
pleasure in being inconsequential in his estate, as his laxity is mirrored by the domestic zeal of his pudica
mulier. Contra Putnam, who argues that “Tibullus”’s nothingness anticipates his being in a dream”183 I
concur with Musurillo that Tibullus:
“wants Delia to be the mistress of his estate, like the classic, Catonian vilica, to oversee his slaves, his
wheat-harvest, his wine-making, his sheep, and the ritual offerings to the rustic gods.”184

This figure of the idealized, sheep-counting, matrona ought to be very striking for the urban
socialites constituting Tibullus’ audience. Moreover, the scene’s hints toward the honor-driven realm of the
mos maiorum must have resonated among his readership. The praise for the mistress resembles both
Horace’s portrait of the pudica mulier185 and the exemplar of morality in the inscription Laudatio Turiae.
In the poet’s dream, Delia’s pristine virtue bestows renown on her male partner and this “mirrored” honor
is on display in the vignette’s final scene. In the passage, Delia, having performed her religious offerings
to the rural gods, plays the perfect host to Tibullus’ aristocratic patron Messalla. The scene’s language
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suffuses Delia’s attentions to the great man with quasi-religious overtones.186 The woman “venerates”
(venerata) Messalla while she personally waits on him, bringing epulas—a grandiose term unfit for this
rustic context—and fruit plucked from choice trees (dulcia poma Delia selectis detrahat arboribus.) The
scene’s religious connotations recall, as noted by Maltby and Della Corte, rustic hospitality offered to gods
and heroes in Hellenistic poetry187 while in Horace poma symbolize pious offerings to the household
gods.188 I maintain that the rustic spirituality of this passage is perfectly consistent with Tibullus’ idealized
farm-life. This idyll, together with 1.1 and 1.3, epitomizes Tibullus’ program of combining the revered
values of aristocratic honor—as shown by this elegy’s Catonian hints—with the amorous pursuits of erotic
poetry. The fantasy (fingebam v.20) of a perfectly virtuous Delia running a traditional household bestows
honor on Tibullus, both as a Roman aristocrat and as a talented love-poet. Tibullus’ claim “in tota me nihil
esse domo” could be read as self-abnegating, but I maintain, with Musurillo, that in a Catonian framework,
the wish simply shows Tibullus as an honorable farmer on Cato's model, properly delegating menial tasks.
At this point it will be fitting to open a brief digression. In his paper allusively titled “Leno Poeta:
Tibullus' Poem 1.5,” Vasileios Pappas sees Messalla as a dives amator while interpreting Delia’s offering
of fruits, and her courtesies in general, as a metapoetic reference to Tibullus’ poetry being offered to its
readership.189 In his reading, Tibullus “pimps” his first book of poems, titled Delia, by offering the best
fruit of his artistic endeavors to the elegist’s patron Messalla. The interpretation of Tibullus as “leno poeta”
would, according to Pappas, be reinforced by the reference in line 65 (ad occultos deducet amicos) to the
“hidden friends” to whom the poet would bring Delia. I argue that Mesalla is in no way a dives amator, as
the differentiation between him and the avaricious miles in 1.1 clarifies.190 Moreover, the religious
connotation, of both poma and the whole scene, is highlighted by the reference to the gods in the very
preceding lines (vv.27-8) and by Tibullus’ consistent association of rural life with piety, as in 1.1 and 1.3.
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Finally, if Delia refers to the elegiac book, this metapoetic interpretation would be impugned by Tibullus’
manifest frustration at his mistress’s dalliances with his rival(s) at the poem’s beginning and conclusion.191
If, moreover, one were to interpret Tibullus as willing to prostitute Delia the woman (not the poetic book)
why, then, would the speaker be jealous and furious both at the actual lena (see below) and at his wealthy
rival(s)?
To clarify these arguments, let us take a look at Tibullus’ invective against these antagonistic
figures. In lines (43-56) the poet acknowledges the present separation with Delia and the impossibility of
soothing his pain. At this point, as shown in the following passage, the poet deflects the blame for the
present circumstances from Delia to the plotting of two anti-elegiac characters: the lena and the dives
amator.

Non facit hoc verbis, facie tenerisque lacertis
Devovet et flavis nostra puella comis
Talis ad Haemonium Nereis Pelea quondam
45
Vecta est frenato caerula pisce Thetis
Haec nocuere mihi, quod adest huic dives amator;
Venit in exitium callida lena meum
Sanguineas edat illa dapes atque ore cruento
Tristia cum multo pocula felle bibat;
50
Hanc volitent animae circum sua fata querentes
Semper et e tectis strix violenta canat.
She does not do this192 through magical spells, my girl bewitches me with her face, her tender arms, and with
her blond hair. Such was Thetis, sea-blue Nereid, when long ago she was drawn by a bridled fish to Paeleus of
Haemonia. These things hurt me: that a rich lover is by her side; a shrewd bawd come for my destruction: let her eat
bloody food and let her drink with her gory mouth horrendous cups full of gall. May the undead continuously hover
about her demanding her life, and may the violent193 owl screech from her roofs.

The poem’s cultural dimension is manifest in yet another passage that belies its honor-driven
aristocratic mores. Following the rural bliss of the idyll above, Tibullus recalls the present misery of Delia’s
absence and curses the individuals allegedly responsible for their separation. Consistent with his dream of
domestic felicity, the poet refuses to blame his girl (nostra puella v.44,) accusing instead the moral
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wretchedness of a bawd plotting with a moneyed lover and, at the same time, preserving Delia’s honor.
Tibullus’ language, therefore, spells out both Delia’s lack of responsibility (and agency) and the shameful
social and moral standing of the poet’s rivals.
In this passage, the girl is said not to be responsible (non facit) for the spell cast on the poet, as the
latter prefers to blame Delia’s outstanding beauty through traditional attributes (tenerisque lacertis…flavis
comis.) The notion of an irreproachable and aesthetically outstanding Delia is reinforced both by the line’s
wordplay (non facit…facie) and by the only mythical comparison in Tibullus’ Book 1, all the more
remarkable because of the frequency of such occurrences in the other elegists. For, the poet likens Delia’s
beauty and present conditions to those of the sea-goddess Thetis, traditionally known for her fate as Peleus’
unwilling wife.194 Though the goddess’s beauty too would prove to be consequential, Tibullus’ lines
corroborate the interpretation of the comparison with Thetis as a hint at Delia’s lack of will. As in the case
of Tibullus’ puella, Thetis too has no agency: she is delivered by a fish (vecta est…pisce) to her present
lover, while in the following line the poet restates that it was “these things” that harmed him (haec nocuere
mihi)—namely the bawd and the dives amator—and not his girl. The fascinating reference to the sea
goddess has prompted various interpretations: while Soubiran has read it as a titillating allusion to Thetis’
nudity,195 other commentators interpreted the deity’s reluctance as a reference to Delia’s current separation
from the poet.196 I argue that the scene’s juxtaposition to the couple’s rustic bliss and the poet’s insistence
on Delia’s lack of agency (non facit v.43, vecta est…pisce v.46, haec nocuere mihi v.47) contribute to
deflecting the blame from the “nostra puella” while attributing the present moral corruption to the lena and
the dives amator. The lofty mythical reference allows the poet both to preserve Delia’s honor and to convey
the striking dissonance between her and the poet’s shameful rivals.
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The sublime image of a reluctant sea-goddess precedes the irate poet’s invective against his
opponents: the lena197 and the dives amator. The lengthy passage (vv. 47-56,) by emphasizing the degrading
moral standing of Tibullus’ enemies, aligns the poet with the honor-driven morality of his milieu. The bawd
and the rich lover are not attacked simply as those responsible for the poet’s separation from his inamorata
but, also, on account of their ethical and social disgrace. One, as a lena, belongs to the lowly classes who
would have been abhorred by Rome’s literati.198 The other, by reducing the realm of amor to a cash
transaction, betrays the aristocratic code of servitium and amicitia enforced by the poet in his relationship
with Delia, as shown in what follows.199 Both sordid characters (vv 47-8 dives amator…callida lena,)
moreover, constitute stock-figures embodying anti-elegiac values, as they partake in the commodification
of the lover-beloved relationship. This interpretation is corroborated by the Horatian sentence in line 61
“for love is always destroyed by gifts” (nam donis vincitur omnis amor.)
Although the amator is mentioned for the first time in line 47 of this elegy, criticisms of boorish
greed occur in preceding loci—and in the rest of the corpus this figure is reproached as elderly and repulsive
(1.8.29,) morally corrupting (1.9.53,) a coarse former slave (2.3.59,) etc. By contrast, here and elsewhere
the poet characterizes himself as a person of moderate means (pauper) willing to offer his services to the
beloved. This type of social rather than economic exchange among elite members is rooted in the idea of
Roman amicitia, to be handled in accordance with social conventions of shame and honor.200 According to
this aristocratic custom, among amici one exchanges favors and services (officia,) rather than offering or
receiving payments. Indeed, this code was applied among aristocrats, as instantiated by the architect
Vetruvius’ refusal to charge or even offer his service due as “I have been taught by my instructors that it is
the proper thing to undertake a charge only after being asked, and not to ask for it; since a gentleman will
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blush with shame at petitioning for something.”201 Tibullus’ attribution of honor-driven, aristocratic
conventions to his relationship with Delia is consistent with his ethical program of elegiac honor.202 Indeed,
by dismissing cash payments as a disgrace and offering Delia the services203 of amicitia instead, Tibullus
portrays himself as honorable, while simultaneously shaming his wealthy (and boorish) rival.204 In this
moral perspective, the poet’s paupertas is critical, as Tibullus pledges honorable loyalty and righteousness
in the realm of love (Pauper erit praesto semper, te pauper adibit Primus et in tenero fixus erit latere vv.
61-2,) again in contrast with the shameless cash payments of the dives amator.205
The callida lena, on the other hand, is not just reproached for her immorality but also for her lowly
social status, as Tibullus’ nine-verses-long invective details. The poet’s unbridled anger against the bawd
constitute yet another instance of the poet’s adherence to the traditional aristocratic ethos of Roman shame
and honor.206 The lena is portrayed as sly (callida,) seeking out Tibullus’ destruction (in exitium…meum)
and likened to the child-eating owl (strix violenta.) Through at times obscure language207, Tibullus variously
accuses her of: repulsive witchcraft rituals (vv. 49-50;) being compelled by abject poverty to feed on
inedible things (vv. 53-4;) necromancy (v.51,) and erotic frenzy (v.55.) All these attributes are aligned with
Roman social norms concerning the lena’s profession and her customary membership of the lower and
marginalized classes. In Rome’s honor and shame ethos, bawds were the object of public shaming and legal
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restrictions, as they were classified as disgraced (infames,) a label carrying legal weight.208 As in Ovid and
Propertius, this character embodies a sort of photographic negative of elegiac values: by calling out all the
bawd’s vices, the love-poet lists the foundational values of Roman elegy.209 This counter-didactic aspect of
the lena is at work here, as 1.5’s introduction to this mercenary figure follows the proper erotodidaxis
performed by Priapus in the preceding elegy. As persuasively argued by Myers,210 the callousness of
Tibullus’ curse betrays not only his condemnation of wealth (ψόγος πλούτου)—especially for a poet whose
corpus begins on the same note “divitias alius”—but also anxiety about his threatened masculinity. The
curse against the lena is not a conventional (or detached) condemnation of wealth, but rather a vigorous
invective that asserts the poet’s power over Delia against those willing to undermine his masculine
standing.211 As the curse ends on line 56, the poet addresses Delia one last time, offering his services as a
pauper and devout lover. The poem ends with a final threat to Tibullus’ rival, whose tone and themes are
consistent with the curse against the lena and the erotic self-assertion it entails:
At tu, qui potior nunc es, mea furta timeto:
Versatur celeri Fors levis orbe rotae
70
Non frustra quidam iam nunc in limine perstat
Sedulus ac crebro prospicit ac refugit,
Et simulat transire domum, mox deinde recurrit,
Solus et ante ipsas excreat usque fores
Nescio quid furtivus amor parat. Utere quaeso, 75
Dum licet: in liquida nat tibi linter aqua.
But you who now are her favorite, fear my wits! Fortune turns on her swift-rolling wheel. Not in vain
someone just now stands persistent about her threshold, and frequently he looks about and then walks back; and he
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feigns to pass by the house, then, alone soon runs back, and coughs right before her very doors. I don’t know what
Furtive Love schemes for you. Enjoy, I invite you, while you can: your boat swims in clear water.

In an abrupt shift, characteristic of Tibullus’ “staccato style,”212 in line 69 Tibullus addresses his
rival through the formula at tu’ in the first dactylic foot. Threateningly, the poet warns Delia’s current
amator against his “thefts” (furta.) These lines have prompted hermeneutic and philological controversies
among Tibullus’ readers. If one is to accept “mea furta,” the quidam in line 71 would be Tibullus himself
preparing his comeback as Delia’s lover. Otherwise, if one is to understand quidam as some other rival, an
emendation is required. With, among others, Putnam 1973 I retain the manuscripts lectio “furta,” contra
Maltby et alii who prefer the emendation “fata” as they find the threat of someone (quidam) inconsistent
with the lover’s current frustration. I argue that this temporal jump, from Tibullus’ frustration as a rejected
lover to his threatened reconciliation with the puella, as perfectly plausible within the poet’s style.
Furthermore, this abrupt jump is not unlikely enough to prompt the arbitrary emendation of mea furta into
mea fata.213
In sum, the threat addresses Tibullus’ foreseen reconciliation with Delia, which will constitute a
defeat of the poet’s momentarily successful enemy. This interpretation is consistent with the recurrent
homosocial dimension of Tibullus’ invective: As argued by Wray and others, the poet here is competing
with other men on the battlefield of elegiac love, on which the poet asserts his dominance through his
poetry.214 The following elegy, featuring another invective against Delia’s duped guardian, corroborates
this interpretation of 1.5’s conclusion. Moreover, if one takes the passer-by quidam to be Tibullus, the
poem’s previous description of his being locked outside the inamorata’s door would be consistent with the
elegy’s boastful conclusion.
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In sum, the very elegy beginning with the poet’s desperation and helplessness—he likens his
condition to that of a spinning-top controlled by a child 1.5.3—ends by asserting Tibullus future furta and
his envisioned prowess in the amorous realm. The same boastful stances, traditional elements of a
homosocial discourse of public competition among males, play a prominent role in the following elegy, in
which Tibullus targets once again the failing watch of Delia’s coniunx.

1.6 Alienation from Delia and Shaming of the Rival
(Veremans 1991, Gaisser 1971a, Caston 2012, Gamel 2012, Greene 2012)
The last poem of Delia’s cycle opens with Tibullus’ frustrated love. The alienation from the puella,
which began in 1.5 and is here expressed more thoroughly, is attributed to her alleged betrayals. The
circumstances provide Tibullus with the competitive ground for his assertion of erotic prowess over his
rivals, who are blamed for his misery. The humiliation of Tibullus’ erotic enemies and the exhortatory
future shaming for the unfaithful mistress are followed by a concluding picture, consisting of a dream of
conjugal (and morally righteous) happiness with Delia.
Thus far, the poet has not yet addressed his competitors—the vilification of anti-elegiac characters
has only been carried out indirectly or through his followers.215 The present elegy, however, features
Tibullus’ direct engagement with his rivals for the pursuit of the unfaithful beloved. This address shares
elements with the rhetorical repertoire of Roman invective while, I argue, revealing the underlying
competitive nature of Tibullus’ erotic quests.216 As argued by Ellen Greene, in these exchanges the female
beloved plays a peripheral role, since the narrator is primarily concerned with a competitive relationship
toward his male rivals. The mistress is relegated to the function of prize in this struggle among men, offering
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the opportunity for honor in an arena where males exert penetrative masculinity.217 Critically, this
homosocial game does not simply imply the competitors’ exertion of power qua males over the elegiac
beloved. In Tibullus’ depiction, they fail both as men and as Roman men, since they appear unable to guard
their wives’ and female relatives’ sexual mores as emphasized in, for instance, Tibullus 1.9.218 What is at
stake is the players’ moral standing within Rome’s aristocratic society; therefore, by insisting on his rivals’
failure to keep good watch (custodia) over their beloved, Tibullus can accuse his rivals of failure as patres
familias.219 Such a stance is particularly manifest in the following passage, where the poet laments Delia’s
fickleness, only to list, for her duped vir’s ears, the numerous ways the girl betrayed him with Tibullus.
Illa quidem tam multa negat, sed credere durum est:
Sic etiam de me pernegat usque viro
Ipse miser docui, quo posset ludere pacto
Custodes: heu heu nunc premor arte mea, 10
Fingere nunc didicit causas, ut sola cubaret,
Cardine nunc tacito vertere posse fores
Tum sucos herbasque dedi, quis livor abiret,
Quem facit inpresso mutua dente venus
At tu, fallacis coniunx incaute puellae, 15
Me quoque servato, peccet ut illa nihil.
Indeed, she denies it so many times, but it is hard to believe: she’s always denying me in that way to her
husband. Poor wretch, it was I who taught her how she could trick her watchers: alas now I am crushed by my own
art. Then she learned to make up excuses so she could sleep by herself, then how to turn the door on its silent hinges.
Then I gave her juices and herbs to erase the bruises which mutual love makes with biting teeth. But you, the foolish
husband of an immoral girl, watch me too, that she might never sin.

1.6’s opening address, following a short introduction to the circumstances of Delia’s unfaithfulness,
encapsulates the elegy’s main themes: Tibullus’ honor-driven assertion of his frequent dalliances with
Delia, his shaming of the girl’s incautus male partner, and the homosocial discourse of power and
possession (custodia) that frames the poem. In lines 7-8, the poet laments his mistrust of Delia (credere
durum est,) who seems to have taken up liaisons with other men. The couplet, however, is not just voicing
the frustrations of a lover towards his disloyal beloved. Rather, the lines introduce three players in this
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exchange: the girl (illa,) the elegist (me) and the duped “husband” (viro.220) As this juxtaposition is restated
in vv. 15-16 (at tu…me…illa,) this address appears to emphasize Tibullus’ homosocial rivalry with Delia’s
vir.
As is customary in Roman invective, the usual means of verbal injury is irony, and Tibullus masters
its subtle application in these lines: Delia’s fickle denial before him (negat) doubles in intensity when it
comes to concealing to her husband the dalliances with the poet (pernegat;) the poet pretends to be himself
the victim of his own erotodidaxis (ipse miser docui…premor arte mea,) thereby listing, in an erotic climax,
the scenes of Delia’s adultery with him; first he taught her how to trick her guards (ludere…custodes,) while
the sentence’s wording hints at the very lusus of derision Tibullus performs at the husband’s expenses.
Following Delia’s circumvention of her watchers, the crescendo continues with her crafting excuses to sleep
“alone” (didicit causas, ut sola cabaret,) then with the silent opening of doors, crowned by the very
violation of her own body by Tibullus’ amorous bites (impresso dente.) Tibullus’ feigned lament
accompanies the reader through every step of his defiance of the duped husband’s supervision, from the
doormen (ludere…custodes,) through the conjugal bed (sola cubare,) to the girl’s very body (inpresso
dente.) Within the discourse of Roman shame and honor, this sequence not only showcases Tibullus’ erotic
prowess but serves to humiliate the husband for his failure as erotic partner and as Roman male, since the
latter role entails the strict supervision of one’s possessions and female relatives. Thus, the shaming process
carried out by Tibullus encompasses a moral dimension that line 15 emphasizes: for, the husband is
characterized as incautus (unwary, lacking cautio) and Delia as fallax (“deceitful,”) both terms which have
a strong moral connotation.221 As noted by Vermans, this notion of incompetent supervision is restated by
the crowing irony of the address’s conclusion: me quoque servato. The sentence, following the direct (at
tu) speech to the husband, can be rendered in two ways: 1. “Be watchful of me too,” so Delia will not cheat

For practical purposes, I will refer to Delia’s “vir”, “coniunx” either as husband or male partner. I do not, however,
intend to suggest that he is the legal spouse of Delia, nor that the persona Delia refers to any historical woman. For
Delia’s and her vir’s identity cf. Introduction.
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Cf. Veremans 1991: 385 “Apres le v. 15 ‘soit une admonitio severe a l'adresse du «coniunx» incompetent.’”
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on you; but, significantly, it can also mean 2. “Take care of my interests,” therefore the poet “propose
malicieusement au «coniunx» de devenir son associe et d’organiser ensemble la custodia pour empecher
toute infidelite de la part de la puella.” A brief digression separates this statement from the following, and
more blatant, confession, in which Tibullus renounces any hesitations in his assertion of sexual “victory”
(v.28) over the duped coniunx:
Saepe, velut gemmas eius signumque probarem, 25
Per causam memini me tetigisse manum;
Saepe mero somnum peperi tibi, at ipse bibebam
Sobria subposita pocula victor aqua
Non ego te laesi prudens: ignosce fatenti!
Iussit Amor: contra quis ferat arma deos? 30
Ille ego sum, nec me iam dicere vera pudebit,
Instabat tota cui tua nocte canis.
Quid tenera tibi coniuge opus? tua si bona nescis
Servare, frustra clavis inest foribus.
Te tenet, absentes alios suspirat amores 35
Et simulat subito condoluisse caput
At mihi servandam credas: non saeva recuso
Verbera, detrecto non ego vincla pedum
Many times, as if I were examining her jewels and seal ring, I remember I touched her hand with that excuse;
many times I sent you to sleep with wine, but myself—the winner!—drank sober cups with replaced water. I did not
harm you on purpose: pardon the one who confesses! Amor commanded me to. Who could bear arms against the
gods? I was the man, and I won’t be ashamed to tell the truth now, whom your bitch222 was menacing the whole night
through. What use is a sweet wife to you? If you don’t know how to guard your possessions, the key for the lock is in
vain. While she holds you, she sighs for other absent loves and feigns a sudden migraine. But you should give her to
me so I could guard her. I neither shrink from cruel whippings nor reject foot-chains.

What Veremans labeled “la confession hypocrite” of the poet continues in lines 25-ff. Here, too,
Tibullus feigns human sympathy toward the husband, blaming Venus’ demands (non ego te laesi
prudens…iussit Amor!) only to yield a more striking comic effect. It is helpful to imagine the performative
aspect of these lines picturing their dramatic delivery.223 In these exchanges, furthermore, Delia appears to
provide the competitive arena for the pursuit of Roman honor, situating herself as the prize of this
competition. Tibullus’ lines imply that what matters for the lover is not union with his mistress but the
demonstration of his superiority over other men.224 After engaging his rival in line 15, the elegiac narrator
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menacingly warns (caveto v.17) about all the ways Delia deceived him (writing secret messages to her lover
on the dining table, pretending to attend the female-only Bona Dea rituals, etc.) and he concludes by
claiming himself winner (victor v.28) of this zero-sum game. This catalogue is crowned by an open
confession: “it was I” (ille ego sum,) revealed with no occurrent shame attached (nec…pudebit v. 31.) As
noted by Gaisser “To add insult to injury, he emphasizes that his tricks were a usual and frequent part of
his behavior at the house of the coniunx. The point is made by the anaphora of saepe (25 and 27) and the
use of the imperfect tense bibebam in 27 and instabat.”225
Strikingly, in line 33 Tibullus tells Delia’s husband that he should, as eloquently put by Greene “do
a better job of guarding her.”226 This stance signals Tibullus’ superiority in the male sphere by emphasizing
the woman’s status as a wife (coniuge,) in this case of no use to the duped man. He alludes to Delia as tua
bona (“goods,”) thus, by referring to her as material property, the poet emphasizes that she is simply one
of her husband’s possessions. This serves not only to objectify the mistress, but it also gives Tibullus the
opportunity to challenge the husband’s ability to exert control over his domus (household) and, therefore,
to perform what is expected from any upstanding Roman male. In this poem, Tibullus is not simply shaming
another Roman for not being a good lover. The poet is asserting his own ability as a pater familias, as a
head of the household and, as such, he demands to be honored.227
The speaker’s shaming of the duped husband continues, with a touch of sneering irony, as the
unfaithful “wife” is said to avoid laying with her spouse due to the proverbial simulated migraine (simulat
condoluisse caput v.36.) Tibullus concludes his rival’s humiliation by suggesting that he entrust Delia to
his keeping, instead (mihi servanda credam v.36,) once again emphasizing the instrumental role played by
the mistress in this zero-sum game of male competition. This notion of custodia, as mentioned above,

correspondent a une oscillation constante du «je» au «tu» : At tu (v. 15,) At mihi (v. 23,) non ego (v. 29,) Quid ... tibi
(v. 33,) te (v. 35,) At mihi (v. 37) (47).
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Gaisser 1971a: 206.
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Cf. the astute analysis of Greene 2012: 365, which I am very indebted to.
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As stated in lines 67-8, in this elegy the persona ‘Delia’ is not a Roman female citizen, as she lacks the dignified
attributes of vitta and stola. For this reason, Tibullus’ shaming of the puella’s current lover through the repertoire of
Roman family ethos is significant, as it contributes to the poet’s ethical synthesis of Roman traditional mores within
the elegiac realm.
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constitutes an ongoing theme of the elegy as its repetition in key passages suggests: v. 15-20 : At tu,fallacis
coniunx...servato; v. 23-27 : At mihi si credas; v. 33-34 : tua si bona nescis/servare; v. 37-38: At mihi
servandam credas.228 Moreover, the material aspect of this custodia is highlighted by Tibullus’ reference
to useless lock and key (frustra clavis inest foribus) and the deliberate ambiguity of the verb tenet in line
35: the verse both shames the husband as these tricks are performed under his nose, since even during the
conjugal embrace Delia is virtually cheating on him; furthermore, the wording and its alliteration suggest a
gender role reversal: it is she who has power over you (te tenet,) and not vice versa.
The passage’s concluding statement contains another instance of the poet’s honor-driven assertion,
though it has been mostly overlooked by Tibullan editors.229 As astutely noted by Gaisser, the poet’s
statement “non saeva recuso verbera, detrecto non ego vincla pedum” is deliberately ambiguous,230as it is
not clear for whom these chains and whipping are intended. Most translators and editors understand these
punishments to be willingly taken up by the poet as part of his servitium amoris. This interpretation,
however, is far from indisputable. The present translation renders the lines’ ambiguity, as I maintain that
Tibullus is also referring to harsh methods of custodia that he would enforce with Delia—unlike the
incautus husband.231 This interpretation is corroborated by lines 73-75 where Tibullus mentions the
possibility—retracted soon after—of using physical violence to assure Delia’s chastity (“non ego te pulsare
velim…nec saevo sis casta metu.”)232 Furthermore, the deliberate ambiguity of this line creates yet another
narrative sneer against the vir: while the duped husband thinks the poet is offering to be beaten, really he is
planning to beat Delia—another sign of the narrator’s linguistic mastery. Overall, this scene’s hint at
Tibullus’ more effective custodia contributes to the shaming of Delia’s husband as unfit for his role of
Roman man.
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As it is frequently the case in Tibullus’ work, the poem’s conclusion switches addressees and
engages Delia herself in a direct address. These lines restate the moral dimension of Tibullus’ elegiac
program by, on the one hand, portraying the righteous shaming of an unfaithful woman and, on the other,
envisioning an imaginary happy ending for Tibullus and his beloved, transformed into an exemplar of
conjugal felicity through the poet’s dream.

Nec saevo sis casta metu, sed mente fideli, 75
Mutuus absenti te mihi servet amor
At, quae fida fuit nulli, post victa senecta
Ducit inops tremula stamina torta manu
Firmaque conductis adnectit licia telis
Tractaque de niveo vellere ducta putat. 80
Hanc animo gaudente vident iuvenumque catervae233
Conmemorant merito tot mala ferre senem,
Hanc Venus exalto flentem sublimis Olympo
Spectat et, infidis quam sit acerba, monet
Haec aliis maledicta cadant; nos, Delia, amoris 85
Exemplum cana simus uterque coma
May you be chaste not because of cruel fear but by loyal heart. Let mutual Love guard you for me while
I’m absent. But she who was loyal to none, conquered thereafter by old age, destitute draws out the twisted thread
with shaking hand and she ties the hard leashes to leased looms, and cleans what’s pulled and plucked from the
snowy fleece. Troops of young see this woman with cheerful spirit and declare that the old woman righteously bears
her many evils. Lofty Venus looks down from High Olympus at this crying woman and warns how harsh she is with
the unfaithful. Let these curses fall on others; let us be, o Delia, example of love even when both our hair is white.

The elegy’s concluding couplets offer a reconciliation with Delia, that circles back to underlying
themes of Tibullus’ poetics: a moral dimension of shame and honor, that in turn encompasses the public
derisions of the wicked and the eternal bliss of the righteous lovers; and, finally, the exemplar standing of
his idealized eros. These lines directly address Delia through a marked ethical vocabulary: she is asked to
be casta on account of her faithful heart (mente fideli)234 and mutual sentiment (mutuus amor.) This imagery
recalls the idealized version of Delia whose role is prominent in 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3 in particular, while the
present elegy, and in part the previous one, describe a downward trajectory of Tibullus’ idealization. Mutuus
amor is a key element of the elegiac bliss in the second poem of this book, whereas both the notion of
castitas and the subsequent imagery of the pudica mulier sewing are prominent signifiers of 1.3’s amorous
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idyll.235 The poet’s address to Delia continues (vv. 77-84) with a counterexample describing the misery and
public disgrace of an unfaithful beloved: in her old age, instead of rejoicing in the moderate wealth of
Tibullus’ rustic bliss (cf. 1.1) the disloyal woman experiences abject poverty (inops,) a description
exacerbated by the vividness of Tibullus’ verses (cf. the synesthetic contrast of her shaking hand
(tremula…manu) toiling at the firm sewing work (firma…licia.) The lines highlight the scene’s nature as
counterexample since the activity of sewing, instantiated in 1.3.85-88, constituted the paradigm of Roman
feminine honor whereas here it nature as the activity of sewing, exemplified in 1.3.85-88, constituted the
paradigm of Roman feminine honor whereas here is perverted by virtue of the old woman’s moral
shortcomings. Furthermore, I argue that these lines clarify Tibullus’ understanding of paupertas as the
dignified moderation of the landowner; the contrast with the comfortable rural bliss of 1.3 is further
highlighted by the for-hire nature (conductis) of the old woman’s weaving. In Tibullus’ aristocratic world,
waged labor carries a heavy moral stigma and since conductis shows that the loom is rented, the unhappy
woman does not own the tools of her activity, unlike in Tibullus’ Catonian ideal.
The counterexample’s final section constitutes a characteristic scene of Roman occurrent shame.
As the old woman is ridiculed by the same crowd of young lovers, appearing too in 1.2 and 1.4, the public
dimension of this social phenomenon is emphasized by the repetition of visual and hortatory imagery. The
gleeful crowd, again enforcing an elegiac moral tribunal of sorts, sneeringly watches (vident) the old
woman’s misery declaring (commemorant) the opportuneness (merito) of her fate. Further, Venus herself
from Olympus’ high ground (Venus sublimi exalto Olympo) looks at (spectat) the spectacle of the crying
old woman, again drawing constructive exhortation (monet) for the audience of Tibullus’ underlying
erotodidaxis. As said, both the visual and the hortatory dimension of this scene is critical, as the crowd is
not just commenting for themselves but defining cultural norms for the community.236 As argued by

On the ethical dimension of mutuality cf. Greene 1998: 62 “By invoking communis deos in the context of female
sexual transgression, the speaker implies that female sexuality poses potential dangers to commonly accepted views
of social and political order.” In other words, the girl’s castitas, in this shame and honor perspective, has implication
not just for the couple, but for the morality of the whole community.
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Putnam, in “commemorant…merito” the verb “first recall[s] the call to others’ attention. The alliteration of
merito connects recollection with righteous results.”237 Moreover, the public dimension of the lover’s
punishment echoes a previous scene of the present elegy; in lines 69-72 the poet, if found morally wanting,
demands that Delia drag him out into the streets to humiliate him coram populo. As noted by Caston, “The
desire to have an audience for his punishment suggests that he wants others to corroborate his mistress’
preference for him over his rivals. It also reinforces the connection between jealousy and seeing, both from
within and outside of the love affair, and by those who are desirous as well as those who are envious.”238In
Tibullus’ elegiac redefinition of shame and honor, it would seem that this aristocratic ethos constitutes a
foundational component of the love affair.
The elegy’s conclusion wishes away the unfaithfulness, and the dire punishments it engenders,
through a tipically Tibullan scene of amorous bliss. Though Gaisser dismisses the validity of the vignette,
arguing for the irony of this statement, I maintain that the exemplary nature of this happy ending is
consistent with Tibullus’ ongoing contrast between reality and his idealized honor-driven fantasy with
Delia.239 Furthermore, structural reasons corroborate this interpretation of the scene’s earnestness: for, as
the poem opens with a lament about the eternal sufferings brought about by Amor (vv. 1-2 semper…es
misero tristis et asper, Amor) this happy conclusion circles back to that notion of a recurring, eternal
paradigm with the vignette of an ancient couple (cana coma) showcasing their exemplar’s eternal bliss
(exemplum simus.)
This reading of 1.6 has drawn attention to three ways in which Tibullus’ elegiac persona engages
Roman discourses of honor: the poet attacks his rivals, thereby undermining their 1. Penetrative
masculinity, 2. Social standing as masters of their household, and 3. Moral standing as guardians of their
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female relations. Like the coarse lupanar graffiti, the sexual prowess boasted about in the poem belongs to
a homosocial discourse of male competition. The competing agents in this game exchange insults, trying
to undermine each other’s social standing. Within this framework, Tibullus’ elegy appears to draw from
the repertoire of invective as its verbal abuse attack the rival for his failures to behave as an upright Roman
male. Scratching the surface of the feminized and (literary) poses of Tibullus’ personae, one finds a very
normative approach as to what a comme-il-faut Roman man should look like.

1.7 Messalla’s Triumph: from Militia Amoris to Amor Militiae

(Gaisser 1971b, Konstan 1978, Moore 1988, Berrino 2008, Bowditch 2011.)
In the first six elegies of his liber, Tibullus has engaged in a reconfiguration of Rome’s honordriven ethos within the realm of elegiac love. This operation allowed him “to play the epic hero and thus
occupy the subject position of the heroic male”240 all the while talking about peaceful endeavors of love
instead of military campaigns. This stance is apparent, for example, in his assertion of poetic honor (gloria
cuique sua est 1.4.77,) his self-appointed title of eros-commander (hic ego dux 1.1.75) or his fierce attack
on his love rivals (at tu fallacis coniunx incaute puellae 1.6.15.) Tibullus’ seventh elegy, however,
constitutes a unique case thus far in his work, as the world of elegiac eros seems to inform the poem’s
militaristic themes, instead of going in the opposite direction. This sophisticated balance of public and
private, civic honor and domestic prosperity, rura and militia permeates the whole of 1.7, a poem consisting
of a unique blend of a carmen genetliacum for Messalla’s birthday and victory poem (epinicion) honoring
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his military triumph. I maintain, in what follows, that 1.7 partakes in Tibullus’ redefinition of aristocratic
honor, by associating Messalla’s military pursuits with the elegiac themes of poetry and rural felicity.241
As mentioned, the poem itself celebrates both Messalla’s birthday and his triumph which, as
corroborated by historical and epigraphic evidence, took place in 27 BC, three years after the general’s
victory over the Aquitanians occurred.242 The elegy’s sophisticated synthesis of erotic and militaristic
themes—an instance of “amor militiae” of sorts reversing the topos of militia amoris—can be better
understood contextualizing the trajectory followed by Messalla’s figure in Tibullus’ work. The aristocrat
Valerius Messalla Corvinus is featured in six of the sixteen elegies of the Tibullan corpus (1.1, 1.3, 1.5, 1.7,
2.1, 2.5,) appearing more frequently than Delia, or any other among Tibullus’ beloveds. His address is
featured in the opening poems of both books (1.1; 2.1) emphasizing, therefore, Messalla’s role as the
elegist’s literary patron.243 1.7 follows three previous appearances (1.1;1.3;1.5) of the aristocrat that
establish, I maintain, a progressive integration of Messalla’s and the poet’s honor-driven ethos. In the first
elegy, Tibullus starkly differentiates between himself and his patron, as the latter righteously pursues
military campaign (te bellare decet) while the poet exerts his valor as a love commander (hic ego dux
milesque.) The distance between the two personae decreases in 1.3, where Tibullus—stranded at sea—
laments his retreat from Messalla’s army but demands to be remembered post-mortem as a soldier in his
patron’s ranks “hic iacet […] Tibullus Messallam terra dum sequitur mari.” The reconciliation continues
in 1.5 as, this time, Messalla himself enters Tibullus’ world by joining the poet’s rural bliss with Delia as a
guest in their country estate. Commentators who consider Tibullus’ elegy mostly as a counter-cultural work
have found both passages problematic. Ball “could not believe” that the poet wished to be remember as a
soldier, whereas Kennedy saw in his epitaph another instance of the unsolvable contradictions of the elegiac

Cf. Maltby 2002: 281 “the overall movement of the poem from war to peace and enable T. to emphasize the
peaceful, creative and artistic aspects of his patron’s character and career.”
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persona.244 Moreover, 1.5 too has been interpreted by Pappas as an instance of Tibullus’ “pimping” of his
poetry, as opposed to a genuine entrance of the patron in the rural world of the elegist’s production.
According to Moore, the alleged contraction can be solved by emphasizing the “dream-like” nature of the
passage: “Tibullus appears to make a step towards removing the distance between himself and his patron
as he incorporates Messalla into a pastoral vision (1.5.31-34.) Yet the passage is an emphatically unrealistic
dream made impossible by Delia’s infidelity: the distance between poet and patron remains.”245 I argue
that Tibullus indeed endeavors to establish a synthesis between his and Messalla’s aristocratic ethos. From
this perspective of blending traditional military and elegiac honor, I propose to interpret both the previous
and the current instances of Messalla’s presence.
The hermeneutic lens of Roman shame and honor is particularly helpful in interpreting Tibullus’
statement in line 9 non sine me est tibi partus honos: not without me you accomplished this honor. The line
unsettled commentators, who found it a “boast” that contradicts Tibullus anti-war stances of 1.1 and 1.10
(Maltby 2002: 285,) whereas Konstan argued that the statement might simply refer to the poet’s
participation in Messalla’s triumphal procession. I maintain that the poet’s claim is consistent with his
ethical program of redefinition of honor-driven values. Tibullus does not understand elegiac and militaristic
engagements to be polar opposites but, rather, parallel fields for the pursuit of Roman honor. Just as
Messalla’s celebration features elegiac themes, as shown in the following reading, the poet’s role is not
incompatible with his following Messalla on his campaigns. Once again, as in 1.3, being aware of Tibullus’
adherence to Rome’s honor-driven ethics is a hermeneutic tool that helps to illustrate the poem’s narrative.
This unique synthesis of elegiac and militaristic imagery is epitomized in the poem’s lengthy
address to Osiris, the Egyptian god of wine and agriculture associated, in 1.7, with Messalla himself.

Cf. Ball 1983.57: “I cannot believe that he does not feel some regret for having followed the general on a military
expedition that has taken him away from his mistress and brought him to the brink of destruction;” Kennedy 1992:
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Nile pater, quanam possim te dicere causa
Aut quibus in terris occuluisse caput?
Te propter nullos tellus tua postulat imbres, 25
Arida nec pluvio supplicat herba Iovi
Te canit atque suum pubes miratur Osirim
Barbara, Memphiten plangere docta bovem.
Primus aratra manu sollerti fecit Osiris
Et teneram ferro sollicitavit humum, 30
Primus inexpertae conmisit semina terrae
Pomaque non notis legit ab arboribus
Hic docuit teneram palis adiungere vitem,
Hic viridem dura caedere falce comam;
Illi iucundos primum matura sapores 35
Expressa incultis uva dedit pedibus.
Ille liquor docuit voces inflectere cantu,
Movit et ad certos nescia membra modos.
Father Nile, for what reason or in what regions could I say you have hidden your source? Because of you,
your land demands no rains, parched grass begs nothing from Jove the rain-maker. The barbarian youth sing of you
[Nile] and marvels at their Osiris, taught to wail the ox of Memphis. Osiris first made the plough with skillful hand
and with its iron stirred the soft ground. He first entrusted seed to the untried earth and gathered fruits from unknown
trees. This god taught how to join the tender vine and the pole, and to cut off its green leaves with the harsh sickle. To
him first the ripe grapes, crushed by rustic feet, gave their pleasing flavors. Their juice taught to modulate voices in
song, and move untaught limbs in true rhythms.

This section begins with a catalogue of rivers listing the territories of Rome’s conquest. The
triumphal digression starts from the Gallic Arar (today “Saône”) and culminates with the Nile, thus
functioning as link between the theme of Messalla’s victory in Gaul and the elegiac atmospheres of
Egyptian spirituality.246 The lengthy hymn to Osiris, as noted by many commentators, constitutes a
significant passage for the interpretation of Tibullus’ seventh elegy; the deity is never openly associated
with Messalla, but its invocation addresses the general’s merits celebrated in this poem, namely his
civilizing building projects (vv.57-8) and the benefits they entail to agriculture and pastoral song (vv.5962.)247 Overall, the god’s synthesis of agriculture, technical skillfulness, and Dionysian poetry resonates
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with militaristic vocabulary, therefore hinting at an association of the Tibullan elegiac world and
Messalla’s.

This juxtaposition is emphasized by repetition and wordplay. Just as Messalla was admired at the
beginning of the poem (novos pubes Romana triumphos/vidit v.5-6,) Osiris is admired by youthful audience
(suum pubes miratur Osirim) while both images convey the public dimension of the god’s and the general’s
honor. Further, they are both praised through song (Nile/Osiris: “te canit” v.27; Messalla: “te canit”
v.61)248, therefore emphasizing poetry as a trait d’union between these two figures. The deity’s skillful
hand (manu sollerti) presided over the peaceful invention of agriculture and resonates in Messalla’s apta
arte deployed in his road building programs. Moreover, compounds of ars such as sollers, iners, etc. occur
in numerous amor-related passages, such as in Priapus’ address in 1.4, where Tibullus recalls the deity’s
“sollertia” in seducing boys. The juxtaposition here between Osiris’ “manu sollerti” and Messalla’s arte,
not overloocked by scholars, corroborates the present research’s interpretation.249 For, through such echoes,
Tibullus appears to liken the traditional civic techne of figures like Messalla to the ars of elegiac poets. In
the narrator’s storytelling, both types of endeavor seem to partake in the competitive struggle for honor,
thus redefining the competitive arena of Rome’s aristocracy. Finally, the integration of civic and artistic
skills resonates also in lines 37-8 where the influence of wine is associated with the birth of poetry (Ille
liquor docuit voces inflectere cantu.) The allusion is enhanced by a metapoetic reference to (elegiac?)
prosody, as the certos modos recall poetic meter.

As noted by commentators, Tibullus describes Osiris’ agriculture in markedly militaristic terms:
the plow is likened to a weapon wounding the soft ground (teneram ferro sollicitavit humum) while the
hard sickle “kills” the green “hair” of an anthropomorphic vine (Hic viridem dura caedere falce comam,)

These lines’ prosody adds a further emphasis on this echo, as in both verses ‘te canit’ occupies the first dactylic
foot of the hexameter.
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Cf. our reading, supra. As stated, the progression of compounds of art/ert is particularly evocative in Tibullus
corpus. It begins with the normative statement of the poet inertia (1.1.4; 1.1.58) and then evolves to describe the obtuse
lovelessness of the elderly (1.1.71) or of those who don’t follow the elegiac teachings (1.2.23.) Here, too, this word’s
semantic trajectory parallels Tibullus’ program of ethical redefinition.
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itself hung to a palum that recalls the “stake to which condemned prisoners would be bound for
execution.”250 The dissonance between bloody warfare and elegiac agriculture resonates throughout the
elegy. Further contradictions are the poem’s celebration of Tyrian luxury (Tyriae vestes v.47) together with
the civilizing introduction of seafaring (prima ratem v. 20) and building infrastructures (viae v. 57,) whose
relationship with war-spoil is emphasized (opibus congesta v. 59.)251 All such things are contrary to the
celebration of simplicity and aversion to warfare Tibullus restates in several places of his opus. These
contradictions, moreover, are presided by the god Osiris who features suave traits belonging to the elegiac
realm (levis amor v.44; teneros…pedes v.46; dulcis cantu v.47) and is, in turn, associated with the grave
and normative war general Messalla.

This concoction of incongruities has prompted various explanations. For Nortwick, 1.7’s dedication
to Messalla is a “mixed blessing” and “because he is Romanitas incarnate his presence in the pastoral world
is always potentially destructive.”252 Bowditch saw in this “subtle conflagration” of rural and militaristic a
metaphor of Rome’s imperial conquest of the feminine east.253 Curiously, this interpretation of the passage
as a pro-Augustan imperialistic discourse is impugned by Berrino who reads the reference to Egypt and
Osiris as fiercely anti-Augustan.254 A resolution of these incongruities was first advanced by Moore, who
maintains that the “untibullan” aspects of Osiris/Messalla (wealth, military conquest, civilizing feats) “not
only can be praiseworthy, as Tyre was, but can even become part of his own idealized world.”255 I concur
with Moore that the apparent inconsistencies of praising aspects of Messalla’s civic role that are ostracized
elsewhere makes sense in an elegy that endeavors to synthesize the poet’s world with his patron’s. In other
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Bowditch 2011: 98.
I owe this last point to Berrino 1998 who astutely notes that ‘congesta’ recurs only in 1.1.1, where Tibullus
denounces the miles’ heaps of wealth ‘alius fulvo sibi congerat auro’. I would add that opibus, in Latin, can both mean
generically ‘resources’, but also ‘money’. Therefore, Tibullus appears to play with the word’s ambiguity here.
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Nortwick 1990: 122-123.
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Bowditch 2011: 100 “In this sense, Osiris' masculine violence ironically serves as a trope for Rome's own conquest
of Egypt. By presenting Osiris in such terms, the poem displays how Rome appropriates Egypt through an assimilation
of her gods to a Roman paradigm of martial virility.
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Berrino 2008.
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words, by contaminating the rural world of elegy with militaristic, Messalla-esque traits, the poet presents
the readership with an audacious operation of what can be christened as “amor militiae.”256 Namely, just as
Tibullus repeatedly portrays his amorous quests as honor-driven and heroic, here Messalla’s rural turn can
contain militaristic elements: for Tibullus, both military and elegiac courses are avenues for the pursuit of
Roman honor. From this perspective, they are parallel. This synthesis is apparent in the elegy’s concluding
couplets:

At tibi succrescat proles, quae facta parentis
55
Augeat et circa stet veneranda senem
Nec taceat monumenta viae, quem Tuscula tellus
Candidaque antiquo detinet Alba Lare.
Namque opibus congesta tuis hic glarea dura
Sternitur, hic apta iungitur arte silex
60
Te canit agricola, a magna cum venerit urbe
Serus inoffensum rettuleritque pedem
At tu, Natalis multos celebrande per annos,
Candidior semper candidiorque veni.
And for you, let a progeny spring up, who may magnify the deeds of their parent and let this honorable
offspring stand by you an old man. Let the one, whom the soil of Tusculum or white Alba of ancient hearth keep, not
be silent on the great work of your road. For, heaped up with your wealth, the hard gravel was laid here, and here flint
slabs were joined together with great skills. The farmer sings of you, when he has come at night from the great City
and has returned home safely without stumbling. And you, birth day, come to be celebrated for many a year, ever
brighter and brighter.

The conclusion of 1.7 rings back to the theme of carmen genetliacum, restating the aristocratic
ethos of the poem while moving from the warlike imagery of Messalla’s triumph to a peaceful scene of
domestic and rural happiness. Tibullus’ wish to Messalla most consistently adheres to the tradition of
honorable Romanitas, as he envisions a progeny who might literally augment (augeat) the cumulative honor
of their aristocratic race.257 This appeal to mos maiorum interestingly emphasizes the notion of facta,
therefore celebrating an anti-elegiac notion of vita activa. Such deeds, however, do not uncritically fit the
expectations of a Roman general, as Tibullus decides to extol the peaceful endeavors of road building

Cf. Bowditch 2011: 99 “Elegy 1.7 displays a subtle conflation in which metaphors of warfare associated with
Messalla as general and patron inhabit, even contaminate, the agricultural vision often fantasized by the lover-poet”.
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Berrino 2008: 66 “L’augurio che il poeta rivolge all’amico per una proles, quae facta parentis / augeat et circa stet
veneranda senem (vv. 55-56) si inserisce a sua volta in un carmen genetlicium e segue l’ethos aristocratico per cui i
nuovi nati di una grande famiglia dovevano accrescere, con le loro gesta, la gloria maiorum cf. elogia Scipionum in
CIL I2, 10 e 15.”
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carried out by Messalla. Again, the synthesis between the poet’s and the general’s worlds resurfaces.
Indeed, the via in 1.3.36258 is reproached as a civilizing intervention that put an end to the golden age’s
idyll, while this road in particular is even characterized by its munificence (opibus congesta.) The
imbalance, however, is addressed by Tibullus’ wordplay and arte allusiva: Messalla has built the road with
the skillfulness resonating in rural Osiris invention (sollerti manu v.29; apta arte v.60;)259 the construction
benefits the farmer returning to the country from the big city (why not celebrate the opposite movement?;)
further, the latter poetically chooses to convey his gratitude poetically singing of Messalla, just as the youth
did with Osiris (v.27) and the poet himself in a metapoetic first person (an te […] canam v.14;) both scenes,
finally, feature a domestic imagery be it Messalla’s glorious aristocratic household or the farmer’s modest—
and serene—homecoming.
The book’s seventh poem enriches Tibullus’ discourse about honor by contaminating his patron’s
triumphal and civic stances with foundational elements of love elegy. Thus, the usual movement from the
realm of military to erotic pursuits (milita amoris) is reversed in the elegant and balanced couplets of 1.7.
This instance of amor militiae, retrospectively, illuminates previous appearances of Messalla that prompted
the poet’s pledge of allegiance to the general’s aristocratic value. These claims, such as the tomb inscription
mentioned in 1.3, can coexist with the elegiac program of Tibullus because they, too, instantiate the honordriven ethos of Rome’s aristocracy. Though the competitive arena can differ in the elegist’s case, what is
at stake for Messalla’s generalship and Tibullus’ verse writing is the assertion of their prowess among their
peers.
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Cf. Berrino 1988: 429 who talks about the poet’s ‘passionate denuntiation of viae’ in poem 1.3.
Nortwick 1990:119 “Osiris is Sollers—Messalla builds with apta ars”.
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1.8-1.9 Ultor Deus: Shame and Tibullus’ Revenge

(Bulloch 1973; Murgatroyd 1977; Booth 1996; James 2003b; Verstraete 2005, Nikoloutsos
2011b; Drinkwater 2012)
After his martial digression concerning Messalla’s triumph, Tibullus narrates a profoundly elegiac
story of shame, frustrated love, and revenge in his eighth and nineth poems. Belonging to the so called
Marathus’ cycle, the two elegies, in the following reading, appear to address the poet’s resentment at
Marathus’ betrayal. Tibullus responds to the humiliation of the boy’s rejection by shaming, in a witty
crescendo, the other actors involved in his unfortunate love-affair: Marathus’ girlfriend Pholoe, her husband
(as well as Marathus’ dives amator,) the man’s licentious sister. This intricate set of characters, resembling
the plots of New Comedy, unravels as follows: 1. Pholoe is chastened due to her ephemeral haughtiness
and approaching nemesis, 2. Her rich husband is humiliated because of Pholoe’s adultery and his repellent
looks, 3. his sister, finally, is reproached on account of her erotic frenzy and drunkenness.260 Overall, the
hermeneutic lens of Tibullus’ aristocratic ethos contributes to the interpretation of these elegies as a
response of the poet’s wounded pride against two Greek sounding characters (Marathus and Pholoe) who
made him, Albius Tibullus, a laughingstock. Significantly, the poet concludes this narrative with his
dedication of a victory wreath to Venus attached to his very name, boasting about his liberation from a
fallacious passion “aurea palma […] fallaci resolutus amore Tibullus” 1.9.82-83.

The first elegy of this sequence is an imaginary conversation in which Tibullus addresses in turn
his former male beloved Marathus, who spurns the poet in 1.4, and Marathus’ current girlfriend Pholoe. As
the puella appears to shun him, the frustrated boy voices his laments at being rejected. By indulging in the
boy’s present misery and anticipating the acquisitive Pholoe’s future loneliness, Tibullus exacts his revenge
over the young man who had ceased to be his beloved, though in a milder tone. The second poem, 1.9,
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Cf. respectively 1. Pholoe (1.8.69-78); 2. Husband (1.9.53-58,65-74); 3.Husband’s sister (1.9.59-64).
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introduces two more characters: Marathus’ old lover and his lustful sister, both of whom Tibullus
vehemently attacks as physically and morally repulsive types. By association, Marathus and Pholoe (as the
old man’s wife) too are linked to their shaming, as the poet triumphantly concludes the sequence having
moved past such disgraceful dalliances. Though 1.9 mentions neither the boy’s nor the wife’s names, most
commentators consider the two poems a narrative unit and this interpretation is corroborated by stylistic
and contextual clues.261 As noted by Booth, both poem share similar lengths, formal structure as dramatic
monologues, verbal echoes in analogous—and relevant—passages.262 As the beginning of the “Marathus
cycle,” elegy 1.4 talks only in general about pederastic love, as its “narrative” contribution to the boy’s
story consists of a short reference to Tibullus’ unhappy liaison with him that anticipates the event of 1.8
and 1.9.263 Another overlooked aspect concerning the unity of the two elegies is the correspondence between
the beginning, interlude, and end of the cycle. The sequence begins and ends with a religious address to
Venus (Ipsa Venus 1.8.5; Veneri […] grata sis Dea 1.9.84;) at the same time, both endings concern a vow:
Pholoe’s unsuccessful prayer to bring back her youth (votis hunc revocare diem 1.8.78) and Tibullus’
pledge of gratitude for being liberated from his infatuation (hanc tibi […] Tibullus dedicat 1.9.83-4.)264
Overall, the sequence’s beginning, middle and end describe a trajectory from Tibullus’ suffering to
his triumphal emancipation, through his at times subtle and at times pugnacious attitude towards Marathus
and Pholoe (sc. The old man’s wife,) the Old man, and the Old man’s promiscuous sister. Readers have
argued that, especially in 1.8, Tibullus is playing the role of a sympathetic erastes towards his former
eromenos Marathus, therefore advising him on his affair with Pholoe, despite the boy’s previous rejection
of the poet. Putnam maintains that the elegist “warn[s] them with abundant sympathy and humor”; similar
arguments are found in Cairns: “Tibullus rises above his own past disappointments over Marathus and sees
Marathus suffering as an injustice […] shows his moral superiority to Marathus […] by acting like a
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Arguing for the unity of the two poems are, among others Murgatroyd 1977; Cairns 1979; Booth 1996; Maltby
2002; Drinkwater 2012.
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Cf. Verstraete 2005: 301 “the two elegies in which he figures most prominently, 1.8 and 1.9.”
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generous and grateful lover in spite of Marathus’ failure to gratify him” and McGann, among others.265
These commentators appear to be influenced by the Greek pederastic model. I concur, however, with Booth,
who has convincingly argued that the poems have a distinctively Roman color. In the scholar’s view, the
elegies portray Tibullus’ (unsuccessful) effort to win Marathus back—and not his selfless offering of love
advice.266 Building upon Booth’s insight, I maintain that Tibullus indeed displays a Roman attitude of
bitterness towards Marathus: only, his aim is not to win him back. Rather, he endeavors to assert his
superiority by shaming the boy and his lovers and stating his victorious emancipation at the end of the
cycle.

Other readers, too, have cursorily acknowledged the critical role shame and revenge play in these
poems;267I argue that these sentiments are the motive for both elegies as the poet himself signals in three
different passages. There, Tibullus laments his shameful self-abasement for having loved Marathus:
according to Kaster’s taxonomy the poet shamefully “retracted” himself in his unseemly tenderness towards
the ungrateful boy “nunc pudet at teneros procubuisse pedes” 1.9.30, and “et me nunc nostri Pieridumque
pudet” 1.9.48. Furthermore, Tibullus dismisses Pholoe’s seduction as a false honor, since she has won over
a passive boy instead of a penetrative man “Puero quae gloria victo est?” 1.8.49.268 In other words, it is
Tibullus himself who provides the hermeneutic lens to interpret the sentiments conveyed in his lines, as the
poet’s adherence to the normative values of his milieu is restated. The perspective of Tibullus’ wounded
honor and his exacting revenge over Marathus informs the following close readings, shedding light onto
otherwise misinterpreted passages. Below, the poem’s opening reveals the identity of a frustrated Marathus
only gradually and the lines’ ambiguity contributes to liken him to a passive beloved more than an elegiac
exclusus amator.
Quid tibi nunc molles prodest coluisse capillos
Saepeque mutatas disposuisse comas, 10
Quid fuco splendente genas ornare, quid ungues
Artificis docta subsecuisse manu?
Frustra iam vestes, frustra mutantur amictus,
Ansaque conpressos conligat arta pedes 15
Illa placet, quamvis inculto venerit ore
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Respectively, Putnam 1973: 127; Cairns 1979: 149-51; McGann 1983.
Booth 1996: 245-6; Similar stances are in Bulloch 1973: 88.
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Drinkwater 2011:440 “the speaker exhibits […] shame followed quickly by a desire for revenge”; similar arguments
in Maltby 2002: 329.
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For this passage and the idea of ‘shameful retraction of the self’ and Kaster’s ‘taxonomy of shame’ cf. Kaster 2005:
45-47; cf. also Introduction, supra.
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Nec nitidum tarda compserit arte caput
What advantage do you have now in dressing your soft hair, and continually changing the arranged hairdo?
To what avail do you beautify your cheeks with shining rouge, and have your nails cut with the skilled hand of a
professional? Now your dresses, your clothes are changed in vain and in vain the tight strap squeezes the narrow feet.
She pleases, though she come with face untouched, and has not dressed her shining hair with lingering art.

Displaying knowledge and superiority as a praeceptor amoris, at the beginning of 1.8 Tibullus
turns to Marathus, undermining his efforts to seduce Pholoe and his very masculinity. A striking feature of
these lines is the gradual revelation of their addressee’s identity and gender. As noted by many
commentators,269 it is only in line 23, after four couplets, that the foppish character is revealed to be a male
(heu misero,) while his identity is spelled out even later, in line 49 (neu Marathum torque.) I argue that the
lines’ ambiguity and gradual revelation emphasize Tibullus’ shaming of his former beloved Marathus. By
indulging in details that evoke femininity such as his soft hair (molles capillos) his frantic rearrangement
of his hairdo (saepe mutatas disposuisse comas,) his use of face make-up (fuco splendente,) his adroit
manicuring (docta…manu,) and only afterwards revealing that he is a male, 1.8 heightens the humiliation
of the boy said to spurn Tibullus in the fourth elegy.
In addition to his style, the boy’s emotional response and lack of success are aptly highlighted by
Tibullus’ verse; while six lines are needed to detail the effort Marathus put to no avail, the elegy comically
adds a single couplet (v. 16-17) thus describing Pholoe’s effortless success with men: illa placet “she
pleases.” The crescendo of Tibullus’ rhythmic irony also emerges in line 14’s repetition of frustra “in vain”
followed by the buffoonish image of Marathus’ squeezed feet (compressos pedes,) yet another pathetic
attempt to display feminine charms.270 His efforts recall another pathetic figure, the old lover in the book’s
second elegy who would compulsively arrange his white coif in a vain attempt to look attractive.271
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Cf., among others, Cairns 1979: 147, Lee-Stecum 1998: 227-245, Maltby 2002: 302.
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This interpretation, however, is challenged by Drinkwater, who argues that the gradual revelation
of the puer’s identity emphasizes the elegy’s gender fluidity and interchangeability of roles.272 She further
contends, with Lee-Stecum, that the boy’s attributes are not necessarily feminine as they can be assimilated
to the elegiac lover’s care for his looks.273I maintain, with Booth, that the listing of Marathus’ feminine
attributes is meant to remind Pholoe that he is a puer delicatus, a passive player in the pederastic couple,
and therefore she should turn to normative males instead v.49: “Neu Marathum torque: puero quae gloria
victo est?.”274 By obliterating him from the rank of active males altogether, Tibullus shames both his former
beloved for being in want of masculinity and his current inamorata Pholoe for the questionable suitability
of her catch, in one stroke. Further, as also noted by Booth, the two elegies seem to play with the liminal
status of Marathus masculinity, calling him alternatively puer (scil. passive boy) and iuvenis (active young
man.)275

Under the guise of an advice-giving teacher of love, Tibullus indulges in a number of humiliating
aspects of Marathus’ failure, culminating in his doubtful belonging to the lot of penetrative males. The poet,
who opens the elegy stating he was taught by Venus (ipsa Venus [...] perdocuit vv.5-6,) builds on his pose
as praeceptor amoris with a long digression on love-witchcraft (vv.17-24) and he concludes 1.8 lecturing
on the effect of nemesis for unrequited love. This stance, too, contains a subtle element of shaming, as the
poet indirectly takes his revenge on the formerly careless Marathus:

Oderunt Pholoe moneo fastidia divi
Nec prodest sanctis tura dedisse focis.
Hic Marathus quondam miseros ludebat amantes,
Nescius ultorem post caput esse deum;
Saepe etiam lacrimas fertur risisse dolentis
Et cupidum ficta detinuisse mora:
Nunc omnes odit fastus, nunc displicet illi 75
Quaecumque obposita est ianua dura sera
272

Drinkwater 2011: 432
Ibidem. For Marathus description as feminine cf. Murgatroyd 1991: 309; McGann 1983; Maltby 2002: 305-6.
Contra: Lee-Stecum 1998: 234; Nikoloutsos 2011b: 34-6.
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At te poena manet, ni desinis esse superba
Quam cupies votis hunc revocare diem!
I warn you, Pholoe, the gods hate haughtiness, and it is of no use to offer incense to their holy fires. This
Marathus once jeered at unhappy lovers, not knowing the god of vengeance was at his back: they even say he often
laughed at tears of grief, and kept his lover waiting with false delays. Now he hates all disdain, now it displeases him
whenever the door is bolted shut against him. And you’ll be punished too, girl, unless you forsake pride. Then how
you’ll wish prayers could recall the day!

The poem’s last words constitute an ultimate scorn towards Marathus and, under the guise of
erotodidaxis, the couplets target Pholoe herself, providing a juncture with the following elegy. The poet
recalls how the boy who used to mistreat his lovers has now (nunc) fallen victim of his own schemes.
Introduced by a both menacing and professorial authoritative moneo v.69, in this passage Tibullus shames
the formerly haughty Marathus detailing his present misery. This whole address, moreover, has a further
dismissive feature, as the entire description of Marathus is cast as a warning (moneo) to Pholoe, not him:
in a crowning insult, Tibullus humiliates the unsuccessful boy while addressing somebody else.
The opening demonstrative pronoun “Hic” Marathus “This is the very Marathus who…,” as
Putnam puts it,276 ironically stresses, in the line’s first foot, the reversal of fate experienced by the boy. In
turn, this shift is emphasized by the succession of temporal adverbs quondam and nunc. The arrival of
nemesis is symbolized by an unspecified God of Vengeance (v.72,) as ultor is usually attributed to Mars
but in this context, it seems to refer to Love himself. The last couplet builds on the theme of nemesis for
unsympathetic lovers, anticipating a wretched old age for Pholoe. The shift is signaled by Tibullus’
customary address “at te,” used several times to engage Tibullus’ male rivals.277 Interestingly, it is used
here to address a female enemy, perhaps on account of Marathus’ liminal masculinity. The same spondee
will recur in 1.9, as the poet turns to attacking the dives amator who has seduced the boy. Gesturing towards
an invitation to be affectionate to Marathus,278 Tibullus’ conclusion lays the ground for the following elegy
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Putnam 1973: 135.
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in which the tone will shift from subtle irony to fierce invective against Pholoe, her spouse, and his “lasciva
soror.”
1.8 opened with Tibullus’ posing as praeceptor amoris, and in his teaching the poet managed to
detail his former beloved’s failures to conform to normative masculinity and to warn Pholoe of the nemesis
that awaits her.279 In the following elegy, Tibullus ceases all pretense of detachment and, upon finding out
that Marathus has also engaged in a liaison with a rich decrepit lover, he abjures his previous feelings for
the boy, voicing retrospective shame at his own credulity nunc pudet at teneros procubuisse pedes” 1.9.30;
“et me nunc nostri Pieridumque pudet” 1.9.48. In these two instances of retrospective shame, furthermore,
Tibullus aligns himself with the normative response of his milieu, as he appears to have disgracefully
“retracted” himself from acting appropriately with Marathus. The poet’s regretful confession is followed
by a fierce attack on his amorous rivals, where Tibullus wields the repertoire of rhetorical invective and
Roman aristocratic pride. The section, consisting of the whole second half of the elegy, echoes the opening
address to Pholoe in 1.8, that conclude the preceding poem.

At te, qui puerum donis corrumpere es ausus,
Rideat adsiduis uxor inulta dolis,
Et cum furtivo iuvenem lassaverit usu, 55
Tecum interposita languida veste cubet
Semper sint externa tuo vestigia lecto,
Et pateat cupidis semper aperta domus;
Nec lasciva soror dicatur plura bibisse
Pocula vel plures emeruisse viros
60
Illam saepe ferunt convivia ducere Baccho,
Dum rota Luciferi provocet orta diem
Illa nulla queat melius consumere noctem
Aut operum varias disposuisse vices
At tua perdidicit, nec tu, stultissime, sentis, 65
Cum tibi non solita corpus ab arte movet
Tune putas illam pro te disponere crines
Aut tenues denso pectere dente comas?
Ista haec persuadet facies, auroque lacertos
Therefore, the poem is neither sympathetic nor helpful, contra Verstraete 2005: 308 “Tibullus’ elegy’s elaborate
scenario of the infatuated poet-lover trying to facilitate a heterosexual liaison for his puer is unique in extant Greek
and Roman literature. […] he is selfless almost to the point of being self-abasing in what must seem to the reader, on
first thought, an incomprehensible eagerness to provide Marathus with the pleasure of a successful romance with a
woman, yet at the same time showing a spirit of firmness and self-confidence as to the rightness of his admonitions to
Marathus and Pholoe, so that we come to realize that what motivates the poet-lover is not servile infatuation but a
half-smiling empathy with Marathus and his incipient heterosexual interests–the Tibullan persona is, after all,
bisexual.
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Vinciat et Tyrio prodeat apta sinu?
70
Non tibi, sed iuveni cuidam volt bella videri,
Devoveat pro quo remque domumque tuam.
Nec facit hoc vitio, sed corpora foeda podagra
Et senis amplexus culta puella fugit
But you who have dared to corrupt the boy with gifts, let your wife, unpunished, ridicule with her constant
sins, and when she has tired a young man with their secret deeds, let her lie sleepily with you, with her clothes between.
Let there always be other men’s traces in your bed and your house always be wide open to the lustful: let it not be said
that your lascivious sister drinks more cups than your wife, or wears out more men. People say that she often leads at
parties with wine till the wheels of dawn rise to call up the day: let they say that no one spends the night better than
she does, or better arranges the various positions of pleasure. But your wife has learnt it all: and you, most foolish one,
do not notice, when next to you she moves her body with unusual art. Do you believe she arranges her hair for you,
combs her soft locks with the thin-toothed steel? Is it this face of yours that persuades her to circle her arms with gold
and to appear dressed in Tyrian robes? Not for you, but for a certain boy she wants to look beautiful. For him she
would squander all household and properties. She does it not from vice, but the refined girl shrinks from a body marred
by gout and the embrace of an old man.

Having found out that the boy is entangled with a decrepit dives amator, in 1.9 the poet unleashes
a series of scurrilous insults that recall the brothel’s graffiti mentioned above. In the poem, Tibullus’
competitor, successful in winning over Marathus through expensive gifts, is castigated as an inept head of
a household. Addressed with the customary at te (v. 53, this time in the accusative case,) the speaker wishes
his foe to be the constant object of mockery (rideat v.54) by a lustful wife. The cultural dimension of
Tibullus’ attack is striking: the husband’s disgrace consists mostly of his failure to control his human and
material property and, therefore, imagery of openness and violation recurs. Tibullus wishes the man’s bed
to be violated by others’ footprints (externa vestigia,) and his home always open (semper aperta v.58) to
his wife’s countless bedmates. This very imagery echoes the useless door lock of the sixth elegy, another
instance of inept husband; the man’s mulier offers herself (prodeat) appearing to be ready to squander his
goods and household (rem domumque tuam.) Even his sister, in the poet’s wish, should be talked over
(dicatur v.59) as gossip is made about her endless nights with many lovers and her notorious expertise in
sexual intercourses (operum varias disposuisse vices v.64.)280 Stylistic features emphasize Tibullus’ spite
and the rich lover’s disgrace: “the repetition of “s” in sentis and especially stultissime in line 65 draws

Verstraete 2005: 306-7: However, the originality of Tibullus’ poem lies most of all in the prolonged invective and
satire, worthy of a Catullus, Martial, Juvenal, heaped upon Marathus’ new lover, who is directly addressed for twentytwo lines (lines 53-74). He is ridiculed for being deceived and cuckolded by his sexually promiscuous wife–matching
her equally rapacious sister in this respect (a piquant added detail, lines 59-60)–who turns to young lovers to satisfy
her lust, while telling her old, unappetizing husband she is too tired for sex.
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attention to the man’s obtuseness. The lover condemns the fool for his complete lack of suspicion: how can
he not notice any of the changes in his wife.”281 Such accusations belong to the traditional repertoire of
rhetorical invective.282 Tibullus denounces his enemy’s incapacity to guide the sexual morality of his spouse
and sister, therefore failing in playing his role as head of the household.283 Moreover, his failures are of
public dominion, since they are spoken about in his community, thus constituting the anathema of social
stigma in Rome’s shame ideology.
It is worth noticing how Tibullus conducts this campaign of public shaming and gossip creation
through a rhetorical bravura piece: the poet sets off (vv.53-58) wishing that the dives’s wife may ridicule
him and dishonor his household (rideat…domus pateat, etc.;) the wishes continue (vv. 59-60,) so that the
wife’s habits might be even more notorious (dicatur) than his drunkard and sexually unrestrained sister
(plura pocula bibisse vel plures emeruisse viros;) Finally, switching to the indicative mood, Tibullus starts
describing actual behaviors of the two women, thus corroborating the gossip he has just endeavored to
create (illam saepe ferunt convivia ducere; corpus ab arte movet; etc..) In other words, the only speech
mentioned (ferunt) concerns the sister: people are already talking about her. Then, in 67-70, Tibullus
focuses on the wife's observable behavior—behavior the public could observe, that is—and draws the
inference that the wife is as notorious as the sister.
This smear campaign conducted by Tibullus, and consisting of an exquisitely Roman social
practice, has been otherwise interpreted. In her recent contribution, Megan Drinkwater saw in the openness
of the rival’s house a parallel to Tibullus’ own openness to unrequited lovers needing advice in 1.4, thus
building analogous, though opposite, roles for himself and Marathus’ seducer.284 I maintain, however, that
Tibullus’ lines voice instead the concerns of a Roman aristocrat’s wounded honor. Unlike the dives amator,
who does not even notice the sexual availability of his female relatives, Tibullus refuses to allow his
property, that is Marathus’ undivided attention, to be usurped by others. Moreover, the poet proudly details
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the honorable devotion of his sister and mother in the pathos-driven scene of 1.3, and the rural bliss with
Delia in 1.5. The conclusion of the present elegy addresses once again—and bitterly so—Marathus. The
passage corroborates all the above suggestions regarding Tibullus’ wounded honor, and his desire for
revenge:
Blanditiasne meas aliis tu vendere es ausus?
Tune aliis demens oscula ferre mea?
Tum flebis, cum me vinctum puer alter habebit
Tum flebis, cum me vinctum puer alter habebit
Et geret in regno regna superba tuo
At tua tum me poena iuvet, Venerique merenti
Fixa notet casus aurea palma meos:
'Hanc tibi fallaci resolutus amore Tibullus
Dedicat et grata sis, dea, mente rogat'
To other, demented one, did you dare to prostitute my blandishments? To other did carry my kisses? Then
you will weep, when another lad will have me captivated, and he will run his proud kingdom in your kingdom. But
I’ll joy then in your punishment. And to deserving Venus a golden-palm wreath shall be raised, marking my fate:
‘Tibullus freed from faithless love, offers this to you, Goddess, and he asks that you may be of grateful mind.”

Unlike the rich lover, Tibullus will not allow his personal belongings to be usurped: at the effrontery
of seeing his Marathus’ attentions sold—no less!—to unworthy others “Blanditiasne meas aliis tendere
Tune aliis demens oscula ferre mea?” Tibullus can only cloak himself in his aristocratic pride. The elegist
predicts the boy’s suffering (flebis) at seeing attention drawn to a future beloved (puer alter,) while he will
sneer, then, at Marathus’ retribution (tua tum poena me iuvet.) This climax of the revenge of Tibullan
wounded honor culminates in his dedication of a victory palm to Venus, a rather triumphal conclusion for
the two-poem cycle that started with Tibullus’ description of the bitterness of Venus’ teachings.
Building on the notion that Tibullus will be bound to another beloved (vinctum,) Vestraete
considers this finale to be mock-heroic and self-undermining.285 Murgatroyd reads it as an amusing
contradiction to 1.8’s claims about the old age wretchedness (1.8.41-50) because the old lover of 1.9 in fact
finds sexual gratification with Marathus286—though I would add that he is being cuckolded and shamed by

Verstraete 2005: 307 “poet-lover warns Marathus he will find another puer who will hold him bound fast (vinctum,
line 79)–one will appreciate the irony of this!–so that, with mock-heroic gesture, he will be able to dedicate to Venus
his metaphorical aurea palma (line 82,) the golden palm of a lover’s victory, accompanied by the dedicatory words as
recorded in the final distich (lines 83-4)”.
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many. I contend, however, that the triumphal conclusion indeed completes the trajectory of disillusionment,
mild reproach and final detachment begun in the introduction of 1.8.
The final statement, moreover, contains the second and last occurrence of Tibullus’ own name,
arguably written envisioning his posterity and future readership: “Tibullus freed from faithless love, offers
this to you, Goddess, and he asks that you may be grateful to him in spirit.” As we read in 1.3, Tibullus’
first direct reference to his name was rather relevant as the poet placed it with his pledge of allegiance to
his aristocratic patron—and fellow writer—Messalla.287 Both occurrences of Tibullus’ name appear in
imagined inscriptions, a tombstone in 1.3, a dedication in 1.9. As such, they constitute public documents
designed to perpetuate the name of the deceased/dedicator. Arguably, such declarations were made having
posterity in mind and there is no need to recall the importance of once’s nomen in Rome’s honor driven
culture to convey their significance.288
In both cases, however, scholars have questioned these self-assertions by Tibullus, struggling to
locate such declarations with their overstated—and modernizing—interpretations of the poet’s persona as
a reckless nonconformist.289 Instead, it might be helpful to see Tibullus’ pride and contempt towards
Marathus and Pholoe as a situation involving “a roman gentleman and a couple of irresponsible slaves from
the East.”290 At the end of his cycle, Tibullus has shamed Marathus for his fickleness, greed, and liminal
masculinity, Pholoe for her haughtiness, lust and the unsuitability of her paramours, finally the dives amator
for his repulsive looks and morality. This verbal attacks appear to allow his poetic persona, who has engaged
in dalliances with people beneath him, to keep his honor.
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1.10 Quam potius laudandus hic est—that is, who gets to be honored
(Littlewood 1970, Pillinger 1971, Dettmer 1980, Gaisser 1983, Ortega 1983, Boyd 1984,
James 2003a, 107-9. 119-20; Maltby 2005)

The last elegy of book 1 reiterates many points of Tibullus’ ethical program, constituting a finale
consistent with the thematic and stylistic architecture of his poetic liber. Positioned right after the Marathus
cycle, the tenth elegy echoes the rural themes that were prominent in 1.1, and 1.5, therefore restating the
importance of the pastoral in the book’s overall structure. In its 68 lines of dramatic monologue, the poem
rejects violence and acquisition while extolling the rural values of the mos maiorum, as the poet laments
his being “dragged” to war: nunc ad bella trahor, in line 13. This anti-war arc ends with an open hymn to
peace “at nobis Pax Alma veni” v. 67. From the hermeneutic lens of Rome’s aristocratic honor, the elegy
ridicules the self-aggrandizing boasts of the soldier while extolling the rural simplicity of the old farmer.
The latter, speaking in the first person, is associated with imagery of light and fertility—contrasted with the
soldier’s somber metaphors and premature death. Moreover, talking about the unpretentious wooden Lares
of his ancestors, the narrator argues that primal simplicity of rustic religion must not cause shame “non
pudeat prisco vos esse e stipite”—an attack to the conspicuous consumption of Tibullus’ arriviste
contemporaries? The farmer’s austere simplicity, meanwhile, is honored as much more praiseworthy (quam
potius laudandus hic est v.39) and four time blessed (quater ille beatus v.63.) The rejection of violent
acquisition and remodulation of elegiac themes such as rural piety, domestic happiness, and aristocratic
honor parallel and reinforce the programmatic statement of 1.1: hic ego dux milesque bonus: “in this
framework, I am a valiant general.” Tibullus is finding new avenues for the aristocratic quest for honor,
and this remodulation of values is established with the apparently artless simplicity and pristine balance the
poet’s readership is accustomed to.
The poem begins condemning the discoverer of swords as the source of the present belligerent
misery. This stance is rectified in lines 5-8, where Tibullus blames instead wealth, and not weapons, as the
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source of bloodshed and strife.291 I take this stance to be consistent with the representation of soldiering in
1.1, where Tibullus differentiates between the shameful profit-driven soldiering of the miles (divitias alius
fulvo sibi congerat auro) and the righteous honor-driven leadership of the general Messalla (te bellare
decet.)292 Similarly to the poet’s first elegy, the following passage differentiates between the selfaggrandizing soldier and the praiseworthy farmer, whose felicity in old age recalls Tibullus’ description of
his patron Messalla in 1.7:
Hanc pura cum veste sequar myrtoque canistra
Vincta geram, myrto vinctus et ipse caput
Sic placeam vobis: alius sit fortis in armis
Sternat et adversos Marte favente duces, 30
Ut mihi potanti possit sua dicere facta
Miles et in mensa pingere castra mero.
Quis furor est atram bellis accersere mortem?
Inminet et tacito clam venit illa pede.
Non seges est infra, non vinea culta, sed audax 35
Cerberus et Stygiae navita turpis aquae;
Illic percussisque genis ustoque capillo
Errat ad obscuros pallida turba lacus.
Quam potius laudandus hic est, quem prole parata
Occupat in parva pigra senecta casa. 40
Ipse suas sectatur oves, at filius agnos,
Et calidam fesso conparat uxor aquam.
Sic ego sim, liceatque caput candescere canis,
Temporis et prisci facta referre senem.
I will follow [the victim] in pure clothing, I will carry baskets bound with myrtle, and my own head will be
bound with myrtle. Thus may I please you: let another be strong in war, let him overthrow hostile generals with Mars’
favor, so he may tell me his deeds as a soldier, while I drink, and draw his camp on the table with wine. What madness
to summon up dark Death through warfare! It menaces us and comes covertly on silent feet. There are no cornfields
down there, no well-kept vineyards, only wild Cerberus, and the repulsive ferryman of Styx’s stream. There, with
eyeless sockets and burned-down hair, a pallid crowd wanders by the black lakes. No, how much more honorable is
he, whom, blessed with children, a long old age keeps occupied in his modest cottage. He follows his sheep, and his
son the lambs, and his wife provides hot water for his weary self. Thus may I live, and may my head brighten with
white brows, and old narrate the deeds of past time.

Tibullus’ lines convey a stark distinction between the boastful soldier, associated with imagery of
death and darkness, and the honorable farmer, who is praiseworthy and accompanied by scenes of
brightness and fertility. The latter, in turn, is associated with the elegiac poet—the myrtle-bearing
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narrator—who shares with the farmer his rustic piety and aversion to warfare. Strikingly, myrtle is normally
linked to Venus (cf. Ovid 1.1, among others,) but Horace reports his use in relationship to the Lares cult
(Carm. 2.23.15-16.) The image thus constitutes a perfect summa of the elegiac redefinition of ancestral
values Tibullus is carrying out.
On the other hand, these lines’ description of the warrior indulges in mock heroic details, such as
his rhetorically inflated epithet “strong in arms” (fortis in armis,) and the Homeric notion that Mars himself
sustains his military exploits (Marte favente) against the enemy’s commanders (adversos…duces)—not
common privates. Furthermore, the soldier’s own grandiloquence emerges, as he draws on the table
(Putnam sees in pingere castra a parody of castra ponere) lauding his own deeds (sua facta) before the
narrator, holding a cup of wine and presumably suppressing laughter. This comic description of a miles
gloriosus stock-character of sorts precedes a three couplets long sketch, in lines 33-38, of the somber and
morbid consequences of warfare. The belligerent folly brings about, instead of lush crops and vines
(seges…vinea culta,) dark Death (atram mortem) while leading a colorless crowd (their hair burned) toward
the dark lake of the Underworld. These lines’ visual suggestions (ustoque capillo, pallida turba, obscuros
lacus) set the stage for the triumphant brightness and fertility of the farmer’s lifepath. He ought to be
honored (quam potius hic laudandus est,) and, significantly, his achievements are narrated with military
undertones, therefore redefining the context for heroic narratives.293 Tibullus’ lines portray the prosperity
of the farmer’s assiduous offspring (prole parata) partaking in the rural estate’s activities (v.41,) just as in
the case of Messalla’s proles in the seventh elegy, who also partakes in their forefather’s deeds:
At tibi succrescat proles, quae facta parentis
Augeat et circa stet veneranda senem (1.7.55-6)294

Likened to Tibullus’ aristocratic patron, the farmer of 1.10 is blessed by his zealous and affectionate
progeny. This domestic bliss compels Tibullus to wish such an existence for himself “sic ego sim” (thus
may I live,) echoing the same pledge that opens the section “sic placeam vobis.” Tellingly, the lines draw
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a further analogy, this time between the noble farmer and the poet, as the former’s old age is said to be
piger (a hint at the poet’s vita contemplativa?) while the two figures overlap in a final image of the old man
narrating the deeds of old times “prisca facta.”295 The work of storytelling, ennobled by the poetic “prisca,”
both recalls what poets do and it contrasts with the inane self-celebration of the soldier who petulantly
recounts his own deeds “possit sua facta dicere” v.31. Finally, the contrast between the private and the
peaceful rural man emerges throughout the passage by virtue of Tibullus’ visual imagery: the farmer’s
choice evokes brightness and fertility, his white hair glows “caput candescere” whereas a few lines down,
Peace is called candida, his agricultural tools gleams “bidens vomerque nitent” v. 49, as opposed to the dark
rust holding the (dead?) soldier’s weapons “in tenebris occupat arma” v.50.
The numerous parallels established in these lines can be thus summarized:
Soldier

Farmer (Poet, Messalla)

Darkness (atram 33, usto capillo 37, obscuros 38, Light (candescere 43, Pax candida 45, nitent 49,
tenebris 50)

candidus 68)

Death

Fertility

Inane Boasting

Storytelling

Blood-stained Accumulation

Pious Frugality

Persuasively, these few lines operate a redefinition of value: the myrtle-bearing elegist is associated
with all that is Roman, such as traditional piety, rural frugality, fertility, family life, righteous honor. The
soldier, on the other hand, stands for the abhorred pursuits of accumulation, empty boasting, premature
death—with its consequential infertility—and he is therefore shamed. Further, Tibullus has been on his
land a long time (vv. 15-16,) in contrast to a soldier who might be given a new parcel of land on being
discharged. From the vantage point of book 1’s last poem, numerous Tibullan narrative threads converge:
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rural simplicity can stands with Messalla’s constructive campaigning (as in 1.7;) the acquisitive miles is
expelled from the realm of what is honorable, as 1.1 and, finally, the vita iners of poetic contemplation and
amorous dalliances is reestablished as a praiseworthy occupation for the Roman aristocrat.
I maintain that these Tibullan takes can be read, also, as a metareflection on Roman honor: just as
in the De Officiis,296 Rome’s ethically constructive focus on public praise and reproach can be misused:
namely deeds can be erroneously considered blame- or praiseworthy, as this system is in no way static or
monolithically defined. Tibullus, it might be argued, instantiates issues of ill-attributed honor and shame
twice in this very poem and responds accordingly. When detailing his fantasy of the golden age and its rural
bliss, the poet compels his own Lares not to be ashamed of their primal simplicity “Neu pudeat prisco vos
esse e stipites factos.” His argument is, moreover, quintessentially Roman: you were made such, that is
with simple wood, by our forefathers and should therefore embrace your simplicity “suc veterus sedes
incoluistis avi.” Tibullus here uses an argumentum ab auctoritate to defend his Lars” simplicity: so they
were among the ancient, or rather, so goes the Mos Maiorum. Accordingly, the rural farmer is to be praised
(quam potius laudandus hic est) not the boastful soldier who erroneously partakes in his contemporaries’
quest for honor. From this perspective the comparative degree of “potius” seems particularly cogent. In
other words, deciding whom to praise is neither a simple nor an unequivocal task, and the actors of Rome’s
arena for aristocratic competition can engage in a redefinition of their very field: Cicero the theorist
undertakes this task in the De Officiis just as the elegist Tibullus argues for the honorability of love poetry
in his book.
The poem’s (and the first liber’s) conclusion reiterates, echoing the imagery of bright peace vis-àvis shameful violence, the theme of the juxtaposition of life choices (σύγκρισις βίων,) and attack on wealth
(ψόγος πλούτου,) addressed in 1.1. In the final couplets (vv. 51-69) Tibullus blames a brutish farmer for
using physical violence against his spouse (uxorem v.52,) while his allusive language evokes the strikingly
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similar violent world of the miles. These blameworthy figures yield to the “four times blessed one” (quater
ille beatus) who can captivate—without physical threats—his puella:
A, lapis est ferrumque, suam quicumque puellam
Verberat: e caelo deripit ille deos. 60
Sit satis e membris tenuem rescindere vestem,
Sit satis ornatus dissoluisse comae,
Sit lacrimas movisse satis: quater ille beatus,
Quo tenera irato flere puella potest.
Sed manibus qui saevus erit, scutumque sudemque 65
Is gerat et miti sit procul a Venere.
At nobis, Pax alma, veni spicamque teneto,
Perfluat et pomis candidus ante sinus.
Ah, he is stone and iron, whoever would strike his girl: this draws down the gods from the sky. Be it enough
to tear the light cloth from her limbs, enough to have disordered the arrangement of her hair, enough to have moved
her to tears: Four times blessed is he whose anger can make a tender girl weep. But he whose hands will be cruel,
should carry shield and pike, and stay far away from gentle Venus. Then come to us, gracious Peace, grasp the wheatear in your hand, and let your shining robe pour out fruits before us.

Numerous commentators have noted the similarities between the brutish farmer and the soldier,
corroborated by verbal correspondences.297 Their obtuseness is likened to hard material: lapis ferrumque
cf. vere ferreum (1.10.2) while the brutality of physical violence is framed in military language (bella 53;
fores 54; victor 55.) According to Tibullus, both characters’ actions amount to impiety, as the spouse’s
aggression is associated with the Titan’s sacrilege (“e caelo deripit ille deos.”) This transgression of religion
contrasts with the praiseworthy aristocratic farmer who, as in the description above, pays respect to the
traditional gods of the Italic countryside. Similarly, the countermodel of the brutish spouse precedes the
praise of the four times blessed one (quater ille beatus,) who is able to move his puella to tears without
threats or violence, just as the elegiac lover. Both Putnam and Maltby read the quater beatus as mocksolemn expression.298 James, instead, sees here an instance of “male anger and an urge to exercise it against
the puella’s clothing and hair as well as her heart.”299 On the contrary, I interpret this as an ethical statement,
parallel to the declaration featured in 1.1, where Tibullus distinguishes between the greedy soldier and the
honor-driven general Messalla. In the realm of Love, too, the brutish type (cf. “Lascivus Amor” v. 57)
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contrasts with the elegist’s righteous love. He, after all, has caused loving tears throughout his corpus: on
his deathbed in 1.1.61, from his family members in 1.3.8, etc. Fittingly, the end of Tibullus’ first book
reiterates the glory of an elegiac figure capable of engendering such heart-felt responses.
The last couplet, too, recalls the themes of piety, brightness, and Peace associated with love poetry.
Gracious Pax is asked to come to the speaker (nobis…veni) bearing a rural wheat-ear on her shining robe.300
The imagery encapsulates, showing Tibullus’ commands of the elegiac medium, the tokens of the Tibullan
world detailed through the previous 9 poems. Some have read the final line’s candidus as metapoetic
reference to Tibullus himself, as his nomen Albius means “white.”301 The line would thus constitute a
sphragis of sorts. Though one cannot verify the ground of this (convincing) assumption, it is opportune to
bear in mind that the word for famous, honorable in Latin is bright (prae)clarus: fittingly, the final poem
of the book features this image throughout and in its very last line.
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Chapter 2: Vati Parce, Puella, Sacro: the Hallowed Vates and the Greedy Girl

Tibullus’ Second Collection

Book two, despite a few scholarly doubts about its completeness, is characterized by a distinct
structural and thematic balance.302 Proponents of the collection’s unfinished status take into account, in
particular, its brevity (430 lines,) the book’s slightly unusual number of poems (6) and the alleged abrupt
ending of its sixth elegy. M. D. Reeve contributed to this thesis in his 1984 essay, according to which the
collection’s final elegy is incomplete, citing Persius’ spurious vita Tibulli as coeval evidence.303 To the
contrary, the present research concurs with Maltby and Murgatroyd’s persuasive confutation of the
arguments above, as examples of collections of similar lengths do exist, while both Callimachus’ Hymns
and Statius’ Silvae comprise six poems. Most importantly, the remarkable structural balance and overall
symmetry of Tibullus’ book 2 reveals a formal perfection unlikely attainable by an unfinished collection.
The themes of the liber’s six elegies alternate poems about rural and civic subjects (2.1, 2.2, 2.5) vis-à-vis
those concerning Tibullus’ third elegiac beloved named Nemesis. This thematic variation follows a schema
aa bb a b, as the first four poems constitute a succession of thematic pairs: 2.1 and 2.2 regard Tibullus role
as poeta vates presiding over religious rituals, while 2.3 and 2.4 introduce the elegist’s passion for his new
puella.304 Intriguingly, this thematic correspondence between poems 1,2 and 5 of this book is corroborated
by the almost verbatim echo in their first couplets: (“Quisquis adest faveat” 2.1.1; “Quisquis ades…fave”
2.2.2; “Phoebe fave” 2.3.1;) The following reading’s structure takes into account these thematic pairs.
Overall, the book’s motifs reveal a deterioration of Tibullus’ elegiac landscape, characteristic of
the poet’s first collection. This shift is both addressed and resolved in the twofold arrangement of book 2:
in its pars construens, entailing 2.1, 2.2, and 2.5, Tibullus’ public honor through his new role as poeta vates,
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namely a figure comprising the role of poet, religious leader, and seer; accordingly, instances of divination,
mythical digressions, and cultic ceremonies abound; the book’s pars destruens, on the other hand, is
characterized by somber imagery,305 the rejection of Tibullus’ ideals, and the narrator’s combative assertion
his honor through amorous rivalry and invective against his foes. This alternation describes an opposition
between the vates’ constructive civic honor (2.1, 2.2, 2.3) vis-à-vis his destructive shaming of rivals (2.32.4.2.6.)

The enabler of such an alternation is Nemesis (“daughter of night”) whose dark influence on the
collection’s imaginary is more apparent than Delia’s (sc. δῆλος “the bright one”) and Marathus’ in book 1.
The collection’s treatment of Amor is deeply influenced by this character, as Nemesis’ persona allows the
narrator to digress from the themes of domestic happiness surrounding Delia. Furthermore, the book’s
overall symmetry applies to the specular roles of Tibullus’ puellae: as Delia appears to enable the elegist’s
idealized world in book 1, in this collection, Nemesis defies it. Accordingly, Book 2’s repetition of Deliarelated motifs highlights the contrast between the bright “Delian” atmosphere vis-à-vis Nemesis’; For
instance, the verbal echo of fingere recurs in 1.5 to describe the idyllic vision of rural happiness with Delia
(fingebam 1.5.21,) whereas the same verb in 2.6 details Tibullus’ crass picturing of Nemesis’ erotic
unfaithfulness (2.6.51.)306
Nemesis’ destructive influence on the narrator’s monologues, however, is balanced by the stately
persona Tibullus embodies in the vates poems (1, 2, 5): this shift produces a de facto alternation between
the puella-induced erotic misery (poems 3, 4, 6) and the serene manifestations of conjugal amor in the rest
of the collection. This fluctuation has not escaped the critics’ attention and will be taken into account in the
following analysis. Particularly valuable will be Solmsen’s insightful distinction between Tibullus’
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Cf. infra our treatment of 2.6.
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subjective love for Nemesis, characterized as degrading and ill-fated, vis-à-vis the poet’s objective amor,
aligned with the normative, honor-bound values of Rome’s aristocracy.307

This structural and thematic dualism, characteristic of book two, engages with the hermeneutic lens
of Roman shame and honor. For, in his constructive and “objective” poems, Tibullus appears to claim honor
as a poeta laureatus who partakes in the life of his aristocratic community and reinforces its mores. In his
subjective elegies, on the other hand, the narrator gives in to homosocial invective and public shaming of
his competitors, as shown in the following.

2.1-2.2 Tibullus Poeta Vates

(2.1: Cairns 1979: 121-34; Schmitzer 1993; Murgatroyd 1994; Cairns 1999; Lee-Stecum
2000, 181-7, Maltby 2005; Tzounakas 2013.) (2.2: Cairns 1971; Cairns 1979: 204; Boeft
1980.)
a. the poet, his patron, and the legitimacy of elegy

Programmatically, the first elegy of the book, together with its matching spinoff 2.2, anticipate
many of the liber’s themes while recalling the imagery and atmospheres of 1.1. Both incipits are set in rural
scenes extolling the values of the mos maiorum while, as in 1.1, the first poem of the couplet honors
Messalla as Tibullus’ literary patron. As mentioned, this poem belongs to the set of three elegies
characterized by “objective amor” and Tibullus’ role as vates (this connection being highlighted also by the
poems’ first lines (“Quisquis adest faveat” 2.1.1; “Quisquis ades…fave” 2.2.2; “Phoebe fave” 2.3.1;) The
present reading argues that 2.1 legitimizes Tibullus’ rural poetry associating it with the revered morality of
Rome’s origin. Further, the text likens the poet’s role as vates to the civic honor achieved by contemporary
members of the ruling class, including the Fratres Arvales Messalla and Cornutus; the two Roman
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gentlemen are featured, respectively, in the first and second elegy. Finally, 2.1 programmatically introduces
a new approach to Amor that characterizes the rest of Tibullus’ poetic liber. The first lines of the poem
vividly recall the ritual of field lustration, reported in medias res by the poet who is also presiding over it:

Quisquis adest, faveat: fruges lustramus et agros,
Ritus ut a prisco traditus extat avo
Bacche, veni, dulcisque tuis e cornibus uva
Pendeat, et spicis tempora cinge, Ceres
Luce sacra requiescat humus, requiescat arator, 5
Et grave suspenso vomere cesset opus
Solvite vincla iugis: nunc ad praesepia debent
Plena coronato stare boves capite.
Omnia sint operata Deo [...].
Let whoever is here, be silent: we purify crops and fields, as the rite appears, handed down by our ancestors
of old. Come, Bacchus, let the sweet grapes hang from your horns, and Ceres, wreathe your temples with corn spikes.
On this sacred day, let earth and the ploughman rest, and the heavy work of the lifted plough cease. Loose the straps
from the yoke: the oxen must stand near the full manger, now, with garlanded heads. Let all things be devoted to the
god.

The incipit of book 2 invests Tibullus with the role of poeta vates, as he presides over the ritual of
field lustration with calm authority while addressing the whole rural community.308 As such, the narrator
now occupies a higher station: at the same time poet, religious minister, and seer, and this title bestows
honor on its bearer.309 Most commentators agree on the identification of the rite described above with the
private Ambarvalia, though the text provides no unequivocal evidence.310 It is helpful to imagine a
performative delivery of the opening passage, as its language conveys the poet’s authoritative role: as noted
by Cairns, the first verbs of book 2 consist of a series of commands, uttered mostly through present
imperatives (veni, solvite, venite v. 13, cernite 15) and iussive subjunctives (faveat, requiescat, cesset,
operata sint, etc.) and crowned by the explicit order to the ritually impure “I order you to stay away” in line
11 (“vos quoque abesse procul iubeo.”)311 In accord with the occasion’s solemnity, the introductory lines
convey an imagery of suavity and prosperity (dulcis uva…plena preaesepa…coronato capite,) while the
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holy day is referred to as “light” (luce sacra,) thus contributing to the movement from the previous book’s
brightness to the present’s darkness, as we will see below.

As procession leader and priest, the poet asserts his honorable standing in accord with a long literary
tradition. According to Schmitzer’s reading of this poem, the liminal role of poeta vates claimed by
Tibullus, between artist and religious minister, dates back to Pindar himself.312 However, just as in his
treatment of pederastic love in 1.8 and 1.9, Tibullus contaminates literary traditions handed down by Greek
predecessors with a distinct Roman color.313 From this perspective, the author’s Roman-ness can illuminate,
and can be illuminated by, the honor-driven ethos of his class, as the author sets his vates authority in the
realm of the Italic countryside. The elegist recalls the authority of ancient ancestors who founded the ritual
“Ritus ut a prisco traditus extat avo,” an apparent reference to the revered antiqui mores. Further, Tibullus
uses the adjective priscus always in a marked way: it first occurs to describe his hallowed household gods’
ancient wood “prisco vos esse e stipite factos” 1.10.17, to describe the deeds he will narrate as an old man
“prisci facta referre senem” 1.10. 44, and to explicitly reference the customs of the ancestors in 2.3 “prisco
more” v.68. Tibullus is a poeta vates in so far as he can embody—through his poetry—the ancestral values
of Rome’s rural past, and such is the honor he asserts for himself.
However, Tibullus 2.1’s consciousness of tradition, peculiar to his whole oeuvre, has prompted
various interpretations. Both Maltby314 and Cairns have read this passage, programmatically set at the
beginning of his second book, as a concept supporting Augustus’ political program, even noticing

Schmitzer 1993: 113 ‘stellt sich Tibull mit seinen Worten offenbar in eine lange, bis auf Pindar zurückreichende
poetische Tradition und bemüht sich um die Legitimation seines Wirkens als Dichter, indem er als vates gleichzeitig
die Funktion des Priesters für eine die Dichtung schützende Gottheit übernimm’. On the concept of poeta vates see
also K. Newman, The Concept of vates in Augustan Poetry, Bruxelles 1967.
313
On Tibullus’ Romanization of Greek literary topoi cf. Booth’s reading of poem 1.8 and 1.9 in Booth 1996: 245-7
‘the attitude, however, which I have detected in the Tibullus of 1.8—one of unscrupulous self-interest—is neither
distinctively Greek nor especially literary, and that prompts the question of whether it and the attitude in 1.9. too, in
any way reflect contemporary Roman feelings […] more. Tibullus' general liking for Romanising touches in his elegy
are well known (the rustic festivals and deities of Italy, the ancient institutions of Rome and the legends of its
foundation are all preferred to bookish Greek mythology) etc’.
314
Maltby 2002: 361.
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references to specific pieces of legislation. By lauding the rural morality dear to the princep’s agenda, so
the argument goes, this elegy “underpins further aspects of Augustus’ “moral programme:” the emphases
on children can be related to attempted marriage legislation of around 28 BC which eventually materialised
in the Leges Iuliae of 18 BC.”315 Contra this reading, Schmitzer interpreted 2.1 as a poem “voll politischer
Brisanz,” since Tibullus dared to make anti-Augustan statements by celebrating Messalla’s triumphs in
lines 31-36.316 Others, such as Tzounakas’s recent interpretation of 2.1, argued that the present elegy’s
prominence of rural setting allows Tibullus to justify his genre’s choices and to make metapoetic statements
about Rome’s literary tradition.317
On the contrary, I interpret Tibullus’ role as poeta vates, recurring in various poems of book two
and absent from the previous liber, as another assertion of his honorable stance within Rome’s aristocratic
community. By introducing the competitive field of literary priesthood, the poet competes as equal with
fellow ruling class males who prided themselves on their high religious appointments.318 By contextualizing
his vates service in the Italic countryside, I see no apparent adhesion, pace Maltby and Cairns, to Augustus’
political reforms.319 Rather, Tibullus’ self-appointment as religious minister of the Italic rus contributes to
his association with the ancient (prisci) values of the ancestors, eloquently portrayed in Cato’s De Agri
Cultura some 130 years before Gaius Octavianus became known as “Augustus.” Suffice it to say that in

Cairns 1999: 225 ‘Tibullus' intent (in common with most other Augustan poets) to provide support for Augustus'
policy of “religious” revival, behind which lay echoes of a traditional concept of the ideal Roman citizen as a rusticus
paterfamilias living in harmony with the divine. Yet others of the linked concepts underpin further aspects of Augustus
'moral programme': the emphases on children can be related to attempted marriage legislation of around 28 BC which
eventually materialised in the Leges Iuliae of 18 BC; and Tibullus' piquant contrasts between primitive Roman selfsufficiency (paupertas) and contemporary wealth reflect another facet of the ideal civis Romanus stereotype — the
notion that he conforms to the mos maiorum.’
316
Schmitzer 1993: 115.
317
Tzounakas 2013: 16 ‘This rural festival becomes the appropriate setting which enables Tibullus not only to express
his poetic predilection for the theme of rura (2.1.37: rura cano rurisque deos,) but also to comment upon theoretical
matters concerning Roman poetry in an indirect and allusive manner. In this way, he enters into a discussion with both
his ancestors and his contemporaries, and suggests his stance regarding some of their literary views.
318
Cf., among others, Gnaeus Cornelius Scipio Hispanus epitaph commemorating his belonging to the board of
quindecimviri sacris faciundis CIL_12.15 “Cn(aeus) Cornelius Cn(aei) f(ilius) Scipio Hispanus / pr(aetor) aed(ilis)
cur(ulis) q(uaestor) tr(ibunus) mil(itum) II Xvir stl(itibus) iudic(andis) / Xvir sacr(is) fac(iundis) / virtutes generis
mieis moribus accumulavi / progeniem genui facta patris petiei / maiorum obtinui laudem ut sibi me esse creatum /
laetentur stirpem nobilitavit honor’
319
And in general, I concur with Galinsky 1996: 5 about the “inane dichotomy of pro and anti-augustan” cf intro.
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this work, where the rite of lustration is detailed, the leadership of the ritual is performed by the rural pater
familias, the very role that Tibullus claims for himself in various places of his oeuvre.320
In sum, the incipit of book 2 appears to resume the poet’s cultural redefinition of traditional honordriven values within his elegiac production. This relationship between the Ambarvalia, Tibullus’ poetic
self-assertion, and his fellow Roman aristocrats is further addressed a few lines after the introduction, where
the poet mentions his patron Valerius Messalla:

Vina diem celebrent: non festa luce madere
Est rubor, errantes et male ferre pedes
30
Sed 'bene Messallam' sua quisque ad pocula dicat,
Nomen et absentis singula verba sonent
Gentis Aquitanae celeber Messalla triumpho
Et magna intonsis gloria victor avis,
Huc ades adspiraque mihi, dum carmine nostro 35
Redditur agricolis gratia caelitibus
Rura cano rurisque deos [...]
Let wines celebrate the day: there is no blush to be drunk on a holy day, nor to carry wandering or unsteady
feet. But let each say over their wine-cups: “Health to Messalla!” and let the name of the absent man ring in every
word. Messalla, honorable for your triumph over the race of the Aquitaine, victor, and great glory of your unshorn
ancestors, come hither and inspire me, while I give thanks with my poem to the rural gods. I sing the country and the
gods of the field.

As these lines instantiate, the poem, beginning and ending with a vivid description of the lustration
rite, features digressions about country life, the literary motif of the first inventor (πρῶτος εὑρετής,) love
and the civilizing influence of poetry. One such digression, in the passage above, shows Tibullus’ narrative
adroitness, as the merry scene of drinking rustics (non festa luce madere est rubor) elegantly gives way to
the commemoration of an aristocratic war commander’s successes (celeber Messalla triumpho.) These
structural characteristics prompted Cairns’s argument about the similarity between 1.7 and 2.1, as both
elegies start and end with a main topic (1.7: Messalla’s birthday; 2.1: the Ambarvalia) while diversifying
their foci in their middle sections.321 The passage above constitutes one of such diversions as it addresses
Messalla’s triumph, among the highest civic recognitions of one’s honor in Roman society.322 The present
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reading maintains that Messalla’s passage, embedded in a rural scene, allows Tibullus to associate himself
with his honorable patron and to justify—due to their religious and ancestral prestige—his poetry’s pastoral
themes: “rura cano rurisque deos.”
The lines’ parallel between the elegist and his aristocratic patron relies both on the direct description
of the latter’s triumph and on an indirect reference to historical facts. For, many readers such as Schmitzer
and Cairns323 have reminded us of Messalla’s appointment as an Arval Brother, arguing that this passage
calls him absentis (v.32) on account of his duties as high priest: “Messalla is absent because he is at Rome
celebrating the Amburbium in his official capacity as Frater Arvalis. The toast to him at the rural Ambarvalia
unites that ceremony in spirit with the great urban celebration.”324 According to this persuasive
interpretation, Tibullus here narrates how both he and Messalla are presiding over rites of lustration—with
the absentis Valerius Messalla in Rome as a member of the Arval Brethren, while the poet is in the country,
where he leads the rural ambarvalia as an honorable gentleman farmer in his estate.
Accordingly, the passage’s language is rife with imagery of Roman honor; after the poet divines
“eventura precor” the good outcome of the unfolding ritual in v.25, therefore turning from procession leader
into a prophet, these lines vividly convey the glory Messalla accumulated in his life: the whole country
toasts his health (bene Messalla) his nomen (a pivotal honor-word) rings within the crowd while Tibullus
describes him as famed (celeber,) victorious (victor,) and the bearer of great honor and a triumph (magna
gloria…triumpho.) I concur with Schimtzer and Cairns who saw in these lines a further reference to
Messalla’s appointment to the Arval Brethren as the word “Triumpe” belongs to that ritual’s formulas.325
The poet makes further allusions to high priesthoods held by other members of Messalla’s entourage in 2.2
and 2.5, as will be addressed below.326 By comparing Messalla’s urban priesthood and his own synchronous
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engagement in the rural lustratio (fruges lustramus et agros v.1,) the elegist endeavors to make room for
his own pursuit of honor as poeta vates. This intention and the connection between Messalla’s honorable
priesthood and Tibullus’ poetry making become apparent in the vignette’s final lines, as Tibullus asks his
patron to inspire his writing while, proudly asserting his role as author of rural songs and rural religion
“Huc ades adspiraque mihi […] Rura cano rurisque deos” (vv 35-7.)

The close relationship between country life and poetry is reinforced a few couplets later, where
Tibullus attributes to farmers the civilizing invention of literary verses (“Agricola adsiduo primum satiatus
aratro/cantavit certo rustica verba pede,”) with certo pede hinting at poetic prosody. Tzounakas interprets
this references as a metaliterary comment by Tibullus concerning the opportuneness of his poetic content:
“Tibullus’ intention is evident: by highlighting the fact that satire and tragedy stem from rustic songs, the
elegiac poet attempts to justify his own poetic choice to sing of the countryside and its gods, as he states in
line 2.1.37: “rura cano rurisque deos.”327 I argue that there is an ethical dimension as well to Tibullus’ rural
poetry that transcends literary polemics: in the poet’s narrative, the Roman rus he celebrates, just as
Messalla’s campaigning in 1.7, is a civilizing force and the seat of revered ancestral customs. From this
perspective, asking Messalla to inspire his (rural) poetry becomes yet another item on the list of honorable
achievements Tibullus claims to share with his patron: if the farmer is the πρῶτος εὑρετής of poetry, the
making of country songs is a civilizing and ethical endeavor—comparable to Messalla’s campaigning and
road building in 1.7. Significantly, these parallels between poet and patron recur at the beginning of his
second book just as in 1.1, where Tibullus takes pride in his being a soldier and a general (dux milesque) of

/ scit bene, quid fati prouida cantet auis) and thus implicitly evoke Messalla augur. The allusion is confirmed and
reinforced by the symmetrically placed ominology of II 5.79-83. As an augur publicus Messalla held one of the highest
priesthoods, to which he had (as an additional honour) been adlected extra ordinem in 36 BC. Thus in Tibullus II 5
Messalla's augurate balances his son Messalinus' new priesthood as quindecemuir sacris faciundis, which is the main
cause for celebration in that elegy. Another set of allusions to Messalla's augurate can, I have recently argued, be
perceived in Tibullus II 2. There the honorand is Messalla's friend, protégé, and fellow Arval, M. Caecilius Cornutus;
the elegy is full of augural material, especially relevant to Cornutus' marriage but also a reminder of the augural status
of Messalla, addressee of II 1 and patronus of both Cornutus and Tibullus. Indeed, since the “speaker” of II 2 uses the
tones of an augur and eschews any specific Tibullan notes, II 2 may have been written by Tibullus for Messalla to
recite at Cornutus’ birthday-cum-wedding.
327
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elegy—just like his patron in the military sphere. At this point of his oeuvre, one can summarize the parallels
between Tibullus and Messalla, also appreciating the chromatic328 wordplay offered by the juxtapositions
of their names (noteworthy are, too, the several verbal echoes):

Messalla Corvinus

Albius Tibullus

Arval Brother 2.1

Poeta Vates during Ambarvalia 2.1

War Commander 1.1.53 te bellare decet terra (elegiac) soldier and commander 1.1 Hic ego dux
Messalla marique

milesque bonus; 1.3.55-6 Tibullus…Messallam
terra dum sequitur mari”

Public augur329

Private augur 2.1; 2.2

Civilizing road building (for farmers) 1.7.59-60 “te Farmer as πρῶτος εὑρετής of poetry 2.1.51-2
canit agricola”

“agricola…primum…cantavit”

Wise old patriarch 1.7.56 stet circa senem

Rustic pater familias 1.5.21 rura colam; 1.6.86
exemplum cana simus…coma 1.10.43 liceat caput
candescere; 2.1;

Children 1.7.55 proles…honorata

Children 1.10.39 prole parata

This list could grow as one continues to peruse the poet’s remaining elegies. One last remark about
the nature of Messalla’s celebration ought to be made after this brief summary. As the table above suggests,
in 2.1 the patron’s achievements reinforce the corresponding roles between the two, as Messalla is
surprisingly invoked to inspire poetry. I concur with Schmitzer’s argument that, through the unexpected
invocation, the patron serves as a medium of legitimization of Tibullus’ poetic choice, due to the restated
link between the pastoral genre and its relationship to civilizing and religious aspects of Rome’s rule “Denn
unterstuetzt durch die quasi-goettliche Legitimation [von Messallas] aendert sich der Ton nun deutlich in
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On the juxtaposition of Albius (white) and Corvinus (dark, or crow-black) and the wordplay between light and
darkness in Tibullus’ work cf. the already mentioned essay “Light and Dark: Play on "Candidus" and Related Concepts
in the Elegies of Tibullus” in Maltby 2005.
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11-12 refer to Apollo's augur and to the augural fati prouida .. auis (tu procul euentura uides, tibi deditus augur / scit
bene, quid fati prouida cantet auis) and thus implicitly evoke Messalla augur. The allusion is confirmed and reinforced
by the symmetrically placed ominology of II 5.79-83. As an augur publicus Messalla held one of the highest
priesthoods, to which he had (as an additional honour) been adlected extra ordinem in 36 BC.”
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Richtung auf aitiologische, gehobenen Anspruechen gehorchende Dictung: rura can rurisque deos.”330 The
further one reads into Tibullus’ elegiac books, the more Albius and Corvinus start to resemble two sides of
the same coin.

b. miseri vs. felices: that is, subjective and objective love

In the last segment of 2.1, the poet engages in another almost allegorical wordplay concerning light
and darkness—this time having to do with eros. I maintain that this programmatic section sets the stage for
the twofold approach to Amor characteristic of Tibullus’ second collection: namely, the distinction between
a traditional “objective” love vis-à-vis a tormented, self-abasing “subjective love,” as the following reading
illustrates.
As stated in the present reading of lines 1-9, the first elegy of book two begins with an imagery of
brightness in perfect accord with the previous poem (1.10) that concludes book one saluting the Goddess
Pax’s shining robe (candidus sinus.) The conclusion of 2.1, however, draws a downward trajectory from
the light-filled verses of its beginning (and the preceding book’s) to a somber conclusion where dark images
prevail (Night nox, dark wings furvis alis, black sleep nigra somnia vv.89-91.)331 Most Tibullan readers
have convincingly argued that this arc mirrors book 1’s positive feeling towards Delia (whose name speaks
of Bright Delos and other Apollonian hints) and it is followed by book 2’s more problematic inamorata,
aptly called Nemesis—traditionally the daughter of night.332 A change of pace concerning Tibullus’
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Schmitzer 1993: 118-9; Unlike the German scholar, however, I do not see any contradictions with the numerous
anti-war statements of the previous book, featured also in the very preceding elegy (1.10). Nor one should strive to
find 2.1’s anti-Augustan undertones, another suggestion by Schmitzer, insofar as celebrating a triumph had become
an exclusive prerogative of the emperor. On the contrary, since Messalla is honored as a Frater Arvalis and inspirer
of poetry, the elegist continues to portray his patron’s civic engagement as compatible and parallel to his own pursuit
of distinction in the realm of literature.
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tacitus furuis circumdatus alis Somnus et incerto Somnia nigra pede.’ Noteworthy too is the metapoetic reference to
the incerto pede, to be juxtaposed to the positive constructive pastoral poetry ‘certo pede’ v. 52 mentioned above. The
ominous image of Nemesis foretells the poetry to come.
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Cf. ‘The movement within 2.1 is from light to darkness, and the poem ends on an unsettling note describing the
approach of Night, of Sleep with 'dusky wings', furuis...alis, and of 'black Dreams,' Somnia nigra (emphatically placed
in the last line). This movement from light to dark, from candidus in the opening section to niger at the end,
foreshadows the inversion of the romantic vision of book 1 and adumbrates the arrival of the new mistress, Nemesis,
daughter of Night, who is to dominate the rest of book 2.’ Maltby 2005: 129-30.
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beloved, so the argument goes, corresponds to changed color imagery throughout his work. I maintain,
however, that this shift is not only signaled by the oblique chromatic wordplay, but it is also stated in an
overlooked passage of 2.1. For, the following couplet appears to feature a more direct reference to the poet’s
changed attitude towards elegiac Amor:
A miseri quos hic graviter deus urget, at ille
Felix, cui placidus leniter adflat Amor 85

The two lines form a sententia of sorts and conclude a brief digression on Cupid’s evolution from
a harmless country god to an urbane deity compelling old men to lose their dignity and stripping young
women of their modesty.333 Their meaning can be approximatively rendered as: “Ah wretched they, whom
this god [Amor] bears down on fiercely!/but happy is he whom peaceful Love breathes softly on.” All three
most recent commentators refrained from a decisive interpretation of these lines. Maltby omits identifying
who the miseri and the happy one (ille felix) would be, simply stating that the lines’ vocabulary “felix…
placidus: recalls the earlier occurrence of these words with reference to the favorable omens in 25-6, and
so bring us back to the festival.” Murgatroyd and Putnam are just as unhelpful to the identification of these
characters as their analysis focuses instead on vocabulary and stylistic nuances.334 How is the reader to
identify these two groups, distinguishing the miseri from the felices?
I take these lines to further emphasize the distinction between conflict-ridden elegiac love (signaled
by the genre’s key-word miser) and what Solmsen calls “objective love” in Tibullus. According to the
scholar, there exists a poet’s subjective treatment of love, occurring when the narrating persona describes
his own experience with Delia, Marathus, or Nemesis.335 This approach, in turn, can be separated from
Tibullus’ objective treatment of love, recurring for instance in 1.10, 2.1, 2.2, and 2.5, where the poet narrates
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Cf. Cairns 1979: 133.
Cf. the following excerpt from Murgatroyd 1996 commentary ad loc. ‘Graviter … urget is a strong expression
which appears to blend a number of senses—for graviter 'heavily', 'sternly, harshly', 'seriously, grievously' (Thes.L.L.
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2, 3, 4, 5). For this amatory application of urgeo see Mckeown 1989 p. 43 and cf. also Hor. S. 2.7.93 (of passion) urget
enim dominus mentem non lenis.’
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the experience and emotion of other lovers.336 Regarding the present passage, for instance, Solmsen
contends that “there may be a personal tone or undertone in the words addressed to Amor but there is no
actual reference to Tibullus” own amor. Tibullus remains, also here at the end, what he has been throughout
the elegy, the pater familias and sacerdos in charge of conducting the festival.” Masterfully, the narrator
creates a way of discussing happy love within an elegiac poem through a distancing effect: the love can be
happy, and he a poeta vates, so long as he remains outside of it. This distance seems to be hinted at also by
the couplet’s contrast between hic and ille.337
This same “objective” approach to Amor, persuasively analyzed by Solmsen, occurs in the second
and fifth elegy of Tibullus’ book 2. These poems regard Eros as a peaceful experience leading to childbearing and domestic happiness (cf. 2.2.11-22 and 2.5.91-94,) while the elegist’s turbulent dalliances with
Nemesis are the concern of 2.3, 2.4, and 2.6, as we will see below.338 The lines therefore distinguish between
two groups, those smitten by Eros’ harshness (quos hic graviter deus urget v. 84) and the happy one who
rejoices in the god’s benevolent gifts (felix ille v. 85) and they constitute the players of, respectively,
2.3,2.4,2.6 vis-à-vis 2.1 2,2 and 2,5. This structural and thematic arrangement is programmatically
addressed, I argue, in these cursory distich of book 2’s introductory elegy.
To summarize, the highlighted passages of 2.1 continues Tibullus’ redefinition of aristocratic
values. The poet integrates the ethical stock of the mos maiorum to his elegiac imagination, and this process
culminates with the specular nature of Messalla’s civic endeavor, and the poeta vates’s rural and religious
undertaking. Finally, the introductory elegy of book 2 sketches the two types of amor, subjective and
objective, that Solmsen astutely analyzed. This dichotomy illuminates the rest of Tibullus’ collection, as
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Cf. Solmsen 1962: 308-9.
More speculatively, it is interesting that the miseri are plural whereas the felix is singular. Are the verses suggesting
that the joys of objective love are for the few?
338
It seems the Delia’s cycle tried to combine the two understanding of Amor: Delia is depicted both as a passionate
Domina and a pious wife. Afterwards, love disappears from book 1, as in 1.10 where there’s no mention either of
Delia or Marathus. The shift is resolved in book 2 where the poet distinguishes between the miseri and felices, those
tormented by unrequited elegiac love and those blessed by rural conjugal happiness. Cf. Introduction.
337
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the subjective type of love will become the seat of amorous self-abasement while objective love, as in the
poem below, will constitute a constructive avenue for aristocratic values.
Accordingly, the following poem portrays one such instance of placidus amor, a feature that must
meet proper recognition. 2.2 forms, as stated, a thematic unity with the preceding poem, recalling all three
main aspects addressed in our reading of 2.1. In both elegies the poet presides over a religious ritual as
sacerdos and prophet, the values of mos maiorum are extolled, while domestic happiness and peaceful,
“objective” Amor are concerned. Being the briefest poem of Tibullus’ oeuvre, let us look at the book’s
second elegy in its entirety:
Dicamus bona verba: venit Natalis ad aras:
Quisquis ades, lingua, vir mulierque, fave
Urantur pia tura focis, urantur odores,
Quos tener e terra divite mittit Arabs
Ipse suos Genius adsit visurus honores,
5
Cui decorent sanctas mollia serta comas
Illius puro destillent tempora nardo,
Atque satur libo sit madeatque mero,
Adnuat et, Cornute, tibi, quodcumque rogabis
En age, quid cessas? adnuit ille: roga
10
Auguror, uxoris fidos optabis amores:
Iam reor hoc ipsos edidicisse deos
Nec tibi malueris, totum quaecumque per orbem
Fortis arat valido rusticus arva bove,
Nec tibi, gemmarum quicquid felicibus Indis 15
Nascitur, Eoi qua maris unda rubet
Vota cadunt: utinam strepitantibus advolet alis
Flavaque coniugio vincula portet Amor,
Vincula, quae maneant semper, dum tarda senectus
Inducat rugas inficiatque comas
20
Huc venias, Natalis, avis prolemque ministres,
Ludat ut ante tuos turba novella pedes
Let us speak good words: the birth day comes to the altar: whoever is here, man or woman, be silent. Let the
sacred incense burn on the fire, burn the spices which the gentle Arabian sends us from his rich land. Let the Genius
himself come to see his honors, and let soft garlands wreathe his sacred locks. Let his temples drip with pure balsam,
let him be filled with honey-cake, and soaked with wine. O Cornutus, Whatever you ask for, let him give assent. Now
come forth, why did you stop? He nods, go forth with your request. I divine that you will ask for your wife faithful
love: I think the gods themselves have learnt that by now. You would not have rather for yourself the land that the
sturdy farmer ploughs with strong oxen throughout the world, or all the pearls that grow among the fertile Indians,
where the wave of Eastern Seas reddens. The prayers are uttered: may Love fly to you on rustling wings and bring
yellow ribbons to your wife, ties that last forever, until slow age brings wrinkles and whitens your hair. Let it be so,
Birth Day, and bring children to the ancestors, and let a crowd of young ones play around your feet.

The eleven distiches of 2.2 are an exquisite example of carmen genetliacum honoring the birthday
of Tibullus’ friend Cornutus. Many of its features, such as the carmen’s private nature and brevity, turned
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into genre-defining characteristics in Tibullus’ literary successors.339 In its wishes for Cornutus’ conjugal
happiness, its insistence on religion and domestic joys, and the overall liturgical authority of the poet
uttering the prayer, the poem constitutes a matching pair with the preceding 2.1.

The beginning of 2.2 recalls almost verbatim the first verse of the elegy it follows (“Dicamus bona
verba: venit Natalis ad aras: Quisquis ades, lingua, vir mulierque, fave”; “Quisquis adest, faveat: fruges
lustramus et agros.”) The honor (honores v.5) of the poem’s addressee is emphasized by the highly cultic
dimension of this carmen, as three different epiphanies occur building a sort of spiritual climax.340 Tibullus
narrates the divine manifestation of Cornutus’ Genius (ipse Genius adsit v.5,) Amor himself
(advolet…Amor vv.17-8,) presumably in his peaceful non-elegiac manifestation, and finally personified
Natalis himself (Hic veniat Natalis v.21.) Such a divine crescendo, in turn, signals the poet’s own honor as
he, similarly to 2.1, presides over the rite qua both minister and prophet (cf. “Eventura precor” 2.1.25;
“Auguror” 2.2.11.) Further, the previous poem’s reference to an absent Messalla (absentis 2.1.32,) signaling
Tibullus’ patron engagement in Rome as a frater Arvalis, parallels the same rite the poet is presides over in
the country. Similarly, Murgatroyd and Maltby take Corvinus to be another frater Arvalis, an interpretation
corroborated by v. 14 reference to “arva.” According to this argument, just as in 2.1 Tibullus here
emphasizes through the poem’s homosocial hints his belonging to an honorable crowd of Roman aristocrats,
whose values are mirrored in his poetry.
Having described the ritual and the epiphany of Cornutus’ Genius, the poet turns to his addressee
compelling him to ask the god for what he wishes. Turned into an augur, Tibullus divines Cornutus’ soon
to happen desire for a happy marriage with a faithful wife. Strikingly, Tibullus’ persona as elegist and
sacerdos overlap in this prediction of love happiness. For, what Cornutus wishes for in lines 11 is the

Cf. Murgatroyd 1994: 70 ‘In fact 2.2 is one of the first (if not the first) birthday-poems pure and simple that has
survived, and apparently it is the first which mentions a wish by the person whose birthday it is and in which love
figures (prominently: 11–20,) two features which subsequently become frequent in the genre (for the wish cf. Corp.
Tib. 4.5.17ff., 4.6.15f.; Prop. 3.10.17f.; Ovid Tr. 3.13.25ff.; Martial 10.24.6ff.; for love cf. Corp. Tib. 4.5, 4.6; Prop.
3.10; Hor. C. 4.11.21ff.; and (conjugal love, as in 2.2) Ovid Tr. 5.5).’
340
Cairns 1971: 113.
339
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“uxoris…fidos amores.” Though most translators have rendered it as “true love,” the closest equivalent of
the Latin text would be faithful love, namely the type of amor described by Solmsen as “objective.”341
Indeed, I take this passage to address the sort of Amor, from the perspective of Tibullus’ contemporaries,
as consistent with the customs of their rural ancestors’ antiqui mores. Such a sentiment belongs to a set of
values related to child-bearing and modest domestic joys, and a long-lasting bond between the conjugal
partners. These three aspects are directly envisioned in this brief wish-poem for Cornutus, respectively in
line 19 “vincula quae maneant semper” addressing everlasting bond; v. 21 “avis prolemque minister”
concerning child bearing; and finally, in the elegy’s last line v.22 “Ludat ut ante tuos turba novella pedes”
where the poet details a scene of simple domestic felicity. This, I argue, is the type of Amor Tibullus defines
as placidus leniter adflat Amor (2.1.80) in the passage analyzed above.

In short, both 2.1 and 2.2 represent love under a guise consistent with the mos maiorum, or, with
Solmsen, “objective love”(cf. section b: miseri vs. felices.) Further, the present reading has shown that the
first pair of poems establish the narrator’s belonging to an illustrious set of aristocratic men officiating
religious duties. This adherence is emphasized through the poet’s insistence on the relationship between
pastoral verses and the values of Rome’s aristocratic honor (cf. section a: the poet, his patron, and the
legitimacy of elegy.) The rest of Tibullus’ second book, however, concerns the elegist’s turbulent
relationship with Nemesis, whose conflictual nature is anticipated in 2.1.79 line: A miseri quos hic graviter
deus urget. The narrative unit of 2.3 and 2.4, therefore, turns from the objective to the subjective and
tempestuous kind of love; the sequence introduces the relationship with Nemesis and the ways Tibullus’
narrator devises to exert his honor amongst so unbecoming a dalliance.

The verse was rendered by four main Anglophone translators in the following way: 1. ‘I prophesy your desire: that
your wife shall love you truly’ tr. by Dennis and Putnam 2012; 2. ‘I prophesy you’ll wish for your wife’s true love”
tr. by A. S. Kline 2001; 3. ‘I divine that thou wilt pray for thy wife’s true love’ tr. by F. W. Cornish 1913; 4. ‘You
wish a beauteous Spouse, Joy of your Joy, and faithful to your Vows.’ J. Grainger ca.1750; three out of four authors
have rendered fidos as true/truly. Though the semantic range of ‘true’ covers the idea of faithfulness, the anglophone
reader must go back to the eighteenth Century to locate a translation closer to the original fidos ‘faithful’. Somehow
one struggles to find “romantic” Tibullus detailing the very prosaic subject of a faithful spouse.
341
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2.3-4 “Trophy Puella” and Erotic Triumph

(Putnam 1970; Gaisser 1977; Bright 1978: 188-205; Whitaker 1979; Cairns 1979: 153-5, 20912; Schniebs de Rossi 1997; Burkowski 2016) 2.4 (Cairns 1979: 209-12; James 2003b: 87-91;)
The second elegiac pair of this book, poems 3 and 4, introduce the reader to Tibullus’ new mistress
Nemesis (Daughter of Night,) taking up the somber imagery anticipated in the conclusion of 2.1. The two
poems are closely related to each other on account of their shared themes, atmospheres, and narrative
continuity.342 Tibullus’ treatment of the so-called “subjective love,” according to Solmsen’s useful
definition,343 proceeds from the setting of the affair in 2.3 to its bitter continuation in following poem, whose
first line 2.4.1 “Thus I see a servitude and a mistress set up for me” (sic mihi servitium video dominamque
paratam,) through sic and paratam, appears to presuppose the reader’s knowledge of the events in 2.3.
Displaying Tibullus’ mastery of structural balance, the two poems are also closely related to the first part
of book 2—by addressing directly the protagonist of 2.2 in their first line “Rura meam, Cornute, tenant
villaeque puellam” while more generally the themes of book 1 feature prominently throughout 2.3 and 2.4.

The poems describe Tibullus’ bitterness at his separation from the acquisitive Nemesis. This new
character’s identity is only revealed in line 51, where the poet wishes to parade her through the streets of
Rome like a luxurious and exotic trophy. In this “erotic triumph” scene, and throughout the two poems, the
public gaze constitutes an important theme, as the following close readings will show. The plot developed
in the three main Nemesis poems (2.3, 2.4, 2.6) concerns a blind passion for a character deemed irresistible
but morally corrupt: unlike Delia, she is addressed as saeva (2.4.6,) rapax (2.4.25,) dura (2.6.28.) This new

Murgatroyd 1996 xiii ‘On the resemblances between 2.4 and 2.3 see 2.4.1–2n., CAIRNS pp. 209f. and note also
that Tyrian purple and Coan dresses are luxuries desired by girls at 2.4.28ff. and 2.3.53f., 58, custos and closed ianua
appear in conjunction at 2.4.31f. and 2.3.73f., there are amatory curses by Tibullus at 2.4.39ff. and 2.3.61ff., and the
love gods breathe in (inspire) passion at 2.4.57 and 2.3.71. 2.3; For 2.3 as perfect continuation of 2.2: Bright 1978:
191.
343
Cf. supra the present reading of 2.1.
342
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take on elegiac Amor adds to the complexity and variety of Tibullus’ work, impugning claims about the
poet’s monotone and loosely related “dream text.”344

The sequence begins with 2.3, as Nemesis is held captive by a wealthy parvenu in his opulent
country villa. The following elegy (2.4) addresses Tibullus’ same sense of alienation from Nemesis, though
this time no geographical distance is to blame but, instead, the puella’s greed: Tibullus wails at being,
together with other non-decadent lovers, “defeated by the [puellae’s] price” (pretio victos 2.4.49.) In both
cases Nemesis’ indifference prompts Tibullus’ moral degradation and social disgrace. In 2.3, in order to
catch a glimpse of his covetous inamorata (another instance of gaze related images,) he accepts to toil as a
slave laborer at the plantations of Nemesis’ freedman lover “Ducite: ad imperium dominae sulcabimus
agros” 2.3.79; similarly, the puella’s indifference compels the narrator of 2.4 to abjure Apollo and the
Muses “ite procul Musae” v. 20, to commit sacrilege against Venus “Venus…est violanda mihi” v.24, and
to suggest the abomination (by Tibullan standards) of selling his ancestral land for profit “etiam sedes iubeat
si vendere avitas” v.53.
All the proposed courses of action constitute a spectacular disavowal of Tibullus’ most cherished
values, as they were narrated in the twelve preceding elegies. These contradictions result in two kinds of
paradox in 2.3 and 2.4: internal and external. On the one hand, the “external” paradox is a contradiction
between Tibullus’ persona, as established in his oeuvre, and statements made in 2.3 or 2.4; on the other, the
“internal” paradox occurs within the poem themselves. An example of the external paradox is Tibullus’
statement, in 2.4.15-26 that he is indifferent toward the gods, even though in poems like 1.1, 1.0, 2.1, 2.2
his piety is manifest. An instance of internal paradox can be found in lines 2.4.39-55, where the elegist
argues that a non-greedy woman is to be avoided only to capitulate, a few lines later, to all Nemesis’
requests. In the present reading both types of paradox will be analyzed through the hermeneutic lens of
Roman shame and honor. I maintain that the understanding of these paradoxes helps to contextualize the
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On the dismissal of Tibullus’ complexity cf Putnam’s (critical) summary in Putnam 1970: 21-4.
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narrator’s attitude towards Nemesis. For, by describing his new dalliance as shameful and self-abasing (as
the puella’s very name suggests) Tibullus appears to restate the moral contours he established throughout
his oeuvre.

On the other hand, these contradictions were not overlooked by scholars, and two main
interpretations emerged: some maintain that the two poems are ironic: “the tone of the poem [2.3] is witty
and paradoxical […] This, together with its delight in sheer fantasy and exaggeration, should serve as a
warning against taking the poet’s protestations too seriously.”345 Others, such as Murgatroyd, argue that
they reflect the poem’s narrator’s moral lapses suggesting that such inversions can “have a more sober side
(intimating that T.'s affair with Nemesis makes him give up cherished values and alter his outlook and
ideals for the worse).”346 The present reading contends that Tibullus’ volte-face, made manifest through the
direct echoes of previous themes and poems, conveys the narrator’s despair at his unbecoming erotic
engagement with the aptly named Nemesis. The following analyzes how the bitterness of 2.3 and 2.4’s
capitulations and invectives reveals the speaker’s awareness of his Roman honor—undermined by an
amorous entanglement deemed unworthy. Throughout the two-poem sequence, the reader is constantly
reminded of Tibullus’ sense of honor and shame, both when he loses his dignity taking up unbecoming
tasks, and when he reasserts his honor wishing to parade Nemesis like a trophy. In accordance with the
structure sketched above, the following reading emphasizes the external and internal paradoxes of 2.3,
proposing an interpretation based on Tibullus’ aristocratic ethos.

a. External Paradox: The rus is toilsome, decadent, and ought to be blamed
The opening lines of 2.3 summarize the contradictions and moral conflicts inherent to the whole
elegy, as one hexameter suffices to state the facts: a rich rival holds Tibullus’ puella (captive?) in the
country. The rura, subsequently, prompt the poet’s attacks, even though they used to be the seat of all that
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Maltby 2002: 394; Putnam 1973: 177-8.
Murgatroyd 1994: 84. Also taking the poem at face value is Cairns 1979: 153. On the question whether the two
poems are parodic or dramatic cf. Schniebs de Rossi 1997: 84.
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is moral and sublime in all his previous twelve poems. This volte-face constitutes the first paradox of 2.3’s
conflict-ridden narrative, as it contradicts the country-loving traditional identity Tibullus has detailed in his
work; the present reading argues that this surprising attitude does not impugn the consistency of book 2’s
narrative, instead it must be read as a step towards the moral degradation engendered by Nemesis’:
Rura meam, Cornute, tenent villaeque puellam;
Ferreus est, heu, heu, quisquis in urbe manet
Ipsa Venus latos iam nunc migravit in agros,
Verbaque aratoris rustica discit Amor
O ego, cum adspicerem dominam, quam fortiter illic
Versarem valido pingue bidente solum
Agricolaeque modo curvom sectarer aratrum,
Dum subigunt steriles arva serenda boves,
Nec quererer, quod sol graciles exureret artus,
Laederet et teneras pussula rupta manus

5

10

Cornutus, plantations and an opulent farm hold my girl: ah, he is made of iron whoever remains in the city.
Venus herself has gone now to those vast fields, and Amor is learning the farmer’s rustic words. Oh whenever I could
see my girl, how firmly I would turn the rich soil there with a heavy hoe and, just like a farmer, I would follow the
curved plough, while castrated oxen break-up the soil for the sowing. I would not complain that the sun burned my
slender limbs or broken blisters wounded my soft hands.

In contrast with the incipit above, the three preceding elegies describe a pleasant rural existence,
piety, and married love. The latter theme, in turn, draws a distinction in 2.1 between the miseri, smitten by
elegiac passion, and the felix ille, graced by a domestic and peaceful Amor.347 That the present poem
partakes in a broader narrative, instead of being an arbitrary and abrupt disavowal of Tibullus’ rural values,
is suggested by the open address to Cornutus in the first line. As noted by Bright “to make sure that the
reader does not miss the point, Tibullus even addresses Cornutus in the opening verse of 2.3. The happy
bridegroom is the standard against which Tibullus measures his love. After the celebration of Cornutus’
day comes the night and suffering of a new affair for Tibullus” [emphasis is mine].348 This reading concurs
with Bright’s claim that Tibullus’ volte-face must be contextualized thus making, therefore, a dismissal of
Tibullus’ consistency less obvious.

347
348

2.1.84-5 ‘A miseri quos hic graviter deus urget,/at ille Felix, cui placidus leniter adflat Amor’
Bright 1978: 191.
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The opening lines’ description of Nemesis’ rural captivity are themselves a reversal of the idealized
landscape characteristic of book 1. The country, instead of constituting the seat of material and moral
simplicity, features attributes of decadence: the girl is held (or allured?) by an opulent estate, as the plurals
rura and villae reinforce the idea of affluence.349 In turn, the land itself suggests a reversal from the primal
simplicity of the previous poems: Tibullus details its vast size “latos agros” and the soil’s opulence “pingue
solum” to be cultivated through hard labor “valido bidente.” Furthermore, Tibullus’ description of the rus
suggests, through the lines’ arte allusiva, moralistic undertones. The latos agros recall the first elegy’s
description of the covetous soldier’s vast estate (1.1.2 “et teneat culti iugera multa soli”) and is echoed in
the list of greed’s evil later in the poem (v.41 “Praedator cupit inmenson obsidere campos”;) the hard soil
to be ploughed with effort (valido pingue bidente solum,) and therefore yielding high profit, is listed among
the materialistic pleasures in 2.2, the very preceding elegy where the aristocrat and Arval Brother Cornutus
rejects accumulation in favor of the faithful love of his wife (nec tibi malueris […] fortis arat valido
rusticus arva bove 2.2.13-4.)350 Finally, it has been noted that the present elegy displays an uncanny degree
of “class consciousness,” as the poem is filled, as we will see below, with references to slavery, foreign
laborers producing luxury goods, and, as in this passage, the consequences of agricultural toil.351

This concern for social hierarchies, I argue, appears to be significant since it operates as a further
signifier separating 2.3 and 4 from the preceding poems. Consequently, rus in 2.3 differs from its previous
instantiations also on account of agricultural labor relations: while in 2.1 and 1.10 the speaker addresses the
whole rural community, evoking the setting of traditional farmers and tenant-farmers, the latos agros of v.3
hint at opulent latifundia, or plantations, relying on armies of slaves, as argued by Maltby.352 By casting his
rival as a plantation-owner, that is the epitome of moral corruption and abject greed, Tibullus would achieve
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Cf Maltby 2002 ad loc.
For the correlation between of laborious plowing and great financial returns cf. Murgatroyd 1994: 76 ‘the stress on
sturdiness is intended to suggest a rich, heavy soil requiring strength to work it (there seems to be similar point to
fortis and validus at Virg. G. 1.65 and 2.237,) so that T. means all the rich ploughland in the world’.
351
On the poem’s emphasis on class and labor cf. Bowditch 2012: 126.
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Cf. Maltby 2002 ad loc.
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three goals: 1. It would recall the Catonian aristocratic ethos that condemns latifundia while extolling the
traditional gentleman farmer’s moderate estate. 2. It would remind the reader that, as in lines 59-60, the
rival is a gawdy parvenu and former slave; 3. It would further dissociate Tibullus’ idealized farm of, say,
1.3, to the present misery of agricultural toil.

Such a misery is conveyed through the unprecedented realism of lines 9-10. If the sophisticated
literatus Tibullus is to become a slave laborer in the plantation of Nemesis’ paramour, only to catch a
glimpse of his acquisitive inamorata, while he will not complain about the sunburn and blisters he might
incur. Albius Tibullus, after all, will pretend to be an enslaved ploughman (agricolaeque modo) albeit with
the awareness of his own unsuitability for rural toil. This sense of simulation appears to permeate the whole
passage above. Tibullus’ incompatibility with physical toils is also conveyed by graciles and teneras used
to describe his own body.353 Both adjectives characterize elegiac poetry and what we might call the elegiac
physique: accordingly, Tibullus’ body/poetry will be transformed by service to Nemesis. Furthermore, nec
quererer might also imply a poetic transformation, since complaint is typically what an elegiac poet does.

With a few narrative strokes, Tibullus has conveyed, at the beginning of 2.3, the moral abjection
he is undergoing. Under the circumstances, Nemesis’ influence threatens the elegist’s own class
consciousness, his aristocratic honor, and his cultural degradation—all against the positive standard of
Cornutus, addressed in line one. While the constructive persona of Delia allowed the narrator to portray
himself as an aristocratic gentleman farmer, accompanied by a Catonian vilica as his spouse,354 the aptly
named character Nemesis turns that blissful imagery into the wretchedness of gawdy latifundia and slave
labor. The moral lapses Tibullus faces on account of Nemesis are mirrored in the longest mythological

Cf., for instance, In 1.1 Delia’s tender heart, and cheeks: ‘tenero…corde’ 1.1.64; ‘teneris, Delia, parce genis’ 1.1.68;
or tender Amor ‘tenero…amori’ in 1.5.57. For the elegist’s meager (graciles) physique cf. McKeown’s commentary
on Ovid Am. 1.6.5-6.
354
Cf. for instance, the detailed description of matrona-like Delia in 1.5 and our reading of the passage supra.
353
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exemplum of his oeuvre: the story of the Apollonian rustic toils in lines 11-32. In the poet’s version, the
myth narrates how Apollo undertook unbecoming rural labor out of love for the beautiful Admetus.

Though the oldest attestations of the story motivates Apollo’s toil as a punishment imposed by
Zeus, the Hellenistic poet Callimachus introduced this erotic motif of the god’s infatuation with Admetus
as the reason for his farm work. Critically, Tibullus’ iteration of the story situates Apollo’s shameful selfabasement within Rome’s honor driven ethics: whereas in Callimachus the god’s devotion and new role is
pictured favorably, in the elegy of Albius Tibullus, Apollo’s working is tantamount to self-degradation.355
Just as in the Marathus cycle and in 2.1, Tibullus elaborates the literary material handed down by tradition
through the lens of aristocratic honor. From this perspective, the god’s disgrace mirrors the downward trend
of the preceding lines: from the modest estate to the rival’s decadent villa, from pious rural community to
the slaves’ latifundia, from the domestic bliss with Delia in the country to Nemesis’ transactional captivity
at the rival’s plantation. The passage below details the shameful aspect of Apollo’s servitude that Tibullus’
verses emphasize:

O quotiens illo vitulum gestante per agros
Dicitur occurrens erubuisse soror!
O quotiens ausae, caneret dum valle sub alta,
Rumpere mugitu carmina docta boves! 20
Saepe duces trepidis petiere oracula rebus,
Venit et a templis inrita turba domum;
Saepe horrere sacros doluit Latona capillos,
Quos admirata est ipsa noverca prius
Quisquis inornatumque caput crinesque solutos 25
Adspiceret, Phoebi quaereret ille comam
Delos ubi nunc, Phoebe, tua est, ubi Delphica Pytho?
Nempe Amor in parva te iubet esse casa
Felices olim, Veneri cum fertur aperte
Servire aeternos non puduisse deos
30
Fabula nunc ille est, sed cui sua cura puella est,
Fabula sit: mavolt quam sine amore deus.
Oh how often, they say, his sister blushed at meeting him [Apollo] as he carried a young calf through the
fields! Oh how often, while he sang in the deep valley, the cattle dared to interrupt his learned poems with their
lowings! Often leaders sought his oracles in times of trouble, but the disappointed multitude returned home from his
temple: often Latona grieved for his sacred hair turn squalid, locks which before were admired by the stepmother
herself. Whoever saw his head undressed, his loosened hair, would have asked where the locks of Phoebus were.
Where is your Delos now, Phoebus, where is Delphian Pytho? Amor indeed commands you to be in a tiny cottage.
355

Burkowski 2016: 156-7.
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Happy were those once, when, they say, the eternal gods were not ashamed to openly serve Venus. A laughingstock
is he now: but the man who cares for his girl, let him be a laughingstock. He would rather be that than a god without
love.

The lengthy mythological passage describes Apollo’s degradation with marked vocabulary of
Roman honor, while suggesting the identification of the poet with the god.356 This narrative device both
addresses the poet’s ethical unease and suggests his contempt towards Nemesis. The account of Apollo’s
unbecoming tasks, and the reactions it engenders, is punctuated with images of shame: his divine sister
Diana blushes at the sight of his rustic chores (erubuisse soror.) The scene constitutes an example of
Discreditable “Lowering” of the Self, the sixth of Kaster’s shame script357: this correspondence confirms
Tibullus’ adherence to his milieu’s normative understanding of pudor. Furthermore, Tibullus’ laments the
present era’s shame of those gods who serve Venus (Veneri servire…non puduisse deos;) his service turns
Apollo into a laughingstock, as emphasized by the anaphora in vv. 31-2 (fabula…fabula;) Tibullus stresses
the public dimension of Apollo’s humiliation, as the story is told by others (dicitur)358 while reference to
public gaze repeatedly occur in the passage (quisquis…adspiceret v.25-6; admirata est v.24; aperte v.29)
and throughout the poem.
The insistence on the amorous humiliation of the god of poetry restates Tibullus’ analogous
disgrace. The pathetic vignette of Apollo’s learned verses being interrupted by the herd’s lowing reminds
us that Tibullus too composes “carmina docta,” suggesting Nemesis” role as human, but equally insensitive,
audience.359 Just like Tibullus, the god is a vates neglecting his followers (inrita turba) on account of his
degrading amorous labors. Both images, furthermore, closely recall other passages where the same
vocabulary refers to Tibullus himself (he is a doctus poeta in 1.4.61-2 and berates, as preceptor, a turba of
young people in love: iuvenum…turba 1.4.80.) Commentators even detected indirect parallels in the
description of Apollo’s spoiled beauty and Tibullus’ own alleged good looks.360
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The implications of identifying Apollo’s condition with the poet’s are significant. As suggested by
Bright: “Observe that this is a god serving a mortal: the more usual comparison for the man is a mortal
worshipping a goddess […] the implication is that the god is not only following the urgings of his heart,
but even stooping beneath his true nature to serve an unworthy object of his passions […] one indication of
how Tibullus casts Nemesis in a very different light from Delia.”361 This awareness of Tibullus’ moral
lapses resurfaces in the emotional appeal “Delos ubi nunc, Phoebe, tua est?” (Where is your Delos now, o
Phoebus?) I see here an indirect echo, in Apollo’s tua Delos of the poet’s mea Delia often evoked in merrier
times: just as in the address to the decent and aristocratic Cornutus in line one, this nostalgic hint at Delia
exacerbates the moral degradation the poet currently faces. As long as Tibullus’ elegiac passion was
directed towards the (intermittently) worthy Delia, the poet could project his bright dreams of conjugal
happiness. When the Daughter of Night Nemesis stepped in, that fantasy yielded to somber realism,
anticipated by the programmatically dark imagery of 2.1’s conclusion.362
The proposed reading has emphasized how 1.3’s paradoxes do not constitute an abrupt and arbitrary
disavowal of the most cherished values of Tibullus’ oeuvre, but rather they are elements the narrator
deliberately includes to detail the disgrace caused by Nemesis. This interpretation of the external
contradictions, namely those featured in 2.3 vis-à-vis the rest of his work, is corroborated by the internal
contradictions within the present elegy, addressed below.

b. Internal Paradox: Greed is Evil, Long Live Greed
The passages read thus far emphasized how Tibullus starkly distinguishes between the negative
attitude towards rura in 2.3 vis-à-vis the rest of his work’s. Later in the elegy, the narrative focus turns to
considerations about the accumulation of riches voiced by Tibullus in a dramatic monologue. The author’s
stance amounts to a customary deprecation of wealth (ψόγος πλούτου) in lines vv.35-6:
Ferrea non Venerem, sed praedam saecula laudant,
Praeda tamen multis est operata malis
361
362
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Our Iron Age does not praise Venus, but plunder. Plunder, however, is the cause of many evils.

This statement would be perfectly ordinary within the elegist’s oeuvre, had the poet not blatantly
took back his condemnation 15 lines below, where he in fact wishes to acquire wealth himself in order to
win over Nemesis iam veniant praedae—turning into a de facto dives amator.363 The nature of his rejection
is further explained in the passage it introduces, namely an erotic triumph in which he parades Nemesis like
an luxurious prey. I concur with Cairns’s argument that this contradiction expresses the “strength of
Tibullus’ devotion to Nemesis”—not a hysterical and gratuitous narrative twist.364 The poet, like the God
Apollo serving a mortal in 2.3, embraces shame and moral degradation only to possess Nemesis. The ethical
lapses this course of action involves, already noted by Bright365, do not however turn Tibullus into a
countercultural figure who rejects Roman honor and embraces shameful servitude. On the contrary, as the
triumph scene below instantiates, Tibullus’ values are very much aligned with Roman prerogatives of
conquest and male competition. This point is made clear but Bowditch’s astute remark: “all encourage the
reader to perceive Augustan triumph through an erotic lens, aligning sexual and military power, even as the
shameful images of manhood underscore triumphal masculinity by contrast […] As a result, masculine
dominance in the private domain again aligns with Roman imperial power over her provinces, showing
gender as “doing the work of empire’”366

As in the following passage, Tibullus in 1.6 and 1.9 engages with his erotic rivals by verbally
abusing them. In so doing, he asserts his social standing as an aristocratic male, challenging his competitors’
ability to perform their normative duties as Roman viri. These obligations include exerting male control
over the morality of their female relatives (subjects?.) This attitude towards Tibullus’ mistress is in
contradiction with his professed servitium amoris, namely the slavery to the domina typical of the
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genre.367The following reading of 2.3 turns to imagery that establishes Tibullus’ dominance over his
mistress, whose possession constitutes a token of his power over her.368 The verses below appear to outline
a parallel between the speaker’s sway over his inamorata and Rome’s military hegemony as paradigm of
masculine dominance.369 This competitive struggle for the possession and control of the elegiac mistress
responds to social norms of Roman honor and shame, instantiated in the following:

Iam veniant praedae, si Venus optat opes, 50
Ut mea luxuria Nemesis fluat utque per urbem
Incedat donis conspicienda meis.
Illa gerat vestes tenues, quas femina Coa
Texuit, auratas disposuitque vias;
Illi sint comites fusci, quos India torret, 55
Solis et admotis inficit ignis equis;
Illi selectos certent praebere colores
Africa puniceum purpureumque Tyros.
Nota loquor: regnum ipse tenet, quem saepe coegit
Barbara gypsatos ferre catasta pedes.
60
At tibi dura seges, Nemesim qui abducis ab urbe
Persolvat nulla semina terra fide.
Let then plunders come if Venus desires wealth, so that my Nemesis might flow in luxury and walk through
the City, to be looked at because of my gifts. Let her wear fine robes which some woman of Cos has woven and laid
out with golden stripes. Let her have dark-skinned valets, whom India burns, and the Sun’s flame tans with its close
horses. Let Africa with its crimsons and Tyre with its purples compete to offer her the choicest colors. I speak things
known to all. He himself holds sway, who was often forced to move his enslaved feet on the seller’s platform. May
Earth yield nothing of faithful seed to you, cruel fields that abduct Nemesis from the city.

These lines laid bare Tibullus’ downward moral trend as the speaker seems to become alienated
from his idealized rural simplicity. Frustrated by Nemesis’ withdraw from Rome, Tibullus imagines
winning back his inamorata by showering her with the wealth he condemned a few lines above. In this
fantasy, Tibullus narrates—and performs—a virtual parade of Nemesis through the imperial capital.370 She
is to be gazed at thanks to the narrator’s luxurious gifts, while displaying all the attributes of exotic pomp
that Rome imported from its subjects. This perspective of male domination is fostered by Bowditch’s
argument about this apparent commodification of the elegiac beloved. The scholar, linking this passage
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with the actual military triumph of 1.7, suggests that both the poet and his patron are cast as protagonists of
“a scene of male domination over a feminine exoticism, in which the ‘feminine’ vision of the Egyptian god
Osiris, in his ritual guise, implicitly contrasts with Messalla as conqueror, again reinforcing Roman imperial
hegemony as a norm of masculine dominance.”371

The language of military triumph, therefore, aligns the elegist with the culture of male domination
of his milieu—only deployed in the erotic realm.372 Further parallels can be drawn between the passage
above and similar scenes from book 1. The successful soldier of 1.2, for instance, was to be gazed at due to
his luxurious horse, whereas here Tibullus, frustratingly, demands the same response on account of his
lavishly clad (human) beloved: celeri conspiciendus equo 1.2.73; donis conspicienda meis 2.3.52.
Moreover, as in 1.1 the poet is a self-appointed erotic commander (hic ego dux 1.1.75) here, accordingly,
the passage depicts Tibullus’ subjugation of his erotic prey. Even the details of Nemesis’ decadent apparatus
stress the subjugation of laborers involved in his production. Interestingly, the theme of actual and erotic
slavery recurs throughout the poem.373
Right after the triumph scene, the recurring stilema “at tibi”—an abrupt address to his rival situated
in the hexameter’s first foot—puts a curse upon the enemy’s estate, whose land may become infertile
(persolvat nulla semina terra fide lit. “May Earth yield nothing of faithful seed.”) This not-so-subtle sexual
innuendo precedes a final threat to his rivals: in line 65, the poet laments that the other is secluding scotfree (impune v.65) Tibullus’ beloved in the countryside. A crowning effrontery to the poet who wishes to
triumphantly parade her in the city, like military prey. Furthermore, the couplets not only narrate Tibullus’
wish to dispose of his mistress as a commodified possession, but they also hint at the unworthiness of his
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competitor. The poet voices his aristocratic spite in line 59, where he describes the wealthy rival as a former
slave. The statement about the man’s shameful social station is described as “things known” (nota loquor)
and the hint appears as a rejoinder to the poet’s aristocratic friend Cornutus, mentioned at the beginning of
this poem. Tibullus’ sneer at his unbecoming rival—a rich former slave—need not to be indulged too much:
that the fellow is a parvenu is common knowledge (nota,) among Cornutus and the other aristocrats. This
male competition for honor, on whose arena the female mistress is exchanged like a pawn, shed light onto
elegy’s apparent nonconformity and helps to reassess the performative and literary nature of Tibullus’
“enslavement” to his mistress.374 Again, as in Apollo’s self-abasement, the vocabulary of gaze and public
speech recur, only this time to emphasize Tibullus’ projected dominion over Nemesis.

c. Paradoxes Explained
The passages above show the narrator undermining his own statements, both within 2.3 and within
his oeuvre. He has depicted the country as decadent and corrupting (tristibus agris v.65) despite his work’s
numerous praises of the rura (1.1, 1.5, 1.10, 2.1, etc.;) further, Tibullus paradoxically contradicts himself
within this elegy, stating his condemnation of wealth (vv.35-46) and willingness to become Nemesis’ farm
slave (vv.5-10) only to declare his espousal of riches (iam veniant predae v.50) and readiness to parade his
puella like a trophy (ut mea Nemesis…per urbem incedat vv.51-2.)
Some commentators have explained these contradictions as tongue-in-cheek exaggerations. With
Bright and Murgatroyd, however, this reading interprets Tibullus’ paradoxes as signs of the narrator’s selfabasement caused by Nemesis. This interpretation is corroborated by the systematic reversal of previous
motives, signaled by verbal and thematic correspondences. Finally, behind the poet’s sense of disgrace,
Tibullus’ sense of aristocratic honor resurfaces in his homosocial address to the Frater Arvalis Cornutus
(v.1,) the spite towards the social status of Nemesis’ lover (vv.59-60) and, finally, the triumph scene’s
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assertion of dominance over Nemesis (vv.51-58.) This same pattern can be appreciated in the second half
of this elegiac pair: poem 2.4
d. Tibullus 2.4: More of the Same.
The fourth elegy of book 2’s continuity with 2.3 meets scholarly consensus and this impression is
corroborated by the verbal echoes featured in its opening, as stated above.375 In the poem, Tibullus voices
further lamentations against greed while his self-abasement reaches unprecedented heights. In the 60-line
long dramatic monologue, the poet addresses the misery of his servitium to Nemesis rejecting previously
cherished values of poetry and devotion to the gods (vv.1-38;) Tibullus then (vv.39-50) returns to his
aristocratic ethos, condemning the disgrace of avaricious women and honoring the memoria of the virtuous
one (bona v.45;) finally, the uselessness of the poet’s values under the circumstances is acknowledged and
the elegy ends on a note of capitulation to Nemesis (vv. 51-60.)
The following couplets capture the peak of the poet’s misery. Here, Tibullus abjures both his
religious devotion and his very identity as a poet and, since his verses do not grant him Nemesis’ favor, the
elegist chooses to dramatically renounce his occupation:
Nec prosunt elegi nec carminis auctor Apollo:
Illa cava pretium flagitat usque manu
Ite procul, Musae, si non prodestis amanti: 15
Non ego vos, ut sint bella canenda, colo,
Nec refero Solisque vias et qualis, ubi orbem
Conplevit, versis Luna recurrit equis
Ad dominam faciles aditus per carmina quaero:
Ite procul, Musae, si nihil ista valent
20
Elegy does not help, nor Apollo inspirer of song—she always demands her payment with her hollow hand.
Go away Muses, if you don’t help the lover: I don’t worship you, so warfare can be sung, nor do I narrate the journeys
of the Sun, nor how the Moon, when she has completed her course, wheeling her horses returns. Through my songs I
seek easy access to my mistress: go away, Muses, if the thing is of no use.

This sequence highlights the helplessness of Tibullus’ customary morals paving the way for further
unprecedented disavowals of his way of life. The idea that the poet’s values are of no avail with Nemesis
is stressed by the repetition of this concept (nec prosunt v.13, non prodestist v.15, nihil…valent v.20) and
375
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the reference to Apollo, whose disgraceful service to Admetus in the preceding elegy is echoed (nec cithara
intonsae profueruntue comae 2.3.12.)

Furthermore, Apollo’s address might offer a reminder of the

outrageous reversal entailed by a god serving the mortal Admetus. This interpretation of the hint is
reinforced by the striking dissonance between the lofty alliterative expression Auctor Apollo and the crass
image of Nemesis’ cava manu: a further allusion to Tibullus’ contempt toward the puella of his second
book.
Further textual clues suggest that this passage is not an ironic bravura piece, but a deliberate
reversal, a nemesis of the narrator’s persona. The sins listed in the poem and beginning in this passage, such
as impiety (ite procul musae) and violation of sacred shrines (2.4.23 “rapiam suspensa sacris insignia
fanis”) are the same crimes Tibullus abhorred in 1.2. As noted by Bright 1978: 210 “the attack is
superficially explained by the poor poet’s inability to afford appropriate gifts, but in 2.3 the same situation
was met with a simple decision to buy her what she wanted.”376 Here Tibullus is not simply devising ways
to procure his puella with costly presents. Instead, the symmetric reversal of positive stances, featured in
book one, signals that his attachment to the unworthy Nemesis has brought about his own moral downfall.
This muses’ invocation turned upside-down, whose repetition emphasizes its mock-kletic function
(Ite procul, Musae, si non prodestis amanti…Ite procul, Musae, si nihil ista valent,) turns the focus to poetry
and the passage has proven very consequential for the interpretation of the elegiac genre as a whole. Tibullus
here makes a metapoetic and, to some extent, identity statement concerning his poetry making: unlike epic
(bella canenda) or didactic poets (nec refero Solisque vias) he is an author of elegy. As such, Tibullus
demands to gain easy access to his mistress through poetry “Ad dominam faciles aditus per carmina
quaero.” This statement prompted critics to overstate its significance: James considers it the hermeneutic
key of Roman elegy “lines 19-20 [of this poem] offer the exchange that is programmatic to elegy: poetry
for sex”; Stroh argues for a similar interpretation: “Es ist wie ein Programmvers der römischen Elegie.”377
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In other words, these critics maintain that Tibullus here reveals the only purpose of his poetic genre to be
wooing attractive women and boys.
I argue that this reductio ad unum of elegy’s themes does not hold.378 As the present reading
contends, the statements of 2.3 and 2.4 belong to a specific context of moral failings and contradictions,
openly signaled by the narrator. Furthermore, in his oeuvre Tibullus dedicated numerous poems to nonerotic topics (1.7; 1.10; 2.1; 2.2; 2.5,) impugning the notion that his literary work consists only of amorous
verses: pace modernizing readers who favor the counter-cultural attitudes of Tibullus’ narrator, while
wishing away his frequent normative, aristocratic, honor driven stances.379 Finally, 2.3’s reduction of elegy
to courtship in meter reveals Tibullus’ moral helplessness: it is a reversal, just as his many hints at previous
opposite stances suggest. Consistently, the following passage, just as in his fantasy of parading Nemesis
like a prey, instantiates the resurfacing of aristocratic ethos, and the importance of memoria, characteristic
of Tibullus work:
At tibi, quae pretio victos excludis amantes,
Eripiant partas ventus et ignis opes;
40
Quin tua tum iuvenes spectent incendia laeti,
Nec quisquam flammae sedulus addat aquam
Seu veniet tibi mors, nec erit qui lugeat ullus,
Nec qui det maestas munus in exequias
At bona quae nec avara fuit, centum licet annos 45
Vixerit, ardentem flebitur ante rogum,
Atque aliquis senior veteres veneratus amores
Annua constructo serta dabit tumulo
Et 'bene' discedens dicet 'placideque quiescas,
Terraque securae sit super ossa levis '
50
Vera quidem moneo, sed prosunt quid mihi vera?
And you, who exclude lovers defeated by money, may wind and flame snatch away the wealth you
accumulated, may sneering young men watch your pyre, and no one busy themselves throwing water on the flames.
Or if death will come to you, let there be none to weep, or administer gifts to your mournful funeral rituals. But she
who was righteous, not greedy, let her live a hundred years, to be wept before by the burning pyre: And some aged
man honoring his past love will set a wreath every year on her built-up tomb, and, as he leaves, will say: “may you
rest well and quietly, and on your untroubled ashes may the earth lie light.” I foresee true things, but of what help is
the truth to me?
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This section lashes out at a generic acquisitive woman (tibi) detailing the public shaming she incurs
in life, and the post-mortem disgrace awaiting her. The fate of the avara contrasts with the honor bestowed
on a virtuous woman, recalling funeral scenes in book one, where the glory achieved by the dead poet was
on display. The passage ends as Tibullus states the truth of this honor driven ethos (vera quidem moneo)
but acknowledges its helplessness under the present circumstances.
The sequence’s structure is elegantly balanced: the two vignettes are each 6 verses long (vv.39-44;
45-50) and their beginnings feature two dactylic feet similar in sound and word break (At tibi, quae pretio…
At bona quae nec avara.)380 This specular structure reinforces the opposite fates of the shamed avara, on
the one hand, and the honored bona on the other. The first will see her wealth consumed by fire. The idea
of accumulated riches (partas opes) both recalls the vulgar rich soldier of 1.1.1 (divitias alius sibi congerat
fulvo auro,) engaged in the proactive accumulation of capital (divitias congerat…partas opes,) and hints at
the aristocratic stigma on money making, deemed unbecoming by the patrician land-owning classes.381 The
very fate of this vulgarly—by ancient standard—accumulated money mirrors the puella’s, as I take the
imagery of fire (ignis) and the definitive nuance of the verb eripiant (snatch away) to convey utter
annihilation. For, though commentators linked the image of flames to the girl’s burning passion, I interpret
line 40 to constitute a firm dismissal of the avara puella type. As the lines suggest, in Tibullus’ imaginary
wealth accumulation and society’s oblivion should go hand in hand.382 The oblivion awaiting the greedy
woman in her afterlife matches her social disgrace in the present: as the pyre of her possessions goes on
burning, sneering young men enjoy the spectacle (iuvenes…incendia laeti) while not even neighbors and
passersby (nec quisquam) offer their help. The avaricious beloved is a social pariah.383
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This figure contrasts with a different feminine character who, by virtue of her disregard for wealth
(quae non avara fuit v.45,) will be remembered by an old lover honoring her tomb. The impersonal flebitur
suggests a crowded funeral, echoing the language of Tibullus’ own imaginary memorial of 1.1. and 1.3. the
preciosity of the alliteration veteres veneratus amores introduces the deceased faithful lover, who despite
the latter’s long life centum…annos, honors her tomb every year and takes care to build a dignified
monument (constructo…tumulo.) Again, through the prism of afterlife honor, the bona puella recalls the
feminine virtue instantiated in the Laudatio Turiae.384 This statement of aristocratic morals ends with a cry
for surrender: though the narrator knows the truth of his values, they are of no avail in the present, selfdegrading dalliance with Nemesis (vera quidem moneo, sed prosunt quid mihi vera?.) This sense of
helplessness is brought to its extreme consequences in the final couplet of the poem (vv. 59-60) where
Tibullus declares:
Si modo me placido videat Nemesis mea vultu,
mille alias heras misceat illa, bibam.
If only my nemesis would look at me with a peaceful face, I will drink a thousand more herbs she might mix in her
venomous potions.

Finally, Nemesis is named, in the penultimate line. At the end of this cycle of self-abasement the
cause of it manifests herself: I take the verb videre, whose semantic range contains “to appear, to seem” to
be significant in the passage that ends this trajectory of moral lapses: for, the cycle began with Tibullus
hoping to catch a glimpse of the girl—whereas now Nemesis is looking rather than being looked at as the
narrator’s agency has been surrendered to his nemesis. In treating the sequence 2.3-2.4, the present
reading’s hermeneutic lens helped to see the following pattern:
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Self-abasement, counter

2.3

2.4

Acting like a plantation slave

committing sacrilege; selling

cultural attitude

ancestral land; rejecting his
poetry

Honor-driven, normative

parading Nemesis like a

shaming the memory of greedy

stance

trophy/invective against rival

woman; honoring the virtuous

(same as 1.6)

deceased (same as 1.3)

The table summarizes the contradictions the narrator voices in his tormented, subjective amor
towards nemesis. As the present reading has contended, against the standard of Roman honor, Tibullus
appears to consider Nemesis unworthy and a cause for shameful behaviors. This interpretation
problematizes both readings, such as Maltby’s, that considered poems 2.3-4 to be ironic as well as those
that overemphasizes statements of this poem taken out of context. Most particularly, the validity of
Tibullus’ reduction of elegiac poetry to wooing in verses has been contextualized within the contradictory
and morally tormented narrative of the two poems.
This reading shed light onto the narrator’s beautifully voiced moral conflicts: his problematic
entanglement with Nemesis compels him to dismiss the gods, his ancestral land, his poetic work.
Meanwhile, his normative honor-bound ethos intermittently resurfaces, through his assertion of dominance
over Nemesis (2.3) his spite for her boorish lover (2.3) and his threat of present and future disgrace facing
her (2.4.) Let us now turn to the penultimate poem of his oeuvre, where Tibullus resumes his official role
of Poeta Vates, and his treatment of subjective love is momentarily set aside.
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2.5 Ad Laudes Meas: Messalinus and his Vates
(Bright 1978: 66-98; Cairns 1979: 65-86, 204-07; Gosling 1987; Lee-Stecum 2000, 200-11;
Rea 2007, Burkowski 2016)
The collection’s fifth poem celebrates Messalinus’ appointment to the XVviri Sacris Faciundis,
bending the lofty occasion to Tibullus’ pastoral and elegiac lyre. The prestigious title conferred to
Messalla’s son—a fact corroborated by epigraphic evidence—restates the officiating poet’s role as vates.385
In poem 2.5, Tibullus exerts his aristocratic honor, linking his poetic and prophetic authority to that of
Apollo, while situating his elegiac production within the solemn context of Rome’s history and public life.
The text begins, like 2.1 and 2.2, in medias res, as the officiating poet ritually welcomes Messalinus
to the hallowed collegium while invoking Apollo’s benevolence. Thematic and verbal echoes with the first
two elegies (e.g. “fave” in line 1,) signal that Tibullus is narrating in his prophetic voice. The themes of
song and divination relate to the nature of Messalla’s son’s appointment, as the XVviri Sacris Faciundis
presided over the conservation of the Sibyl’s oracles. The relevance of prophecy and poetry throughout 2.5
allows Tibullus to deviate from the amorous—and conflict-ridden—concerns of the previous two elegies
to concentrate on an ambitious narrative sequence. The reference to the Libri Sibyllini introduces a
digression (vv.19-64) concerning the ktisis of Rome as predicted by the prophetess herself. The foundation
story features references to the pastoral innocence of primordial Rome, thus integrating Tibullus’ customary
elegiac themes with the lofty subject matter. The story of the founder Aeneas is followed by a cursory
reference to grim past events—a commentary on the civil wars, according to most commentators. Finally,
a present celebration of the country festival of Pales, the god of shepherds and livestock, circles back to the
idea of rural piety sketched in the Sibyl’s digression of primal Rome; the contemporary Palilia festival
provides the context for Messalinus’ triumph, divined by Tibullus, featuring soldiers wreathed in rustic
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laurel. This last scene both returns to the poem’s beginning and integrates a pastoral note to the stately
occasion of the young aristocrat’s appointment.
Most scholars have focused on whether the poem can be interpreted as a pro- or anti-Augustan
document, on account of its many references to Rome’s historical events. The present reading purposefully
abstains from weighing in on this debate, as mentioned in the introduction. Consistently, the current
research does not consider the elegist’s participation in public life to be limited to mere political
commentary (whether in support of, or against, the emperor’s agenda.) In 2.5 Tibullus appears to restate
his full-fledged belonging to the aristocratic community. From this perspective, the poem effortlessly
integrates its lyre’s customary familial and erotic themes with the public occasion of Messalinus’
appointment, as the poet’s lofty incipit suggests:
Phoebe, fave: novus ingreditur tua templa sacerdos:
Huc age cum cithara carminibusque veni
Nunc te vocales inpellere pollice chordas,
Nunc precor ad laudes flectere verba meas
Ipse triumphali devinctus tempora lauro, 5
Dum cumulant aras, ad tua sacra veni;
Sed nitidus pulcherque veni: nunc indue vestem
Sepositam, longas nunc bene pecte comas,
Qualem te memorant Saturno rege fugato
Victori laudes concinuisse Iovi
10
Tu procul eventura vides, tibi deditus augur
Scit bene, quid fati provida cantet avis,
Phoebus, grant your favor: a new priest enters your temple. Come to us, pray, with lyre and song. Now I pray
you to pluck the singing strings with your finger, now tune the speech for my praises. Come to your rites yourself,
while they heap the altar, your temples crowned with triumphal laurel. But come bright and beautiful: put on your
choice garments, now duly comb your flowing hair locks, be as they remember you were when, Saturn driven from
his throne, you sang the praises of victorious Jove. You see the future from afar, your augur given up to you knows
well what fated things the prescient bird sings.

From its outset, the elegy blurs the boundaries between the poet’s and Apollo’s identity. The lines
above constitute a kletic hymn summoning Apollo’s favor toward his new priest (novus sacerdos)
Messalinus, and various hints and verbal echoes contribute to deflect the god’s honor to Tibullus himself.
We know from the first line that this elegy belongs to the “vates” cycle, together with 2.1 and 2.2, as all
three incipits share the same hymnic exhortation (“Phoebe fave”; “quisquis ades…fave” 2.2.2; “quisquis
adest faveat” 2.1.1.) As Tibullus performatively introduces himself qua officiating seer, Apollo enters the
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stage as a poet: the lines emphasize the deity’s poetic attributes “cum chitara carminibusque,” and he is
asked to pluck the lyre’s string through the precious hapax legomenon “vocales chordas.”386 By the third
line, the reciting poet/seer and the god of music and prophecy have become almost indistinguishable; but
this intriguing blur continues.
Through a hymnic formulation—note the sophisticated specular structure of the anaphora
nunc…nunc contained between the two exhortative veni of vv. 2 and 6—Tibullus asks for divine
inspiration. The poet sets about to sing Messalinus’ praise while pointing to the precedent of Apollo’s poetic
laudes of Jove (“victori…concinuisse Iovi.”) Again, as official dispensers of praise, their roles overlap, but
the couplets stress this shared role even more. For, Tibullus asks the god to bend his own words to “laudes
meas” and the inspiring deity is therefore asked to direct Tibullus’ own celebratory verses (Nunc precor
ad laudes flectere verba meas.) The interpretation of the possessive pronoun in laudes meas is uncertain,
however, because “my praises” seems to suggest that Tibullus is an object of praise. Some have tried to
address this through emendation, (Lachmann conjectures the emendation “mea” modifying verba,) while
Murgatroyd insists that meas corresponds to a subjective genitive (“praises bestowed by me.”) The present
reading contends that we cannot dismiss the possibility of taking it as analogous to an objective genitive
("praises bestowed on me,”) which would be consistent with the fact that the singer Apollo is currently the
object of Tibullus’ praise: the elegist is modeling his praise of the singer and hoping to receive the same
treatment in turn. Furthermore, the elegant homoteleuta—also noted by Murgatroyd—seem to impugn any
unnecessary emendations:
“Nunc te vocales inpellere pollice chordas
Nunc precor ad laudes flectere verba meas”

It may also be suggested that the god himself is said to sing in a somewhat choral way “laudes
concinuisse,” another Tibullan coinage. Finally, it is intriguing to read in Tibullus’ singing “my praises,”
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The emphasis on visual details prompted commentators to suggest that Tibullus is describing the recently set statue
of Apollo on the Palatine (cf. Maltby 2002 and Murgatroyd 1994 ad locc.; Bright 1978: 73). Though that might be
true, the meaning of such details remains an object of debate, as shown in infra.
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while pointing to a divine precedent, a subtle claim for honor: the glorious vates, like Apollo, praises the
equally honorable aristocrat Messalinus. Interpreting these lines as somewhat boastful, and honor-driven,
would explain why Apollo is asked to appear wreathed in “triumphal laurel” (triumphali…lauro) while no
manifest triumph—military or otherwise—is taking place.387 This detail, too, has prompted numerous
conflicting interpretations.388
The associations of god and poet—and the honor they entail—continue. As the focus shifts to
Apollo’s visual manifestation, Tibullus entreats him to appear wearing a vestem, that is, the “regular
attribute of gods, bards, lyre-players and poets.”389 Finally, Tibullus asks the deity to manifest himself with
regal attributes (vv. 7-8) and neatly arranged locks “bene pecte comas.” These suggestions prompted, at
times, consternation from scholars; in their interpretations such “hairstyling” recommendation ranges from
the inappropriate to the preposterous and blasphemous. This is not necessarily the case. While we know
from Greek precedents that references to Apollo’s hair are part of the customary devotion to the god, the
idea of his neat looks in Tibullus is an apparent echo of the deity’s dismal moral and physical state in 2.3.
In that elegiac setting, both the god and Tibullus were worse off as they experienced servitium amoris. In
2.5, the divine and human bards must jointly wear their vates robe (indue vestem.)390 In the elegy’s
conclusion we will see how it adds a further twist to the signifier of Apollo’s hair, as the divine locks seem
to mirror the various tones and stances of Tibullus’ verse. The overlapping roles of the two figures (god
and elegist) are rounded up once more in the second half of the incipit, where Apollo’s seer capacity is
emphasized: eventura vides v.11; augur v.11; provida cantet avis v.12.
The lofty kletic hymn that opens 2.5, while setting the stage for Messalinus’ celebration, blurs the
boundaries between the poet and the god. Tibullus claims glory for himself in subsequent passages by

On ‘triumphali’ cf. Bright 1978: 73: ‘it’s a wish to messalinus’; and Gosling 1987: 334 “here. Triumphali ... lauro
in line 5 suggests the great achievements of Messalinus' family and the hope that he will follow in his fa ther's foot
step.” I argue instead that the adjective addresses the glory extended over the poet/prophet.
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bending the official occasion of the young man’s religious appointments to the recurring theme of his
poetry. After a lengthy digression on the mythical accounts of early Rome, reported by the Sibylla’s oracle,
Tibullus inserts a joyful vignette of the Palilia, a rustic religious celebration of the country god Pales:
Omine quo felix et satur annus erit:
Laurus ubi bona signa dedit, gaudete coloni:
Distendet spicis horrea plena Ceres,
Oblitus et musto feriet pede rusticus uvas, 85
Dolia dum magni deficiantque lacus,
Ac madidus Baccho sua Festa Palilia pastor
Concinet: a stabulis tunc procul este lupi
Ille levis stipulae sollemnis potus acervos
Accendet, flammas transilietque sacras,
90
Et fetus matrona dabit, natusque parenti
Oscula conprensis auribus eripiet,
Nec taedebit avum parvo advigilare nepoti
Balbaque cum puero dicere verba senem
With an omen, through which the year will be fertile and prosperous. When the laurel has given auspicious
signs, farmers be joyful: Ceres will fill with ears your plentiful barns, and stained with wine must, the rustic will press
grapes with his feet, until his big jars and vats can hold no more. And the shepherd, drenched in wine, will celebrate
in song the feast of Pales: then, you wolves, stay away from our stables. Having drunk his fill, the man will fire the
light heaps of straw and leap through the hallowed flames. The matron will bear him a child, and the infant grabbing
his father’s ears will snatch kisses: nor will the grandfather be bored of watching his little grandson, nor, an old man,
of babbling with the child.

In the midst of Messalinus’ prestigious election, 2.5 inserts a blissful rural scene with the poet
acting as a vates. The passage contributes to the elegy’s blend of official and elegiac themes, characteristic
of Tibullus’ style as opposed to other Augustan elegists, as noted by Bright: “in treating themes of national
scope […] he does so by accommodating them to elegy rather than by attempting the reverse.”391 In
particular, the motifs of piety, domestic felicity, poetry-making, and a plentiful rural community feature
prominently, as Tibullus integrates his elegiac motifs in the fabric of Messalinus’ aristocratic honor.
Good omens (bona signa) foretell a prosperous year and its description, dotted by verbs in the
future tense, constitutes an act of prophecy per se. The feast of Pales (sua festa Palilia) recalls a previous
digression (vv.23-38) concerning the rural bliss of the city before the age of Romulus: Tibullus is predicting
the recurrence of happiness fostered by primal Rome’s antiqui mores. This aristocratic, Catonian fantasy is
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perfectly consistent with the country described in 1.1, 1.10, 2.1, 2.2: the land is fertile (felix392 et satur,
plena horrea, magni, lacus etc;) the description of joyful rustics is suffused with considerable devotion
(Ceres, Baccho, Festa Palilia, flammas…sacras;) as the performing poet recites his verses, the incipit’s
ritual singing recurs (concinuisse v.10; concinet v.88.)
Tibullus pairs the solemnity of his patron’s son’s public glory with a tender scene of domestic
felicity in the country. The festival of Pales was associated with the fertility of the farmer’s livestock and,
by extension, of his whole family.393 Accordingly, the vignette ends with our unspecified (gentleman)
farmer (ille) returning home to the warmth of his matrona (v.91,) children and grandchildren. Replacing
ille with Tibullus and matrona with Delia, one finds the sighed-after bliss of 1.5. The rural dimension of
this panel is signaled by the use of fetus for human offspring, while the chiastic: fetus matrona…natusque
parenti (v.91) restates the notion of future continuity of the generations, elegantly rounded off by the image
of babbling balbaque…verba characteristic of both infants and the elderly.
This uniquely Tibullan blend of solemnly public and tenderly private motifs recurs a few lines later,
in the elegy’s conclusion. The passage recalls all the narrative threads developed in the ambitious poem.
Meanwhile, as the vates Tibullus prophesizes Messalinus’ future glory, the ensuing martial celebration
mirrors the rural Parilia detailed only a few lines earlier:
[…] iaceo cum saucius annum
Et faveo morbo, cum iuvat ipse dolor,
110
Usque cano Nemesim, sine qua versus mihi nullus
Verba potest iustos aut reperire pedes
At tu—nam divum servat tutela poetas—
Praemoneo, vati parce, puella, sacro,
Ut Messalinum celebrem, cum praemia belli 115
Ante suos currus oppida victa feret,
Ipse gerens laurus: lauro devinctus agresti
Miles 'o' magna voce 'triumphe' canet
Tum Messalla meus pia det spectacula turbae
Et plaudat curru praetereunte pater
120
Adnue: sic tibi sint intonsi, Phoebe, capilli,
Sic tua perpetuo sit tibi casta soror
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I’ve rendered felix as fertile in my translation, consistently emphasizing the word’s etymological meaning.
I like to recall that the very word family stems from the group of slaves (famuli) of the agricultural household.
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[…] I lay ill, it has been a year, and I favor my sickness, since the pain itself benefits me. Continuously I
sing of Nemesis, without whom no verse of mine can find its words or proper rhythm. But you, I warn—for the
gods’ protection defends poets—be kind to the hallowed vates, girl. That I may tell of Messalinus, as he will carry
the spoils of war and conquered towns before his chariots, wearing the laurel himself: the soldiers, wreathed with
rustic laurel, will sing: “Io, Triumphe” in loud voice. Then let my Messalla grant the crowd this pious sight and let
the father applaud the chariot as it goes by. Grant this, Phoebus: so let your hair be unshorn, so let your sister be
forever pure.

The poem’s finale invokes Tibullus’ ambitious blend of pastoral and official motives, inscribing
his poetic and prophetic role among the aristocratic achievements of his class. The self-assertion of the poet
“vati…sacro” does not collide with his amorous persona, as Nemesis’ integration into the solemn context
suggests. Instead, the poet also appears to find his voice through his role as lover—a position that Tibullus’
association with Apollo corroborates. The end of Book 2’s vates cycle, begun in 2.1, presents a poet who
is triumphant and laurel-wreathed because he is a lover, and not despite of it.
Before circling back to the opening subject matter of Messalinus, the poet introduces his lovesickness for Nemesis. In her recent analysis of this poem, Lee-Stecum argues that the reference to his
sorrowful passion for Nemesis impugns the poet’s previous assertion of poetic and prophetic glory,
suggesting that his officiating role was a ruse of the love-sick speaker: “[the] dependence on the compliance
of the intransigent elegiac domina jeopardises the poet's desired place in the anticipated triumph.” In
particular, the poet’s statement “without Nemesis no verse of mine can find its words” (v .111) suggests,
according to her reading, the supine position of Tibullus vis-à-vis his mistress and his consequent dismissal
of the official (non-amorous) preceding 106 lines. This interpretation seems to be corroborated by
commentators’ interpretations of the line Et faveo morbo, cum iuvat ipse dolor. According to Murgatroyd
“faveo” here means “indulge, encourage” (cf. Ovid Am. 2.5.11 ferreus est nimiumque suo favet ille dolori,)
i.e. by keeping thoughts on Nemesis (usque cano Nemesim, 111) rather than trying to forget her (so bad is
the state that T. is in.)” Similarly, Maltby states “love is a disease from which the patient often has no desire
to recover.”
On the contrary, the present interpretation takes faveo and iuvat at face value: “I favor my sickness,
since the pain itself benefits me” (Et faveo morbo, cum iuvat ipse dolor.) I argue that these lines convey
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the idea that poetry, inspired also by Nemesis, confers on Albius Tibullus his poetic and prophetic identity.
The lines emphasize, rather than confute, the link between Amor (even the tormented, subjective kind) and
poetic inspiration, as the analogy with Apollo clarifies. It is the puella who gives Tibullus the “power to be
a vates.”394 From this perspective I concur with scholars who found the digression on Nemesis perfectly
consistent: according to Cairns, it provides pleasant variation and responds to Hellenistic conventions,
whereas Gosling maintains that this element of the poet’s private life aims at “showing the depth of his
personal commitment to his patron and patron’s son.”395
The second half of the passage constitutes the highpoint of Tibullus’ integration of pastoral and
epic themes and, therefore, of elegiac and civic honor.396 The poet accepts his public role within the solemn
celebration “ut Messalinum celebrem,” with no traces of the other elegists’ refutation of similar tasks; this
is rejoined by a prophecy of Messalinus’ future triumph (ante suos currus oppida victa ferret,) which would
actually take place in 12 CE; the certainty of the future tense (feret) surrounds the commander’s glory,
meanwhile his feasting troops behave as the rustics at the Palilia “lauro devinctus agresti”; in turn, the
patriarch Messalla offers pious examples of familial devotion “Messalla meus pia det spectacula turbae”
and the spectacle has an exquisitely Roman public dimension “spectacula turbae.” Just as in the case of
the moral farmer looking over his grandson in line 93-4, the same familial devotion is mirrored again by
Apollo’s reconciliation, in the last couplet, with his divine sister Diana “tua perpetuo sit…soror.”
The god of poetry and prophecy’s final entrance carries further meanings. The officiating Tibullus
asks him to grant these predictions (adnue) and to appear with unshorn hair “intonsi…capilli.” The
importance of this signifier has not passed unnoticed.397 In the preceding appearance of the god, his hair
was disheveled “crines solutos” 2.3.25; at the beginning of this solemn elegy, 2.5.8 longas bene pecte comas
the deity’s appearance and locks were stately; here the “intonsi capilli” suggest a synthesis between the
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unapologetically (and sorrowful) elegiac motifs of the Nemesis cycle and the virtuous middle ground
achieved in this finale. All three occurrences feature a manifest analogy between Tibullus and the god who
seems here to metonymically represent the author’s poetry. What the elegist has achieved at the end of 2.5,
as the metapoetic note of intonsi capilli seems to suggest, constitutes a stylistic and thematic synthesis of
his oeuvre—neither too morbidly elegiac (crines solutos) nor excessively stately (bene pecte comas.)
Contra Burkowski, who interprets this last passage as still unresolved “the reader, at this point, has yet to
see if it is to be made any clearer.” As argued above, the sheer quantity of poems celebrating rural values
corroborates the notion that Tibullus reconciles his pastoral and aristocratic, honor-driven persona.398
To conclude, readers like Lee-Stecum and Burkowski have found Tibullus 2.5, and its conclusion
in particular, a testament to the unresolved state of Tibullus’ oeuvre after the destructive incursion of
Nemesis, who turned the poet’s values upside-down in 2.3 and 2.4. In contrast, I maintain that Tibullus, in
this highly solemn elegy, has successfully bent official motifs to his elegiac lyre. His setting of Rome’s
origin amidst agricultural blessings399, the emphasis on familial and religious devotion, the constant
overlapping of poetry, prophecy, and triumphal honor constitutes the perfect summary of the poetic
discourse he has engaged in. More than in any other poem, the Tibullus of 2.5 has rewritten the word after
his own elegiac image.

Cf. Burkowski on Apollo’s hair ‘Apollo is now asked to clean himself up and assume his usual public role (or
perhaps to resume it, after his lapse into seruitium amoris in 2.3,) are we to imagine that the poet sees himself, or at
least his lover-poet persona, as doing the same? […] And is Tibullus presenting this kind of shift as a good thing? The
relative value of the rationality of society at large and the irrationality of the lover was left in an uncomfortably
unresolved state in 2.3, but the reader, at this point, has yet to see if it is to be made any clearer in 2.5.’ Burkowski
2016: 161-2.
399
Cf. Rea 2007: 107; 109 ‘Consequently, I suggest that Tibullus’ decision to place Evander’s proto-Rome on the
Capitoline instead of the Palatine signifies that the poet’s vision of archaic Rome was in fact meant to highlight less
violent aspects of Rome’s origins, including the early religious and political development of the city. While both
Tibullus’ and Virgil’s landscapes evoke memories of the city of Romulus, Tibullus’ archaic city highlights Rome’s
stability and the religious and political traditions initiated by Romulus.
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2.6 Docile Nemesis
(Bright 1978: 216-23; Cairns 1979: 181-6, 208; Reeve 1984; Veremans 1987; Murgatroyd
1989; Lee-Stecum 2000: 198-200.)
The last poem of Tibullus’ collection constitutes a sophisticated paraclausithyron addressed to
Nemesis, that programmatically recalls many motifs of the elegist’s two collections.400 In line with the other
Nemesis poems, 2.3 and 2.4, the elegy depicts the narrator’s “subjective” erotic experience as tormented
and contradictory. The text has therefore inspired various conflicting interpretations, posing a challenge to
Tibullus’ readers: in particular, the narrator seems at first to utter a recusatio of Amor (erotic poetry?) while
he projects the same ambivalent attitudes of servitude and contempt towards the beloved. The present
analysis maintains that, through the lens of Roman honor, elegy 2.6 consists of a series of persuasive
entreaties aimed at winning over the persona Nemesis while, most importantly, reclaiming Tibullus’ erotic
prowess over his rivals.
One element of 2.6’s structural complexities is the poem’s shifting and balanced segments: for, the
text can be divided into the following subsections: a) vv.1-14 in which Amor is seen positively (tenero
amori;) b) vv.15-26 in which the poet curses Amor and laments his elegiac frustration (acer Amor;) c)
vv.27-40 where Tibullus threatens Nemesis into submission (dura puella;) vv.41-54 in which he attempts
to flatter the girl (puella bona) and deflects the blame onto her bawd. As seen in previous Nemesis poems,
this fluctuation characterizes Tibullus’ treatment of his passion for Nemesis, in so far as this instability
mirrors the narrator’s unease with his elegiac misery. The language reflects this conflict and both the god
and the puella are addressed in openly contradictory ways within the space of a few lines: Amor is first
tener v.1 then acer v.15; the girl appears to be dura v.28 and, finally, bona v. 44. Such contradictions, as
aptly argued by Murgatroyd, reflect the degeneration entailed in the narrator’s affair with Nemesis (nomen

For the poem’s prosodic and structural sophistication cf. Vereman 1987. For its programmatic relevance cf. ibidem
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omen,) and the text itself blames his contradictory statements on Tibullus’ consuming passion.401
Metapoetically, the poet claims to be speaking inane boasts “magna loquor” v.11, as Amor compels him to
utter nonsensical and nefarious things “insane mente nefanda loqui” v.18.
As outlined above, the text itself restates that Nemesis is the source of a conflicting passion, and
conflicting elegiac verses, characteristic of the collection’s treatment of subjective amor. Accordingly, the
following readings focus on the poem’s last two sections, where Tibullus begins to carry out his strategies
of persuasion towards Nemesis.402 The present analysis, informed by the hermeneutic lens of Roman honor,
emphasizes the detached and homosocial nature of Tibullus’ entreaties to the beloved, challenging the
interpretation of 2.6 as a poem of selfless love and elegiac submission:
Spes facilem Nemesim spondet mihi, sed negat illa;
Ei mihi, ne vincas, dura puella, Deam
Parce, per inmatura tuae precor ossa sororis:
Sic bene sub tenera parva quiescat humo 30
Illa mihi sancta est, illius dona sepulcro
Et madefacta meis serta feram lacrimis,
Illius ad tumulum fugiam supplexque sedebo
Et mea cum muto fata querar cinere
Non feret usque suum te propter flere clientem: 35
Illius ut verbis, sis mihi lenta, veto,
Ne tibi neglecti mittant mala somnia Manes,
Maestaque sopitae stet soror ante torum,
Qualis ab excelsa praeceps delapsa fenestra
Venit ad infernos sanguinolenta lacus 40
Hope promises me a docile Nemesis: but she declines. Ah me, harsh girl, do not overcome the goddess. Have
mercy, I pray you by the bones of your sister, dead before her time: may thus the little one sleep well beneath the
gentle earth. She is sacred to me: I will bring to her tomb gifts and garlands wetted by my tears. I will fly to her grave
and sit there as a suppliant. And I will lament my fate to her silent dust. She will not bear forever that her votary weep
because of you: as if in her words, I forbid you to be obstinate towards me, lest her slighted spirits send you evil
dreams, and the mournful sister stands before your bed while you sleep, such as she was when she fell headlong from
the high window, and passed, blood-spattered, to the infernal lakes.

In this first direct entreaty to Nemesis, the narrator adopts varying strategies of persuasion. First,
he appeals to the puella’s piety (vv.29-30;) he then attempts to shame Nemesis into submission (vv. 3636,) and to frighten her to surrender (vv.36-40.) The assertive tone alternates threat and flattery, and this
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shift recurs in the final section, below, where Tibullus cajoles Nemesis while simultaneously blaming the
latter’s procuress.
The address to Nemesis follows a rhetorically refined hymn to Spes (vv.20-26,) that marks her out
as the goddess who instigates agricultural activity, and the singing of the enslaved: i.e., the two constitutive
elements of Tibullus’ persona as agricultural presider and tortured lover. Thus contextualized, line 27
bluntly introduces the state of affairs: Hope promises Tibullus a docile Nemesis, but the girl refuses to
comply. In order to sway the puella into compliance, the narrator coopts her dead sister’s ghost, first through
a generic appeal to familial piety and then with threats. The present analysis argues that the peremptory
tone of this introductory verse informs the whole passage as Tibullus’ usage of imperatives and optative
subjunctives suggests (ne vincas…parce…nego.) The beloved is “promised” (spondet) to Tibullus by the
powerful Spes and, furthermore, the girl is expected to be docile (facilem.) Remarkably, both A. S. Kline’s
and F. W. Cornish’s 2001 and 1913 translations render facilem with “kind,” a somewhat softened translation
of the adjective. Modernizing interpretations of the narrator as a sort of a Roman precursor of romanticism
seem to regard the literal meaning of the line as out of place. To the contrary, line 27’s derogatory
implications fit the passage they introduce.
Similarly, after the acknowledgement of Nemesis’ unwillingness to yield, the poet turns to a
pathetic and blatantly manipulative appeal to piety and the ghost of her dead sister. First, he intimates to
his puella that she should not commit sacrilege by opposing the goddess Spes’s will: “ne vincas, dura
puella, Deam,” qualifying her as dura and eloquently juxtaposing, through assonance, the nouns “girl” and
“goddess” (puella Deam.) Tibullus then declares in emotionally marked language his devotion to Nemesis’
late sister (precor…illa sancta mihi…serta feram.) The girl should not fail to comply with Tibullus’
demands (sis mihi lenta veto,) lest her disappointed sister’s spirit send her nightmares (mala somnia) or
appear in her bedroom (stet soror ante torum) in her gruesome, blood-spattered looks (sanguinolenta.)
This vignette’s unique setting and vocabulary have been met with various scholarly interpretations.
Bright comments “it is hard to know how to react to this bizarre passage” while investigating the reasons
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for what he calls a “tasteless exploitation of tragedy,” concluding that the passage constitutes “a warning,
a threat of revenge on Nemesis.”403 According to Murgatroyd, being a “normally gentle and sensitive poet”
Tibullus’ exploitation of the puella’s dead sister is an “indication that Nemesis has been stubbornly
unresponsive to other (more moderate) pleas, so that he is now driven to even this expedient.”404 Maltby
notes that the preceding passage on the goddess Spes seems to “contrast awkwardly with the elegiac section
on Nemesis’ dead sister.”405
This summary suggests that previous readers have endeavored to conceive justifications for this
section’s tone and setting. I do not think this necessary, and the present reading fundamentally agrees with
Bright’s argument that the passage issues a threat to Nemesis—consistent with the overall imperative tone
of the couplets above. The hermeneutic lens of Roman shame and honor corroborates the lines’ persuasive
function: for the narrator, prior to resorting to sheer threats, seems to appeal to Nemesis’ dispositional
shame in order to extort her compliance.406 Tibullus first describes his tribute to the memory of the puella’s
sister, using the stock scene of funerary devotion recurring in previous honor-related contexts407: gift
bearing (dona…feram,) sighed-after wreaths (madefacta…serta,) while the deceased’s piety is emphasized
(mihi sancta est;) Then, the poet appeals to the civic dimension of the honorable bond between the sister
and himself, employing the official language of Rome’s revered institutions to shame Nemesis into
submission: he sits as a suppliant at her sister’s grave (supplex sedebo,) calls himself a cliens
(suum…clientem,) and addresses Nemesis through the deceased’s authority (illius ut verbis.)408 From this
standpoint, Tibullus’ emphasis on the dead sister’s honorable standing constitutes just one of the strategies
of persuasion his fictional narrator resorts to. As his appeals to Nemesis’ sister’s social standing—
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Seconding Lee-Stecum, this idea of persuasion is intended as ‘the delineation and operation of the power structures
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sanctioned by the respectable patron-client relationship—fail to produce the desired effect, Tibullus
concludes this section with gruesome threats (sanguinolenta…venit.) Thus, the poet’s persuasive climax
becomes clear: the generic appeal to familial devotion and the firmer hint at social obligation, both lead the
way to a crass threat of the ghost’s vendetta.
In short, the present reading argues that Tibullus’ narrator exploits the social devices of Roman
honor to prompt—unsuccessfully—Nemesis’ compliance. This vivid passage is followed by the last section
of 2.6, where the poet openly abandons (desino) his current strategy of persuasion only to pursue a different
approach.
Desino, ne dominae luctus renoventur acerbi:
Non ego sum tanti, ploret ut illa semel
Nec lacrimis oculos digna est foedare loquaces:
Lena nocet nobis, ipsa puella bona est
Lena necat miserum Phryne furtimque tabellas 45
Occulto portans itque reditque sinu
Saepe, ego cum dominae dulces a limine duro
Adgnosco voces, haec negat esse domi,
Saepe, ubi nox mihi promissa est, languere puellam
Nuntiat aut aliquas extimuisse minas
50
Tunc morior curis, tunc mens mihi perdita fingit,
Quisve meam teneat, quot teneatve modis;
Tunc tibi, lena, precor diras: satis anxia vivas,
Moverit e votis pars quotacumque deos
I cease, lest my lady’s bitter woes are revived. I’m not worthy enough that she should ever weep. Nor does
she deserve that tears disfigure those speaking eyes: the bawd harms me, the girl herself is good. The bawd, Phryne,
is killing me, oh wretched, and she comes and goes secretly carrying letters hidden in her bosom. Often, when I
recognize my lady’s sweet voice from the harsh threshold, the bawd denies she is home: often, when the night has
been promised me, she declares the girl is lying languidly or has been frightened by some threats. Then I die with
cares, then my desperate mind imagines who possesses she who is mine, and in how many ways: then I call curses
down on you, bawd: you will live fearfully enough if any part, however small, of my prayers moves the gods.

The final couplets of Tibullus’ collections successfully circle back to many themes of his previous
poems, ending on a truly elegiac note of amorous languor and rivalry.409 In these lines, the poet interrupts
his direct plea to the girl, blaming his present frustration on the procuress instead. This change in tone

Cf. Maltby 2002: 466. Similar argument in Murgatroyd 1994: 243 ‘in addition to functioning as an individual poem
in isolation, 2.6 is also well placed in the Tibullan collection as a whole: it succeeds 2.5 effectively and rounds off
the two books by recalling 1.1 […] and T.’s extreme reactions, his talk of terminating the liaison and his life, and the
general pervasiveness of the motif of death provide a fitting air of finality and a truly 'elegiac' close to the affair with
Nemesis and to the poetry of Tibullus.’
409
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allows the narrator to voice his anger at the presence of male rivals, who dare to meddle with his own
possessions, and to utter an invective threat to the bawd Phryne that concludes the poem and the collection.
Considered the epitome of Tibullus’ servile devotion toward his beloved,410 the present reading argues for
a different interpretation of this passage and the poem as a whole. Through our hermeneutic lens, one can
appreciate the narrator’s manipulative detachment from Nemesis, his concern for dominance over the
beloved (meam teneat) and the homosocial discourse of male rivalry voiced by the final invective (satis
anxia vivas.)
Right after the horrifying description of a blood-spattered ghost, Tibullus turns to a milder strategy
of flattery to win over Nemesis. Though this shift may appear as a capitulation to the puella and a sign of
heartfelt devotion, the narrator’s tone remains detached as nothing praiseworthy about Nemesis ever
emerges. Indeed, the description lingers on her pretty eyes (loquaces…oculos) and sweet voice
(dulces…voces) and Nemesis is addressed as a good girl (puella bona) and a mistress (domina,) while the
poet calls himself unworthy of making her cry (non ego sum tanti ut ploret illa.) Some have interpreted
these addresses such as domina v.47 and meam v.52 as open signs of Tibullus’ love “Calling Nemesis
domina here and at 47 (cf. also meam in 52) in spite of her behaviour looks like an open avowal of love
(and perhaps of humility too.)”411 The present reading refutes this interpretation. First, the shift of strategy
is so abrupt—and so remarkable after the macabre threat via her sister’s ghost—that it appears to constitute
part of a strategy of persuasion, as argued by Maltby “after frightening with the horrific description of her
sister’s ghost, T. softens his tone to one of concern and flattery.” Furthermore, just a few lines above
Nemesis was “promised” “spondet” to Tibullus as a costly gift, while the poet called her “dura” and does
not abstain from threatening her.
The rest of the passage corroborates the interpretation of these couplets as an invective of a
frustrated male lover failing to assert his power over his beloved. The lines’ emphasis on rivalry and anger
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are at odds with commentators’ arguments about the “normally gentle and sensitive poet Tibullus.”412
Instead, the passage voices the narrator’s male prerogative of domination in the elegiac battlefield of love,
whose contingent failure must be addressed through curses and threats.
First, in spite of the flattering addresses to Nemesis, the lines describe the very prosaic nature of
the puella’s broken promise: a “nox” was “promissa” and then denied. Eloquently, the idea of a night of
intercourse (a night shift?) failing to materialize recurs in 1.8.63-4, in relation to Marathus’ sexually
unrestrained lover. Furthermore, the commodification emerging from this image recalls the idea that a
docile Nemesis was promised to him by Spes, as shown above. The situation recalls Bright’s persuasive
argument that “it is striking that however much Tibullus professes his infatuation with Nemesis, he never
permits her to rise to a position which he might admire.”413 This idea of Nemesis as an unworthy object of
desire continues with the double entendre of “languere puella/nuntiat”: the procuress announces that the
girl is lying ill, though languere can refer to those languid after erotic exertions. On the same line Tibullus
is denied access to Nemesis bedroom due to the girl’s fear of unspecified threats “aliquas extimuisse minas.”
This claim appears to be all the more striking since the poet himself has uttered a very colorful threat against
Nemesis via her dead sister (vv.36-40.)414
Hints at Tibullus’ unsympathetic attachment to his new beloved continue. The marked verb fingit
recalls the serene rural fantasies Delia inspired in 1.5.21-ff.415 In 2.6, instead, the word is a prelude to a
crass sequence of erotic scenes: the narrator imagines who is holding his puella and in how many positions:
quisve meam teneat, quot teneatve modis. Again, the poet’s use of language is rife with significances.
Tibullus is tortured as he imagines another de facto possessing, owning (tenet) what is his (meam,) while
at the same time indulging in the details of their various positions.416 The broad semantic range of tenere
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Curiously none of the modern commentaries and, to my knowledge no one at all, noticed the irony of “aliquas
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(both “to hold in an embrace” and “to own”) is particularly eloquent here, while the possessive pronoun
“meam” hardly conveys any affection. Instead, the word introduces the elegist’s incensed musing about the
other couple’s sexual prowess (quot…modis.) Astutely, Murgatroyd interpreted the image of quot modis
with the following: “These latter points indicate that T. torments himself with the thought that Nemesis is
being very accommodating, and the reiterated teneat shows him dwelling on the act. There is also jealousy
in the possessive meam.”417 Further, I concur with Murgatroyd that the possessive meam speaks to the
poet’s jealousy, but its position at the end of the collection while the narrator indulges in self-degrading
fantasies constitutes a striking echo of the various affectionate meam and meus used to address Delia and
Messalla in book 1.418
Tibullus is tormented by his (unsuccessful) performance of male dominance: in this homosocial
exchange what matters is the possibility that the pawn Nemesis might be more complacent with other men—
thus revealing the poet’s lack of performative masculinity.419 What has changed with the second book is
that Tibullus here is more overt in the description of such homosocial dynamics, and as such this explicit
reference to graphic sexual details is rather unusual in his corpus, unlike, for instance, in Ovid’s.420
This concluding tone of anger is crowned by the last couplet’s final threat, where Tibullus declares
than any part of his prayers, if realized, would mean a life of misery for Phryne (Tunc tibi, lena, precor
diras: satis anxia vivas, Moverit e votis pars quotacumque deos.) This statement concerning the enormity
of Tibullus’ anger, so that any part of its curses would be diras for his enemy, is linked with the preceding
image of Nemesis’ other men through the anaphora of tunc in the first spondee. (Tunc morior…tunc tibi.)
The repetition appears to broaden the scope of the poet’s curse: any rival, if the gods hear his prayers, will
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be met with misery, one last desperate assertion of his masculine dominance, shamed by Nemesis’
unwillingness to yield.
The present analysis relies on the hermeneutic lens of Roman honor for its interpretation of this
poem. By contrasts, previous readers found the narrative development of 2.6 quite problematic: as recalled
above, Bright does not know what to make of it, Reeve speculates about its unfinished status and many of
Tibullus’ motifs were considered “awkward” or in need for justification.421 This reading, however, argues
that Tibullus’ last poem, in line with his whole collection, constitutes a monologue of a frustrated male
lover trying to assert, through various stratagems, his erotic honor among other males. To borrow from
Ellen Greene’s astute analysis of Propertius, just as in the case of Cynthia’s lover, here Tibullus ‘constitutes
himself as an enemy primarily in relation to his male rival. The mistress is the medium of exchange between
men, offering the possibility of heroic action for the lovers who are seemingly competing for Cynthia’s
attentions.”422 This rivalry finds its fitting home within the competitive culture of Roman honor, which the
elegists translate into the realm of elegiac eros. As shown in numerous instances, this perspective helps to
interpret motifs and passages that are at odds with the modernizing understanding of Tibullus as a social
reformer, or a proto-romantic “gentle and sensitive poet.”
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Cf., respectively, Bright 1978: 216-227 and Reeve 1984.
Cf. Greene 2012: 363.
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Conclusions
In the preceding two chapters, I have argued that the lens of Roman shame and honor opens a
valuable new perspective on Tibullus, and perhaps on love elegy as a whole: the Tibullan persona emerges
as a figure fully committed to the normative values of his milieu, and his two books of elegies as the
coherent narrative of his struggle to adapt these values to a new context. This interpretation problematizes
the understanding of the poet, maintained by some scholars, as a non-conformist hostile to traditional mores.
By situating Tibullus within the honor-driven ethos of his contemporaries, his poems’ elegiac speaker
emerges as a consistent narrator, rather than a “self-undermining”423 persona constructing a “schizophrenic
text.”424 The hermeneutic perspective of Roman shame and honor allows us to better understand Tibullus’
poetry while contextualizing his work within the ethical and cultural shifts occurring in the last decades of
the first century BCE.
Tibullus’ engagement with the competitive discourse of honor of his class consists both of a pars
construens, and a pars destruens. The constructive element of Tibullus’ claim on aristocratic honor is
manifest in those passages in which the narrator asserts his glory by taking on a variety of honorable roles:
1. Pious landowner (1.1, 2.1)
2. Valorous commander on the erotic battlefield (1.1)
3. Lofty poeta vates presiding over community rituals (2.1-2.2;2.5)
4. Teacher of love admired by the crowds (1.4)
The destructive component of this competitive discourse is apparent in the speaker’s invectives that target:
1. The mercenary soldier prone to accumulation (1.1)
2. The unfaithful mistress (1.6, 2.6, etc.)
3. Fellow Romans failing to watch their possessions (1.6)
3. Fellow aristocrats who fail to guard the morality of their spouse and their female relatives (1.6,
1.9)
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4. Members of the lower-class carrying social stigma such as the lena (2.6, 1.6)
5. Decadent nouveau riches (2.3)
6. Men who indulge in love affairs at an old age. (1.1; 2.1)
From the vantage point of what Tibullus’ contemporaries considered praiseworthy or reproachable,
the elegiac speaker appears not only to operate within the normative morality of his class, but also to
willingly enforce its values through an emphasis on, e.g., rural religious observance, the management of
the farm, and the cult of the ancestors. Within this framework, Tibullus’ poetry integrates elegiac values,
such as the devotion towards his beloved and the rejection of warfare, to the normative ethos of Rome’s
aristocracy. This reconciliation of elegiac mores and traditional Roman-ness, which I maintain is peculiar
to Tibullus, is epitomized by the accord between the speaker and his patron Messalla, who stands for
“Romanitas incarnate.”425 Through his poetry, the speaker endeavors to integrate elegiac pursuits like his
erotic prowess and poetic ambition to the lot of honor worthy activities; at the same time, he reconciles to
his elegiac imagination Messalla’s achievements and civic virtue. Accordingly, this synthesis of the
patron’s and the poet’s world operates also in Tibullus’ integration of Messalla’s activities: as shown in our
reading of 1.7, Tibullus endeavors to make room for Messalla’s foreign conquest and road building,426 as
they appear to be instrumental—perhaps necessary—to the elegiac peace of the country (“Te [Messalla]
canit agricola, a magna cum venerit urbe” 1.7.61.)
This process of synthesis between the elegiac poet’s and the general’s worlds has been eloquently
summarized as an “operazione di ricostruzione, su un registro elegiaco, di tratti e di valori quiritari che
costituiscono parte essenziale del suo [Tibullus’] stato ideale.”427 This blend is evident, for example, in
elegy 1.3, in which Tibullus declares both devotion to Amor and his unswerving loyalty to his commander
Messalla. This synthesis of the elegiac and the traditional has puzzled those interpreters of Tibullus who
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argue for the countercultural stances of his poetry.428 The ethical landscape of Tibullus’ narrator does not
constitute a subversion of traditional Roman mores, but something closer to an elegiac redefinition of a
normative and aristocratic ethos.429

Tibullus’ Elegiac Amor
Another feature that distinguishes Tibullus from the other elegists is the presence in his corpus of
three different beloveds: Delia, Marathus, and Nemesis. My thesis has addressed how this plurality
corresponds to the poet’s complex approach to elegiac Amor. In Book 1, the narrator’s treatment of love
motifs on the one hand is prone to idealization and consistent with the recurring imagery of domestic
happiness, such as in (1.2; 1.3; 1.5;) on the other hand, the poems featuring Delia and Marathus provide
Tibullus the competitive ground for his assertion of erotic prowess and for his invectives against amorous
rivals, such as in 1.6, 1.8, 1.9.
These two approaches to elegiac Amor as either idealized or conflict-ridden are characteristic of
Book 1. In Book 2, this dichotomy can no longer coexist with the aptly named puella Nemesis. Therefore,
drawing from Solmsen’s insight, my thesis has distinguished between “subjective” and “objective” Amor.
“Objective Amor” features in half of the poems of Book 2 and it allows Tibullus to depict scenes of
childbearing, domestic happiness, and conjugal harmony, aligning his narratives with traditional Roman
values. The subjective type of Amor, on the other hand, is addressed in 2.2, 2.3, and 2.6, where the narrator
reports his burning passion for Nemesis. This kind of love mostly prompts Tibullus’ invective and attacks
against his rivals and other villains (the lena 2.6; a rich ex-slave 2.3, etc.) while fantasizing over his eventual
domination of Nemesis.
As argued in the introduction and in our treatments of single elegies, Tibullus’ professed
subordination to his beloved does not constitute any reversal of tradition Roman gender roles in so far as
the poet does not renounce his gender prerogatives as a Roman male. However, in our reading of 2.6,
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Tibullus’ last elegy, the speaker’s performance of male power is represented as unsuccessful, and the
elegy’s bitterness mirrors the poet’s last anxious assertion of his masculine dominance. In this perspective,
the narrator does not enact a reversal of gender roles, but he may be representing the possible failure of his
project to import aristocratic values into a new elegiac context. Intriguingly, the poet portrays this project
as being in jeopardy in 2.6, the very last poem of his work.

Further Developments
My dissertation has laid the foundation for a research project that may apply the hermeneutic toolset
developed in our reading of Tibullus to the analysis of the other Augustan elegists. This could lead to a
fuller appreciation of the ethical differences that separate Tibullus’ poetry from Propertius’, and Ovid’s. Of
particular interest could be the scrutiny of how similar motifs are addressed by each elegist.430
This project could examine the patterns that have emerged in my dissertation and the deviations
from them as Propertius and Ovid’s Amores depict instances of shame-related scenes throughout their
poetry. More importantly, such scenes could be contextualized within the scholarship’s key notions
(occurrent and prospective pudor, Kaster’s taxonomy, etc.) into an analysis of these patterns, discussed in
this dissertation’s methodology section. Drawing from Kaster’s taxonomy of shame-scripts, these patterns
could be defined as “elegiac shame scripts,” which could be singled out as the following four recurring
themes in the elegiac corpus:

1. Rivalry between men:

With respect to their broader ethical stances cf. Maltby 2002: 55 where the scholars puts Tibullus “in contrast with
the light-hearted and yet extremely subversive amorality of Ovid’s amores and the more outspoken rejection of
Augustan values in some of the poems of Propertius’ first three books”; Wray 2001: 111 “Catullus may be
distinguished from, for example, the love elegists of the Augustan generation. Propertius and Ovid own up to a roster
of ethical inadequacies as lovers: these include infidelity, callous indifference and even cruelty. In Catullus' poetry,
conversely, these and all other faults, and all the moral turpitude underlying them, are on Lesbia's side” whereas
Tibullus’ stance is considered to be “stance is closer to that of Catullus.”
430
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These passages show how the elegiac narrator engages in a competition with his fellow
aristocrats whose prize is the beloved puella.431 This perspective challenges the poet’s
stance as a devoted lover and champion of the woman’s agency. (Prop. 1.8: Sive dies seu nox
venerit, illa meast! /nec mihi rivalis certos subducet amores; Ov. 3.11)

2. Poet’s shame and shaming:
The section illustrates both the poet’s sensitivity to his fragile position as an honorable
lover and the power his poetry exerts as a medium of shaming. Ovid. 3.7.37[…]84: Huc pudor
accessit: facti pudor ipse nocebat[…]Hoc dedecus dissimulavit aqua. Ovid 3.1.21: Fabula, nec sentis, tota
iactaris in urbe. Prop. 2.5.29-30)

3. Pursuit of everlasting poetic glory:432
The excerpts describe the narrator’s pursuit of glory on the battlefield of eros. (Prop. 2.7.1518: Quod si vera meae comitarent castra puellae,/non mihi sat magnus Castoris iret equus./hinc etenim tantum
meruit mea gloria nomen,/gloria ad hibernos lata Borysthenidas.”; Prop 3.9.45-6; Ov. 1.15.7-8: Mortale est,
quod quaeris, opus. mihi fama perennis/Quaeritur, in toto semper ut orbe canar.)

4. Trophy Puella and erotic triumph:
This shows the role played by the mistress as prize of the aristocratic competition, to be
displayed and paraded accordingly. (Prop. 2.14.21-25; Ov. 2.12.5-6: “Haec est praecipuo victoria
digna triumpho, In qua, quaecumque est, sanguine praeda caret.”)

The proposed organization does not suggest that the individual categories described above are
mutually exclusive or that the material could not be organized in other ways. Nonetheless, by way of
example, these four points may represent a cohesive set of recurring moments and, most importantly, they
are closely echoed in Tibullus’ corpus. The research project could explore how, unlike Tibullus, Propertius
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and Ovid seem to use these elegiac shame scripts in a more artificial, literary manner. In this perspective,
the book could assess Tibullus’ narrator as more consistent in his portrayal of a shame-driven, honos
seeking world of erotic elegy. This analysis would allow readers to compare and contrast general patterns
of shame and honor, and Tibullus’ specific handling of these ideas and topoi, thus contextualizing the poet’s
engagement with the ethical discourse of his era.
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